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PREFACE

It is impossible to study an economic phenomenon in isolation

without including the numerous conditions and influences which have

a bearing on it. Yet, a compromise is essential, for limitations
of time and space as well as the human mind require that

simplification must be combined with the complexities of economic

forces in order to make some sort of analysis possible. It is for

this reason that final output in terms of primary input (Table 19,
National Income and Expenditure) forms the frame work of the study.

In this way the assumption is made that value of final output equals

the sum of the values of primary input. This is, of course, an

identity which must always be true, but it is useful in showing

the relationships of primary input factors in distribution. When

these relationships are placed within the post-war inflationary

environment of rising world commodity prices and full employment

(as defined in Part 111), they can be examined in their proper

perspective.

This, therefore, is not to suggest that the conclusions
reached are valid for all conditions at all times. No such

universality is possible in economic science. Economic problems
will require solutions within the institutional and environmental
framework in existence at the particular time. Accordingly, Part 1
is devoted to the distribution of income to each primary input sector.
Chapter 1 assesses the monetary background of this distribution, and
in Chapters 2 and 3 an attempt is made to evaluate the impact of
imports cost fluctuations on the economy. Chapters 4 and 5 examine
the theoretical relation between active and passive incomes in
distribution and forces which can bring to a converging point a

spiral resulting from the conflict of active incomes in tiie
attempt to gain a greater share of final output, chapters 6 and 7
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turn to actual industrial policies of both labour and management
as active incomes from the practical side and attempt to evaluate

their relative strength, chapter 8 then brings the two active

incomes into the contact which determines the wage bargain and

the price level, it is, in a sense, laying out the forces which

influence the nature of the wage agreement.

The allocation of final output to its various uses forms the

subject of Part 11. It is unfortunate that a division between

the distribution of income and its consumption is necessary at this

point, for no clear distinction can be made between the two. For

this reason, the mathematical identity is introduced which attempts

to link the two for analytical purposes, in this way it can be

shown that income sectors and the consumption for which income is

used are "mutually exclusive". Hence the futility of attempting to

control the price level by operating on one member of the identity

only can be easily demonstrated, for compensating actions by another

member will occur at once, it is because of this that a

comprehensive plan for full employment is suggested in Part 111.

Chapter 9 discusses personal consumption, which for convenience

is referred to as "internal", emphasizing the growing strength of

this section of demand due to incentive payments to labour and the

welfare benefits received, A concept of the "consumption

multiplier" thus emerges. In Chapter 10, the role of investment is
evaluated with particular attention to the time lags between the
moment of inception and the moment the contribution to production is
made. This is again an "internal" consuming sector which will

actively compete with personal consumption for a limited share of

final output. The "external" shares^ exports and government, values
of which are determined by considerations outside the control of

private consuming sectors are then discussed in Chapter 11.
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Part 111 begins with chapter 13 be restating the wage-price

spiral with the aid of diagrams in the light of the values and

considerations in Parts 1 and 11. The relationship of "spiral

theory" to modern trade cycle theory is then shown with emphasis

on the conditions which have made the conditions of chronic

unemployment a pre-war memory. Finally, the nature of a comprehensive

plan for full employment is discussed in general terms in chapter

15, and the necessary adjustments required before any such plan

can completely succeed. In the last analysis, it is the failure

to make such adjustments combined with the fact that productive

capacity is insufficient that results in the wage-price spiral.
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THB WAGES - PRIC3S SPIRAL AND INCOME DISTRIBUTION

It is an unfortunate circumstance in modern economic life that

the supply of goods and services is perpetually inadequate to

satisfy the demands made upon it. Few individuals and no consuming

group are completely content with the amount of goods which

constitute its share of the national wealth.3- Total income is

divided among the factors of production according to social,

economic and institutional criteria. It follows, then, that the

function of price is to allocate the scarce supply of goods and

services to those particular incomes which are able to pay the price.

Therefore, the distribution of a given real national income

can be affected by the double action of first, the changing size

of particular incomes and second, the price level of goods and

services purchased. Inflation, which is accomplished by rising

prices, alters the distribution of national income in favour of a

consuming group whose income increases faster than the price level
and against that group whose income is either static or increasing
at a slower rate than prices.

Inflationary price rises can occur as the result of forces
outside the production process, such as an excess of demand, or from
within the production process, such as rising raw materials or wage

costs, and (or) profits. In any case, the distribution of wealth
is altered in favour of one group and against another by means of

1. For the sake of precision, a definition of the term "consuming
group" would be, the sectors of the population which are in
receipt of common types of income. Thus, wages and salaries,
company profits, pensions, etc. would be the means of
distribution of income to consuming groups.
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a purchasing power loss or gain. When inflation results from a

cost increase within the production process, that factor which

increases in cost gains at the expense of other consuming sectors

so that the real distribution of the national income is changed,

at least, momentarily, in favour of the productive factor. It is

possible, therefore, for inflation to be the result of a deliberately

planned action on the part of any factor of production to increase

its purchasing power and its real share of the national income.

From this a definition of the Wages-Prices Spiral emerges: the

attempt by one productive factor to increase its distributive

share at the expense of another.

The term "wages-prices spiral" is unfortunate in that there is

an implication that labour is responsible for price increases.

It is only acceptable if the word "prices" is taken to include in

its meaning the element of profit which, as the reward of a

productive factor, is also increasing so that prices consequently

rise; hence, in the stated definition, an "atterapt by one productive

factor to increase its reward at the expense of another", is

frustrated in the sense that profits margins remain intact. In

reality, both wages and profits, since they are most securely

defended against inflation, will increase, in real terms, at the

expense of other more vulnerable sectors of distribution. A more

exact terminology would, of course, be "wages-profits-prices spiral".

While the ensuing discussion is largely concerned with the

post-war period in Great Britain, it is not meant to imply that the

struggle for increased shares of distribution is a new phenomenon.

It may be quite true, and thers is considerable evidence to suggest

it, that the economic dislocation of World War 11, which resulted
in the breakdown of traditional income differentials, merely
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hastened a long-terra trend which was firmly established long

before. Secular inflation and the resulting redistribution of

income in favour of wages and profits and against rentier income

id a matter of economic history. However, this does not

obviate the necessity for avoiding too rapid a development of

a trend in a nation dependent on export markets, in addition, the

share of wages in the national income has shown cyclical

variation, rising during prosperity and falling during depression. 2.
!"T

The relative scarcity of labour during prosperity has enhanced

its monopoly value, even though completely full employment may

not have been reached and the surplus of labour during depression,

by introducing more competition among workers, has caused the

share of wages to fall.

The post-war world of keen international competition,

however, has resulted in the redistribution of incomes through

inflation being a problem of major proportions. it is for
this reason that this particular period is now being considered.

2. See Kalecki, Theory of Economic Dynamics, Allen & Unwin, Ltd.,
London, 1954, Chapter 2.
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CH.U7KR 1 MONETARY INFLUENCE

a. Financial aspects of rising price levels in post-war years.

Any inflationary process, including the wages-prices spiral,

requires a means of payment in excess of the requirements of

actual physical production with a given distribution of income.

If, as a result of redistribution through inflation, income is

transferred from one consuming sector to another with a higher

propensity to consume, a greater value of transactions will result.

This suggests that some idle balances will be activated by the

redistribution process, and, as a result, average velocity of

circulation will increase. 3 Should there be a continued

demand for redistribution of income, via the inflation process, so

that the average propensity to consume no longer increases as fast

as the rate of redistribution, a greater supply of money or liquid

assets will be required. Velocity of circulation, in other ?Jords,

cannot increase as fast as the requirements of the community for

money since the propensity to consume is always less than unity. The

wages of labour, or the profits of management would always be

greater than the consumption from these incomes; hence, during an

inflationary process, the total quantity of money must be either

great enough or growing sufficiently to satisfy both saving and the
propensity to consume.

The relationship bet?/een money and the national ineome can

be most neatly expressed by using Keynes' expression

M * Mi *Ll(Y)+L2(r). 4

3. Velocity of circulation is defined, after Bresciani-Turroni as the
gross national product divided by the total means of payment (total
liquid assets), Y v. The level of price is thus an indicator of
velocity of M money. "Value of transactions"is MV.

4. Keynes, General Theory of Employment.Interest, and honey,page 199.
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Here, M, the total quantity of money, is divided between Ml, the

amount required for transaction, and Mg, the amount required for

savings (precautionary motive) and speculation- The first, Mq, is
a function of the national income (total quantity of goods and

services multiplied by prices), and the second, Mg, is a function
of the rate of interest. Velocity of circulation depends upon the

relation between Mq and Mg, the larger Mq in relation to Mg, the
greater the velocity of circulation. By substituting in the

Keynesian relation income from Employment and Other incomes for the

National Income (dividing national income into two "receiving"

sectors) the relationship between the wages-prices spiral and

quantity of money becomes clear. Let E equal Employment Income

and 0 equal Other Incomes. As in the Keyensian equation, L equals
the liquidity function, M equals the total amount of money divided

between Mq, the transactions motive and M2, the precautionary and

speculative motives. Then

M s-Mq + Mg s L (B + 0)+L(r).

If either E or 0 should increase, it must be either at the expense

of Mg or by an addition to total quantity of money, M. This would
result in rising interest rates if the total quantity of money is

constant. In such circumstances, investment would be curtailed and

unemployment result until equilibrium is restored between the two

sectors, Ml and Mg. Such a situation would be true under the
former gold standard when the money supply was limited.

If M can increase, however, or if a surplus already exists as

idle balances, E or 0 (and the national income) will rise with the
result that the money not used for consumption by incomes will spill

over into Mg, driving the interest rate down. This situation, as
demonstrated below, prevailed during the early post-war era.
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Since the supply of money for transactions, is a

function of the national income, which is determined by E and 0,

an increase in E, for example, will require extra money with
the result that demand will rise, and, consequently, if prices

increase in lesser degree than E, the real employment income will

gain at the expense of other incomes. The supply of money for

transactions is, therefore, a necessary fundamental for a

redistribution of income through inflation. Likewise, the

possibility of control of this type of inflation by raising the

interest rate and increasing the size of M2 with the total quantity

of money, M, constant, emerges and will be discussed later.

At the moment it will be advantageous to examine the monetary

background from which the wages-prices spiral springs.

1

b. Money surplus inherited from wartime finance.

In Great Britain, as well as in other countries whether

belligerent or neutral, it was necessary to pay for the war effort

by deficit spending. This had the effect of enormously increasing

the quantity of money in circulation. Obviously, in view of

shortages of consumer goods, had this money been freely spent, prices

and the national income would have risen considerably more than they

actually did. To avoid this, price control and rationing designed to

check the average velocity of circulation was resorted to. This

had the effect of immobilizing a large quantity of currency so that

considerable potential demand waited for release as rationing and

price control ended. Ideally, controls should have been maintained
until supply and demand could be equated at the existing price, but
in practice this was impossible to attain. Excessive post-war
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demand was a world-wide phenomenon and control of inflation

became very difficult in the face of rising import costs.

The position of quantity of money, velocity of circulation,
and national income during wartime can be simply expressed, let

Ml equal quantity of money at one period, Mg the second period,
Y the velocity of circulation, and Y the national income

MY iY by definition. It follows that

If
Let Y increase by 50%, and Y decrease by 50%,

Mo *3/2Y17§v,
MS * 3Y

"V

and Mg T. 5.
Mi

Hence, an increase, under the assumed conditions, of 30(1% in
the money supply occurs. Price control and rationing decrease the

average velocity of circulation {Y ) for all currency, and deficit
(M )

finance increases the national income in money terms.

The existence of this surplus of money can be further shown

by a comparison of the supply of currency in circulation and bank
deposits in relation to personal income.
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Ratios of currency in circulation to Income from Employment

including Forces (1938 -100)

j-??7 1949 1930 1951 1958 1953 1954Io5„ 151 l2o XX8.5 115 lo5 104 lob 104

Ratios of currency in circulation to total Personal Income (1938=100)
1946 1947_ 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954
174" m.s i£r mrs rso" 12275 mr isrrs izz-

Ratios of Bank Deposits to Income from Employment (1938 *100).
1946 1947 1948 194=9 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954
1ST" IS1T" 1X575 TIT" Xo§~ ~W~ "11975 ~87~~ 75174

Ratios of Bank Deposits to total Personal Income (1938*100).

1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954
1ST" TTF~ 1ST" 1ST" TzZ~ ITT" loo" IXT75 ~W75

Calculated from Table 2, National Income and Expenditure, 1955,
and tables 313 and 314, Annual Abstract of Statistics, No. 92.

From these figures, it should become apparent that a surplus of

money which was not used for payment of personal incomes was in

circulation and that this surplus was at its greatest in 1946. An

actual fall in quantity occurrod from 1947 - 1948, so that the index

dropped appreciably. Basically, the same situation existed with

bank deposits, the majority of which were current accounts rising and

falling at much the same rate as currency in circulation.

Apparently, with rising prices and incomes, this surplus came

into use as the need for it grew. Average velocity of circulation

was increasing as idle balances fell and prices rose. ¥/orld

commodity prices increased immediately after the war so that with

the surplus of demand as represented by excess currency and a

shortage of consumer goods owing to the dislocation of war-time

production, wage demands and rising prices were inevitable.
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As an increased supply of goods became available through

increased production, the currency surplus was further absorbed

during 1948 and 1949, and devaluation and imports cost increase

during the Korean War required even more currency through rising

prices. In actual fact, average velocity throughout the world, as

well as in Britain, \?as returning to a level which is determined by
the average propensity to consume so that the world commodity price

boom probably hastened a process which was inevitable, it is this

that has shown such a remarkable constancy over long periods of

time. One would expect the any years of wartime rationing and

price control to have altered the consuming habits of the public, but,

apparently, such has not been the case, cyclical variations do

occur, but, in the long run, velocity of circulation tends to be

fairly constant with the result that a given increase of money

supply eventually results in a national income which is a multiple

of the quantity of money. 5
As a supplement to the above figures of the ratios of

currency to personal income, Professor Brown has calculated the

ratios of all liquid assets (money, bank deposits, and national

debt and other liquid assets) to national income for a number of

western countries. A few of these are as follows :

5. This "normal" velocity of circulation is a characteristic of many
countries. The Sditor of Lloyd's Bank Review has compared pre¬
war velocity with 195S for a number of" countries showing this
stability, see issue of April, 1955 page 19.
Again, velocity is measured by M.

Y
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Table 1.

Ratio of liquid assets to national income, 1938 =100.

Country Year Currency plus Total money Total Money Total liq-
Current accounts including plus public debt uid assets

time deposits outside banks money plus
bonds.

1946 172 146 175 128
United 1948 150 129 143 107

Kingdom 1951 136 115 128 97
1954 111 97.5

1946 136 116 154 106
U.S.A. 1948 104 94 122 87

1951 95 85 106 76

1946
France 1948

1951

104 103
73 72
67 67

66 51
38 28
42 29

West 1944 540 515 580 360 ?
Germany 1948 72 45 78 52 ?

1951 87 56 82 53 ?

Source: A.J. Brown, The Great Inflation, 1939-1951.
Tables 1 and 11 pp.249-250.
Figures for 1954 derived from Tables 313 and 314 Annual Abstract
of Statistics and National Income and Expenditure, Table. 1.

Total liquid assets (the last column) reached the pre-war level in 1948,

Currency and current accounts only, however, remained well above pre-war

level, suggesting that money for transactions purposes was required to

finance rising prices and wages. Apparently,employment income requires

more currency than does other incomes, for the ratios of currency in

circulation to Income from Employment are 4 to 5$ higher than pre-war,

reflecting the larger share of Wages and Salaries in total personal

Income in 1954 (70%) than in 1938 (60%). One ivould expect, therefore,

an increased share of income for labour to be accompanied by rising

currency in circulation. Further, it can be seen that labour's
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currency requirements since 1951 have already reached the pre-war

normal, but for Other incomes the currency is still well above

pre-war at a fairly constant level. This may wall ba a new

"normal" level of money supply to accommodate the new

distribution of income in favour of labour as against other incomes.

There is probably no doubt that an important psychological

relationship existed between the surplus of currency after the

last war and the wages-price sS spiral. The period of wartime

rationing and price control resulted in excessive demand which

made price increases and corresponding wage increases possible.

Doubtless, this created an environment of optimism on the part of

both labour and management, for the excessive demand insured that

any wage claim could be met. This, combined with the breakdown

of traditional differentials resulting from labour shortages and

bottlenecks of the war would be sufficient to bring about a "habit"

of wage demands spurred on by rising living costs resulting from

increased costs of imports. Once the excessive demand had been

absorbed and the average velocity of circulation restored by a

higher level of national income, there would be no reason to

expect that wages and profits should not continue to rise.

Inflation, from whatever cause, redistributes real income in favour

of those groups most capable of defending their incomes; therefore,

it is only one step further to a deliberate policy of increasing

real income. What may be at one time a fortunate circumstance can,

at another, become a planned attempt. This, probably, would be the

major contribution of the surplus of currency im represented

consuming potential. In this respect, a currency excess is a prime
factor in any inflationary process.

OS

It is doubtful, however, that money has^direct an effect on

the level of wages as In the past. Since money supply has heen



forced to play a minor role in the economic life of the nation,

ample supplies of currency and credit are assured under any

circumstances. The surplus of currency finds its way through

market channels, first to entrepreneurs, then eventually to

wage and salary earners, to company reserves, and to capital

owners as dividends. Obviously, it is impossible to pay higher
/

wages ih the money is not available. Restricting the supply

would drive up interest rates, cutting investment projects and,

eventually, consumer demand. Under such circumstances, it would

be impossible for wages and profits to rise. On the other hand,

if the supply is virtually unlimited, with a given velocity of

circulation determined by the propensity to consume, rising

prices and ?/ages are made possible.

During the immediate post-war period, excessive currency

inherited from war-time deficit finance furnished the necessary

means of financing inflation. Once this excess was absorbed

by rising national income and prices continued to rise, further

means of payment had to be forthcoming. Inflation becomes self-

generating when the money supply in the hands of consumers is

great enough to finance price and wage increases, since the wage

earners themselves are consumers, the circular movement is completed,

only to begin again. The entire processm however, requires an

ever-increasing supply of currency which must be supplied by the

Central Authority. lathis sense,the wages-prices spiral is,

of course, no different from any other type of inflation except

for the fact that money is of minor importance as a cause.

Primarily, the object of a factor of production during a

wages-prices spiral is to gain a greater share of real income, and
this is accomplished through the media of rising prices and



increasing money supply. Tills contrasts with the great

inflations which occurred after the first World War which were

characterised by rapidly increasing velocity of circulation and

an evergrowing supply of money. Here, of course, the money

itself wa3 the primary causa.
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CHAPTBH 8. COi&JOJlTY PRIC2 IMH3AA53S

a. A suggested distribution equation

Another influence should be examined, which has a mora direct

bearing on the wages-price spiral as defined above. At this stage,

the approach will be from the supply side as opposed to monetary

demand. Here, the effect is felt from within the production

process, though the cause is purely external.

The post-war period has bean characterised by rising commodity

prices which have responded to various influences prevailing at the

time. From. 1946 to 1948, the cost of British imports rose by

about 25$, and from 1949 to 1951 by 52$, on the basis of annual

averages. The first period was the result of war-time shortages

and dislocation of production, and the second, the result of

devaluation and the Korean price boom. 1 Both, however, affected

domestic prices in Great Britain considerably, as well as in other

countries.

For the purpose of evaluating the impact of an imports cost

increase, an equation of distribution will be introduced which will
have great importance later. This can be derived in the following

way. Suppose the price of consumers' goods, p, is distributed

according to imports, I, wage costs, 2, and profits, etc., c.

{Indirect taxes are temporarily ignored). For solution purposes,

one of these must be considered an independent variable; therefore,

though mathematically it makes no difference which is independent,
in this case imports will be so considered for the sake oi economic
sense.

1. Cmd. 9725, page 4-.
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Thus, I fep +op -p (e and o reprasenting ratios).
Rearranging terms gives

P - I .

1 - (e +~o )

In order to demonstrate the effect of cost changes on these ratios

of distribution, suppose that these costs are distributed according
to imports ^40, labour 40, profits = 20. Price will now be loo.

If imports increase in cost by 5$, the change will be as follows ;

period 0 - 40+ 40 +20 ' 100

period 1 - 42 + 40 +20 » 102

Now this represents a loss of real wages and profits, obviously,
so that in the next period, prices will rise still further as a

result of attempts to regain a 2% loss in purchasing power; hence,

period 2 - 42 •+40.8 + 20.4 * 103.2

In subsequent periods, profits and wage adjustments will take place

until purchasing power is restored to equilibrium level at

period n - 42 +42 *21 * 105

Thus the original equilibrium is restored to 40$ and 20$ for wages

and profits as ratios of distribution, which is the solution of the

above equation, with prices 5$ higher than before. To add a third

distributive share, indirect taxes, does not alter the basic

situation.

As a static solution, the final adjustment represents the

ultimate equilibrium point towards which prices, wages, and profits

would move. But, like all static solutions, it does not include
the many dynamic elements which will modify the situation and tend

to stabilise prices. However, it does indicate the inflationary
potential of rising Import costs. For an example, it is possible
to calculate the effects of rising imports costs, wages, and profits
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during the period 1946 - 1948, using the "distributive share"

method. At this time, imports costs rose by 25$ along with a

wage rise of 18.4$ and a profits increase of 14$. In solving
this equation, it is necessary to look ahead to pp. GO - Gf
where the effect of production on the distribution equation is

determined. Also, indirect taxation must be included so that the

former equation, P* I will read
1- (e • o)

N (value of final output)- I .

1 - (e + o •+1)

Passive incomes can be ignored since they cancel out (see p. G Cj)
and affect the solution only through their influence on the shares

of active incomes. Using the input-output table, the shares of

wages, profits, indirect taxes, and imports which enter into

production can be determined.

Let E - Employment income
0 *Gross profits
T 2 Indirect taxes
1 sImports.

Then, from Table 19 of National Income and Expenditure,
E T 48
0 =13.45
T - 10
1 2 18

Passive incomes are ignored and are removed from the

"Gross Profits, Other Incomes and Rent" sector by the proportions
9ro5S . . ,

which these incomes bear to grown profits in the gross national

product. Hence, the new active income ratios will be
e * E 4-dE

100 v dH t do ' dT * d'i

o r 0 * dp
100 +dE +d0 ♦ dT ♦ dl

These, for the period 1946 - 1948 are
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e - 48.3
o ■13.06
t - 10.6 (the increase in indirect taxes is taken from

Table 49, National Income and Expenditure, 1955).
Imports (I) increased by 25$ so that 12 = 22.5.

These can be compared eith the old ratios stated above as

absolute quantities.

Quantity of production can be introduced with the equation

derived on pp. -6/ The gross national product at

constant prices increased by about 5$ from 1946 - 1948, so that

Q1* 100, Q2 =105, PI (the old price level)loo, Ii = 18,

12 *22.5, and x *1 minus the old ratios, and z *1 minus the

new ratios.

Q2 „ Plx II

105 100 (.2855)- 18
TOO * Pg(.2804)- 22.5

Solving for Pg gives the answer 116 approximately, or a 16$ rise
in the price level from 1946 - 1948. The actual price level

rose by 15.5$.

b. The impaot of imports on the equation

Two natural features must be noted about the nature of I.

First, the larger in quantity,(that is, the greater the share in

final price) the greater will be the initial impact on the cost

of living. In Great Britain, imports represent 21$ of the cost

of consumers' goods; hence a 25$ increase will result in a 5$ rise

in the cost of all goods consumed. If this is actively reflected

in the index of retail prices, for example, it could easily be

sufficient to initiate a spiral of rising wages, profits, prices,

etc., if no factor of production is willing to accept a cut in its
real rewards. In the absence of any stabilizing influence,
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this could continue until equilibrium is reached with a 25$
price rise. In the United States, on the other hand, the

importation of goods is of such small proportions that the

initial impact is negligible, and, consequently, easily absorbed

before any results are noticed. Thus, the larger is I, the greater

is the propelling force which will initiate successive movements

of wages, profits, and prices to the new equilibrium price level.

Second, the initial inflationary impact of I will depend

upon the stage of production which it enters, if basic raw

materials form the bulk of imports, as in Great Britain, the

effect of a price rise, on a percentage basis, will be damped by

succeeding stages of production. There are, generally, at least

three stages of production which any such commodity must pass

through before it reaches the consumer; hence the percentage

increase in retail prices may be quite small compared with the

initial raw material increases. Doubtless, this is an

important factor in absorbing many commodity price rises, for some,

like copper and rubber, have increased by 250$ since 1949.

A further, rather obvious, point should be made in view of

its importance in the ensuing discussion. Ultimately, import

costs do not represent potential consumer demand within the nation.

This is the all-important distinction between rising prices

resulting from import cost increases and rising prices resulting

from rising wage costs., It is quite conceivable that in the

interest of justice, the first impact of cost increase could be
compensated for by some rising wages and profits so as to

protect in some measure real earnings. Once a general round of

increases is accomplished,however, demand rises and a self-

generating spiral may emerge. To avoid this, the initial impact
of rising import costs must only be compensated for by a rise in

incomes already depressed.
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c* Effects of rising import costs on European nations.

It is now necessary to examine the "first impact" of import cost

rises in greater detail since it is quite possible that given

appropriate conditions, they can result in a spiral of wages and

prices which will approach equilibrium at a much higher level than the

import cost rise itself would cause. The two main characteristics,

size of imports in relation to gross national product and quality

of imports, will be considered first.

Table 11 1. 2 . 3. 4 X

Imports as
Percentage of

Nat ion
Gross Domestic in import costs
Product (1953) (1948-1952)

Percent.increase Percent.increase Column 2
in cost of living column 3

(1948-1952)

United Kingdom 20 53 20 2.65
France 14 85 50 1.7
Finland I7i 82 50 1.64
Austria 19 150 100 1.5
West Germany 16 30 2 15
Norway 40 31 31 1
Sweden 20 50 24 2.08
Denmark 28 34 25 1.36
Netherlands 43£ 31 28 1.11
U.S.A. 5 2 10 .2

Source: Column 1, Statistics of National Income and Expenditure, New York,
_

1Q55^
Columns 2 and 3, Chart 7, page 65, Economic survey of Europe

since the War, Geneva, 1953.

As an indicator of the reaction of living costs to movements of
import costs, perfect reaction would be shown by unity. The
larger the number the less the tendency for the cost of living fro
rise in response to rising costs of imports.

3. The figures of imports and gross domestic product for the
United Kingdom have since been revised as, doubtless, have others,
so that column 1 is of only relative value.
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Norway and the Netherlands, highly dependent on imports, have

the most complete reaction to rising import costs with Denmark

not far behind. The remainder of the countries, however, show

no correlation between the figures in Column 1 and Column 4.

For the second characteristic, quality of imports, the imports

of the above nations have been divided into three groups -

1. Food, Drink, and Tobacco, 2. Raw Materials, and 3, Manufactured
A

Products. r

Table 111
Division of total Percentage of

Year of imports by percentage each group of
Nation Classification the Gross Dom-

estic product
1. '2

1

"3 la 2a 3a.

United Kingdom 1949 42.6 38.25 19.06 8.52 7.67 3.812
France 1949 27 51.63 21.08 3.88 7.23 2.94
Finland 1954 18.8 23.66 57.50 3.29 4.15 3o. 06
Austria 1949 34.3 35.50 30.15 6.5 6.75 5.72
Western Germany 1952 32.26 46.50 21.0 5.15 7.45 3.36
Norway 1952 14.23 21.12 64.75 5.7 8.45 25.6
Sweden 1952 14.9 31.28 53.70 2.9 6.25 30.7
Denmark 1949 16.4 31.80 51.56 4.6 8.9 14.45
Netherlands 1952 16.55 37.21 45.95 7.2 16.4 21.5
U.S.A. 1949 32.5 36.65 31.06 1.61 1.83 1.55

Source: Yearbook of International Trade Statistics, 1952, 1954
United Nations, New York, 1953, 1955. "

A multiplication of these percentages by Column 1 above yields a

measure of the influence on the domestic price level that these

three categories will exert. Again, the nations with the largest

imports of manufactured goods, in relation to the Gross Domestic

Product, Norway, the Netherlands, and Denmark, show the closest
correlation between import costs and cost of living, (Column 4 in

Table 11).

4. This grouping combines the S. I. T. C. code numbers 0 and 1
into group 1, 2-4 into group 2, and 5 - 9, into group 3.
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In the same way, exports can be divided into the three

categories sci as to complete the analysis from the side of demand •

Table 17.
Percentage of each

Year of Division of total group of the Gross
Nat ion Classification exports by percentage Domestic Product

1 2 3 la 2a 3a

United Kingdom 1949 5.35 6.7 88 1.07 1.34 17.6
France 1949 13.4 14.6 72 1.88 2.4 10.1
Finland 1954 2.86 51.2 46 .5 8.95 8.05
Austria 1949 1.07 25 74 .19 4.75 14.06
Western Germany 1952 2 14.6 83.5 .32 2.34 13.4
Norway 1952 20.6 31.5 48 8.25 12.6 19.2
Sweden 1952 4 44.2 52 .8 8.8 10.4
Denmark 1949 75 5.1 20 21 1.43 5.6
Netherlands 1952 34.4 18.5 47.3 15 8.05 20.6
U. S. A. 1949 20.3 19.8 60 1.15 1 3

Source : Yearbook of International Trade Statistics, 1952, 1954,
United NaTTons~ New York, 1955, 1955. ~

In calculating the percentage of the Gross Domestic Product for the

three categories, the ratio of imports (Column 1, Table I) was used.

This is necessarily approximate since there is some fluctuation in

exports from year to year.

Now, the position of these countries in the face of imports cost

increases can be more accurately assessed. It has been stated that

the initial effect of an imports cost increase will depend primarily

on the amount of imports in relation to the gross national product,

and the nature of the imports. Raw materials price rises will have

less effect on consumer prices than finished goods because they enter

into production at lower stages; hence, as each production process is

completed, the initial impact reduces by the ratio of the cost of
basic material entering into production and the final cost,

Fundamentally, the nations fall into two groups if classified by

both quantity and quality of imports. The "primary producers",

Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland and the Netherlands are characterized
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by either high imports of manufactures, high total imports equally

divided, or, as in the case of Norway, high quantity of imports heavily
biased toward finished manufactures. These rely principally on

exports on raw materials or food and would be expected to react most

sharply to world import prices. All, with exception of Sweden
/ .

(a "border" case whose exports of manufactures are almost the same

as imports), show a very high reaction to import cost increases.

The reaction, however, is assymetric for falling import costs

have not produced a drop in the cost of living. It appears that there

is a strong tendency for the economies of these primary producers to

adjust to these new cost levels, and once wages and profits have

expanded accordingly, the new "norm" exists about which prices will

fluctuate depending upon the state of the market. High inelasticity

of supply of raw materials is responsible for the violent upsurges of

prices of the exports of these countries in response to a world demand

stimulated by the Korean War. Consequently, a favourable movement

in the terms of trade can be seen for Norway, Finland and Sweden during

most of the Korean Boom. In view of the importance of category 2

exports {raw materials) to the domestic economy of these countries, one

would expect a rising national income with an artificially swollen

demand. When this is combined with rising import costs, mostly of

manufactured goods, the price level must react sharply. A new level
of wages and prices, then, is reached which proves to be the long

term level with minor fluctuations. This is, in essence, the

secondary reaction to the initial impact of imports (and exports)

price rises.

An examination of the tables will show that it is highly improbable

that a self-generating movement of rising prices and wages could be

initiated. Since so much of the manufactured goods is from external
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sources, their price level will not be directly affected by domestic

wages costs. The domestic wage level can only affect those goods
which are exported and consumed at home, and, in view of the

quantitative importance of the export trade, severe unemployment could
result from lost markets. Probably, therefore, one can conclude that

the domestic price level in primary producing countries will react in

close sympathy with the rising cost of their imports but will not

show any tendency to drop so long as domestic demand remains at a high

level with favourable terns of trade. This implies that the economies

of primary producers tend to become closely linked with those of the

nations which represent their markets.

For the industrial nations, Great Britain, France, western Germany

and Austria, the position is quite different. Wage payments

represent both a co3t and a source of demand so that after the

first adjustment of the economy to rising import costs, further

adjustments can take place with rising prices in response to rising

wage costs. Primary producing nations are in a position of

exporting basic commodities with inelastic supply. The supply of

products of industrial nations, on the other hand, is elastic, at

least under post-war conditions. These nations are facing a

buyers' market in the international sense since competition among

them is great. Rising wage costs in primary producing countries will
affect the price only from the side of demand subject to a high

elasticity of supply of imports of manufactured goods; hence consumers

in these countries will enjoy a rising standard of living with

favourable terms of trade. In industrial countries, however,

domestic demand for a domestic supply will increase so that if the

supply of goods is less elastic than the demand, prices can rise in
a perpetual spiral until each producing factor is satisfied with its
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share of the national product. The process, of course, is subject to
the checks of international competition for markets. In general,

therefore, the difference between primary and industrial producers,
in terms of a supply inflation, is that the primary producers will

react once to imports cost increases, adjusting incomes and prices

to a new level which tends to stability downwards, while industrial

nations can react many times to an imports cost increase through self-

generating demand. This can result in continuous rising prices and

incomes which will leave the primary producers, with inelasticity of

supply of their products, in a favourable position vis-avis the

industrial nation with elastic supply of products. As long as more

competition exists among industrial nations than among "primary"

nations, the terms of trade will be favourable to the primary

producers.

An examination of the terms of trade for industrial and primary

producers shows that during the Korean price boom the primary countries

enjoyed a very favourable position. The terms of trade for Finland,

for example, during the fourth quarter of 1951 reached the low

figure of 71 (1948 *-100). From then, however, rising domestic

costs in response to international prices for wood-pulp, forced the

index by the end of 1952 to 115. Norway and Sweden show the same

variation but without the extremes of Finland. There may well be,

therefore, a "floor" which determines the minimum level of domestic

wages and prices and which is in turn determined by the domestic
institutional structure of the economic system. High profits from

advantageous terms of trade react sooner or later on the level of

costs within the country as wage demands, etc. become more difficult

to keep in check; hence the cost of living will tend to reflect the
trends of the movement of the terms of trade.
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For industrial countries, however, with high raw material

imports, favourable movements in terms of trade should with

constant domestic costs have an effect through the cost structure of

lowering the domestic price level. In the United Kingdom, for

example, the terms of trade improved by almost 14$ from 1952 to 1954;

however, thi3 was accompanied by a rising cost of living, western

Germany is an example of the opposite trend, a favourable movement

in the terras of trade being accompanied by a falling cost cf living.

France has sho\»/n too small a movement in both cost of living and the

terms of trade to be of significance, but the cost of living in

Austria fell from 1952 to 1954 at the same time as the terms of trade

moved unfavourably. Thus, there is no clear relationship in these

industrial nations between cost of living and terms of trade as there

is with the primary producers. Each country must be examined

individually to determine the reasons for the varied reaction to

imports cost movements.

From Table 11, Column 4, of the four industrial countries

(those whose exports of manufactured goods exceeded imports) Germany

wa3 most successful in absorbing Imports cost increases. Great

Britain was next, Sweden with a high percentage of raw material

exports, third, France, fourth, and Austria, fifth. Austria, Britain

and Sweden appear to be similar in that the quantity of imports

(Table 11. Column 1) are the same, with the other two countries well
below. From the qualitative standpoint, Great Britain, France and

Germany import roughly the same amount of raw material in relation to
the national income, although Britain is more dependent on food imports.

This appears to be the major difference in import structure between
Great Britain and the continental industrial nations and may well be of
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considerable significance in influencing wage demands, for the cost

of imports of food, drink, and tobacco had increased by one third from

1948 to 1952 and have since remained fairly constant. If domestic

food production costs increased correspondingly, this would increase

the index of retail prices by about 12% since approximately 4o' of

consumer budgets are required for food, assuming that no increases in

other domestic prices occurred during that interval.

Of the remaining industrial countries, Germany seems to have

been in a unique position, for an almost complete insulation existed

between imports costs and the price level. This suggests that the

absorption of these cost increases within the price structure must

have bean more than a natural quantitative cost relationship, that is,

some productive factors must have suffered a loss of their

distributive shares. Furthermore, this loss must have been

"permanent" since no apparent attempt was made to regain the original

position through further price rises.

Broadly, the policy followed by the government of Germany has

been to encourage investment from retained industrial earnings whilst,

at the same time, discouraging wage and salary increases. Every

incentive was offered to producers in the form of income tax relief

on re-invested profits and export earnings. At the same time, indirect
taxes were increased so that the entire structure of taxation became

more regressive than before. Consuming was, therefore, discouraged
while investment and exports were encouraged. This had the effect of

altering the relative shares of the national product in favour of

profits, and since there was a considerable influx of labour from the

East, Trade Unions were not strong enough to protest
Generally, this policy has succeeded in increasing industrial

production to a level higher than pre-war. It appears that the
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mainspring of the entire recovery of Germany has been the profit

motive with rewards of greater profits a3 an incentive; furthermore,

these profits have been real in the sense that they represent a

greater share of the national product. The result is that even

though wages and salaries may have been receiving a smaller

distributive share, real wages and salaries rose as the gross national

product at constant prices increased.

Weekly Real Wages in Industry in Western Germany 5
(September 1949=100)

1950 1951
First Second Third Fourth First Second Third
Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter
102 107 113 117 116 115 117

In the last analysis, the economic policy of the German

government forced a compulsory saving programme on the people, which,

though it did result in considerable inequality of income, made the

drive for investment and exports possible. Doubtless, the success of

this policy was due to a large extent to the surplus of labour and

the monetary measures which helped to maintain the stability of the

currency. The encouragement of investment from retained earnings

and the realization of the fruits of these investments in the form of

real profits combined with sufficient restriction of credit appear

to have been the major factors in making the high ratio of imports

cost to the cost of living possible. For the purpose at hand, the

fact that German labour accepted it3 position of reduced share, even

when profits were increasing is the significant feature. This was

undoubtedly the direct result of a labour surplus xFhich assured a

weak bargaining position for the trade unions, and also assured

that no further repercussions could arise.

5. Taken from .aconomic Survey of gurooe in 1951, Geneva, 1952,
page 112.
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From the experience of Germany, therefore, emerges a cheek to

a wage-price inflation, viz, a degree of unemployment which weakens

the monopoly position of organized labour,

In contrast to Germany, France shows a highly unstable economy

subject to inflationary pressures quite outside the mechanism of the

prices-wages spiral. Like Germany, there were no direct controls

used as anti-inflationary measures, but a heavy programme of state

expenditure on long term investment combined with full employment has

made the French economy highly susceptible to cost increases. Also the

well-known defects of the French taxation system which make tax

shifting among certain classes relatively easier than for wage

earners, contributes to rising prices, for the burden of taxation can

be passed on from the industrialist and the trader to the consumer

as higher prices. These are factors which contribute to an

inflationary spiral and enhance its effect once the process has been

sat in motion.

On the other hand, within the production process, an important

feature of French economic life is the lack of mobility of

resources. Traditionally, France has been a nation with a high

agricultural population as well as a large merchant class so that

the problem of shifting labour to its most advantageous use is

particularly difficult. As a result, an increase in demand for a

product, instead of attracting labour, simply causes higher wages

and becomes the signal for further price and wage increases. Thus,

on an institutional basis, import cost increases become difficult to
absorb. In reality, the French situation is one in which an imports

price rise becomes a spark igniting a highly volatile inflationary
fuel. The pressures of inflation are already in existence outside the

process of production.
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In this situation, the natural absorbing tendencies of the

price mechanism which reduce the percentage rise of raw materials

costs at each succeeding stage of production tend to be nullified.

In fact, it has been pointed out that only under inflationary

conditions will increased industrial activity take place. This is

tantamount to suggesting that inflation is necessary to force
L

sufficient saving upon the people to accomodate investment.

It is, consequently, impossible for increased production, and lower

costs per unit, to assist in counteracting raw material price rises.

For these reasons, therefore, the ratio expressed in Table 11,

Column 4, tends to be almost as low as that of primary producers.

In Sweden, as in the United Kingdom, greater price stability

was secured than in France. However, the distribution of imports

among the three categories shows that imports of raw materials and

manufactured products tends to be high. Comparing Columns 3a in

Tables 111 and IV, it is evident that exports and imports of

manufactured goods are about equal. Exports of raw material, however,

seem to be greater than imports. Considering total quantity of

imports, Sweden and the united Kingdom are the same. Now, in line

with the above analysis, one would expect high incomes in the primary

exporting industries during a raw material price boom, and, since the

exports of these commodities were greater than the imports, the terms

of trade, in the long run, should be favourable to Sweden.

Consequently, there would be inflationary pressure from both the cost
side and the demand side.

In the Northwestern European countries, including the United

Kingdom and Sweden, immediate post-war anti-inflationary measures

6. This statement, and the material for this brief general survey
of economic institutions within each country is found in
Economic survey of Europe Since the War, United Nations,
Geneva, 1933, ppT73 - 83.
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included physical oontx-ols and fiscal policy combined with low

rates of interest so that a high level of investment and full

employment were maintained. With the onset of the Korean price boom

the distribution of income became a major problem, for already the

ability of the economics to absorb further cost increases by physical

controls had been strained. Political expediency had set the upper

limit of these measures. Under the circumstances, therefore, the

only way of avoiding rising prices would be to permit real income

shares of some productive factors to fall. Thus, the price rise

resulting from an imports cost increase would not be followed by

successive wage demands which restore the original shares by further

price rises. This, however, could not be done under full

employment conditions since profits were increasing under the

pressure of demand.

Western Germany, on the other hand, could, by permitting a

redistribution in favour of profits, encourage production at

lower prices, and insure that no further wage demands would be

forthcoming. This appears to be the major difference between

Germany and the industrial nations of Northwestern Europe.
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CHAPTER 5.

F0RC3S TENDING TO LIMIT THE EFFECTS OF COMMODITY

PRICE INCREASES .

a. Production.

From this broad survey of Western European countries, some basic

conclusions as to the nature and sign~'ficance of "I" (imports) in the

equation of distribution can be derived. As already suggested, the

size and quality of imports are of primary importance in influencing
the cost of living. From the institutional side the effects of an

increase in I can be cushioned by a number of factors acting within

the economic structure of the nation. The first, and probably the

most important, is production.

If production should increase sufficiently to alloiv a rising

absolute level of profits, the loss of profit margins resulting from

higher raw material costs could be compensated. Measured as a

percentage of turnover, profits would fall, but, with sufficient

volume of production under diminishing costs per unit, the absolute

level of profits could remain constant or even rise. The situation

can be visualized as a stream of raw material continuously flowing

through the process of production. If the stream becomes larger

(costs of raw material rise) and the rate of flow is constant,

prices must rise by the same amount if the shares of labour and profits
are to remain constant. However, the speed of flow of the stream can

increase and the size may remain constant without affecting prices

or wages and profits. Furthermore, the speed of flow (or rate of
turnover) must increase without increasing the costs of labour to
such an extent that the economies of greater production are cancelled.

This follows from the fact that cost per unit varies directly

as the absolute costs of productive factors and inversely as the

quantity of production.
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Let I the cost of imports, £ employment income, and 0* profits,

etc., Q*quantity of production, and P «the price level. If

indirect taxation is ignored {for convenience)

PQl , Ix4 t£ +0 .

E and 0 are absolute values which are assumed constant, and I is value

per unit.

Obviously,

■* IiQ. +2 t 0
P

Now, let the cost of imports increase to Ig so that

§>2 *2^2 + S + 0
£

F -

In order to determine the quantity of production necessary to maintain

constant prices, the two equations can be combined so that

PQ-j_ ~ -^-l Qq — PQ,g ■■ IgQg > and
&- *1>

_

(P - I2 ) '
Now, assume that a higher labour cost (Eg) is required in order to
gain the production Qg. For convenience, let E^OsX^, and Eg -t-
0 - Xg, then

Xx - PQ-, - IqQl, and X2 » PQ2 - I2Q2. The rate of Q2 is

Qg, Xg (P - I-l)
TS'-q (P - 12)

The possibility of absorbing a new imports cost, Ig, by increased
production at lower costs per unit can now be examined more closely.

Suppose that, in order to secure an output Q,g, an increase in X is
required which is proportional to the increase in Q, dQ _dX.

Clearly, the equation cannot be true if ^g Xg, because
*
__

Q-i xi
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the quantity (P - 1^) is greater than (P - lg). The only
condition that would satisfy the equation is that d^ is greater
than dX. In this way, Qg would be greater than X„ and, if

u if
sufficiently great, the imports cost increase could be absorbed

by production. This would mean, in the aggregate, increasing

returns. If such were the case, the absolute level of profits would

increase even though the rate as a percentage of turnover might fall

or remain constant.

Broadly, this was, apparently, the situation existing in

Germany during the Korean price boom. The pool of unemployed made

it possible to increase output with a less than proportionate

increase in labour cost so that prices could be kept almost constant.

A successful drive for export markets assured the necessary demand for

higher output so that conditions of increasing returns existed within

the nation as a whole. Incentives to invest were also high since

profits were permitted to remain intact so that output per man-hour

could rise. The resulting stability of prices made rising real

wages possible as nominal wages rose, although the share of wages

of the national product was less.

Among other nations where full employment existed, increased

output could only occur by a ri3e in employment income (or x in the

above equation) which was a greater percentage than the output

increase, dX was greater than d£. Overtime, bonus incentives,
H Q

etc. tend to make wage costs more expensive, and the declining mobility

of labour makes it more difficult to use labour to its greatest

advantage. This, of course, is illustrated in the extreme by France.
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Since, in order to increase production, employment income must

increase at a faster rate tlian the rate of output, a surplus of

domestic purchasing power is assured. Hence, it becomes relatively

easy to dispose of the marginal output on the home market. In fact,

dome tic demand will become so great that balance of payments

difficulties will result as imports exceed exports. The only

possibility of avoiding such a circumstance would be either to

encourage voluntary saving or resort to compulsory saving by

reducing the disposable income through a steeply graduated income

tax at a faster rate than the Increase in income, with such

compulsory saving, however, the worker may lose the incentive to

produce since he will not be able to enjoy the benefits of his

increased income.

There is no doubt that production did play an important role

in absorbing part of the raw material rises in Western Europe. In

the industrial countries, the spread between the wholesale prices of

raw materials and of finished products is greater, the higher the

index of industrial production. For Germany, of course, almost

constant prices were maintained.

It has been shown above that as co3ts of imports rise, it is

production and the wage cost which accompanies it that determine the

stability of the price level. The rate of production increases mu3t

be greater than the rate of wage cost increases in order for
s production increases to absorb any rising imports costs of raw

material. The relationship between the two can be expressed as a
|

ratio.
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Table V. 1. 2.

Increase in Increase in aggregate Ratio of Column
Production wage costs 1 to column 2.

Nation dg (1948-1952) dE (1948-1952) dQ. E
Q. "1 Q dT

United Kingdom 17% 18% .945
France 25% 58% .43
Finland 31% 70% .443
Austria 79% 77% 1.025
Western Germany 116% 38% 3.5
Norway 33% 24% 1.375
Sweden 13% 25% .52
Denmark 21% 21% 1
Netherlands 28% 19% 1.475

Source: Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, United Nations Statistical
Office, Feb., 1955.

Now the variations in the reactions of cost of living to imports cost

rises among industrial countries (Table II, Column 4) can be more

easily explained. Germany again shows the greatest rise in

production in proportion to the rise in earnings, the United Kingdom,

Sweden, Finland and France follow in descending order. These latter,

however, could not gain price stability from increased production

since they are producing under aggregate decreasing returns, that is,

dQ. is less than dE. The only possible way for costs to be absorbed
Q E

would be to reduce the absolute level of profits or to seek economies

elsewhere in the production process. Furthermore, the conditions were

being set for further cost increases to be included in higher prices
for earnings were growing in France and Sweden at a faster rate than

production. To avoid this, the propensity to consume would have to
be reduced.

To attempt further precision of analysis is hardly feasible since

many technical considerations enter in which cannot be determined.
It is possible, for example, to economize in the use of a commodity
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as new techniques are developed. Thinner metals, cheaper

substitutes, etc. can bring about the utmost economy in the use of

more expensive commodities so as to reduce the overall cost of

imports. These are techniques which are available to the industrial

producer and, though in a lesser degree, to the primary producers.

These nations will benefit only indirectly as cheaper manufactured

goods become available to them as imports, although, again, these

manufactured products may be utilized with maximum efficiency. In

this case, in terms of the above equation, quantity of imports,

will not increase at the same rate as production increases, so the

same relationship between quantity of imports and volume of output

will not hold.

b. Industrial Finance,

A second institutional factor which acts to check the Impact of

an imports cost increase is the general financial state of industry.
It is quite impossible to undertake a detailed analysis of industrial

concerns and the structure of their finances, but one can say,

broadly, that the greater the reserves, the more able is industry
to accept increases in imports costs without increasing prices.

Temporary fluctuations in world commodity prices will be regarded

as part of the element of risk in production; hence it is essential
that temporary increases be met from reserves to be recouped when the

commodity price falls. Should, however, rising world commodity

prices become permanent, or the entrepreneur class expect them to
be so, prices must rise sufficiently to meet the increased cost.
Such, probably, was the situation during the period under review,
1948 - 1952. The devaluations of 1949 would add a permanent increase

to import costs, and the outbreak of the Korean War and the
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accompanying stockpiling of scarce commodities would add further

to the "permanent" increase.

Now, in so far as industries made purchase of commodities well

in advance of their needs, hoping to avoid price increases, they
would contribute, first, to stability of the price level, and,

second, to the original demand which made the commodity cost increase

in the first place. Which will be the greater effect in the long run

depends entirely upon the circumstances influencing expectations one

way or another. In its initial stages, the Korean conflict must

have engendered fear of becoming world-wide, but as it became

increasingly clear that it would be localised, demand for stock¬

piling must have relaxed with a consequent effect on prices. The

industry which made purchases of a year's stocks in mid-1950 would

have been in a much more favourable position than another which

purchased at the peak price period of April, 1951. Hence it is a

combination of shrewdness, foresight, and luck which will determine

the impact of a commodity cost increase on a particular price.

However, the stronger the financial position, the better able will be
an industry to take advantage of the circumstances at the moment.

Ultimately, much of these individual gains will be cancelled

against individual losses so that the net effect on prices, in the
aggregate, will probably be small. However, if industrial profits
and reserves are, in general, high, cost increases can be cushioned
to some extent.
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C. Psychology of inflation

The third institutional factor is, of course, far too complex

to be considered in anything but the broadest generalisations. The

speed ana violence of the reaction of prices depend to a great extent

upon the inflation psychology of the people. If, as in France, a

falling value of money is an essential to increased production,

windfall profit gains assume major importance. This will heighten

the speculative tendency, and, instead of stockpiling as a hedge

against future losses with constant prices,purchases of stocks

become a source of profit at increased prices. Thus, instead of

gains and losses cancelling themselves in the aggregate, speculative

gains will outweigh the losses. In this fashion, the effect of

rising cost of basic commodity imports can be increased beyond the

natural effects whihh result from the amount of the commodity

entering into production multiplied by the percentage rise in cost.

Likewise, the consuming public whose confidence in the

stability of purchasing power of currency tends to be weak will increase

their demand for products which embody the basic commodity in
manufacture. The overall result is to enhance the natural increase

in prices instead of reducing it.

d. Physical Controls.
/

Fourth, and again this must be treated only in generalisations,
the administrative controls of the government, both rationing and

price controls, are Important as a determinant. Political
considerations are important here, and the fact that these had been

resorted to throughout the war and immediate post-war years in the
countries of Northwest Europe rendered further attempts in this
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direction unpopular, it was perhaps, unfortunate that strict

monetary policy was not considered advisable during the

devaluation and subsequent Korean period, but in the last resort

in democratic countries, administrative anti-inflationary measures

depend upon the willingness of the general public to accept them.

The evidence suggests that the patience of tho people was too near

exhaustion to have produced any results in this direction.

In view of these fundamental factors operating from within a

particular nation, the varying reactions of the industrial nations

to rises in imports costs as set forth in Table II, column 4, can

be interpreted. Germany's remarkable ability to absorb cost

increases almost completely was due largely to increased output per

unit of wage cost. The United Kingdom, however, shows little more

than a natural absorbing effect occupied with the second factor of

high industrial reserves. France and Sweden could only gain from

production increases by more efficient application of labour since

wages increased much more than output, and the inflation psychology

in Austria and France would operate against any cushioning effects.

The domestic level of prices of primary producers such as the

Netherlands and Denmark, highly dependent on imports, must react

sharply because of the sheer weight of quantity

SUMMARY

This analysis of "first impact" results of import cost increases
is based largely on the natural effects which result from the

quantity and quality of imports which enter into production within
a country. These are contrasted with some institutional factors
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which may heighten or depress the first impact depending on the

relative strength. On the whole, it appears that the natural results

are the main determinants of the initial impact, especially when

quantity is so large that the economy is dependent upon the price

level of manufactured imports. This is exemplified by Norway and

the Netherlands whose imports of manufactured products represent

about 20 to 25% of the national product.

The industrial nations which import largely basic commodities

for manufacture, on the other hand, are in a position to absorb

costs as the commodity moves from one stage of production to

another ultimately to become the object.iconsumer purchases. Here,

also, the initial effect will be determined by both quality and

quantity, but the qualitative element is considerably more

important than in primary producing countries.

Within each country there are certain institutional factors

which result from the particular economic and psychological

climate existing at the time. Of these, probably the most important

is production, for it is quite possible to increase production

sufficiently to sbsorb cost increases if the demand for the

production can absorb the growing supply of goods. Germany is

the best example of a rapidly rising production rate which can

rdise real wages of labour and, at the same time, diminish its share

of the national income. The stimulus for this remarkable achievement

has been high real profits coupled with a labour surplus which

weakened the monopoly position of Trade Unions, credit control also

played its part along with the accompanying monetary stability.

In essence, the German economic policy has been directed toward

compulsory saving to finance investment for expansion purposes.



Source: Board of Trade Journal, 19 February, 1953, d. 379.
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The final determining factor is the ability of a national

economy to produce under increasing returns, that is, the extra

wage cost necessary to increase production must be less than

proportionate to the production increase, it is this achievement

which was made possible in Germany by a pool of unemployed and

impossible in other countries with full employment.

Other institutional factors are important, but exist outside the

process of production and, consequently, are outside the scope of

the study. They largely depend upon the people and governments

concerned as well as the world economic and political situation.

In analyzing the results of import costs increases, it must be

remembered that other costs, including wages, enter into the final

price as well as imported commodities. It would be a mistake to

attach a degree of precision to the tables that is unwarranted.

Relative positions of the nations of Western Europe, however, appear

to be reasonably accurate so that the generalizations derived from

them have some validity. The period chosen, 1947 to 1951 inclusive,

was characterized by a considerable rise in import costs, which

would be the major influence during the period. This is not to

deny, however, that cither minor influences were at work which may

have augmented or diminished the initial impact. Some of these have

already been mentioned, but a very important one, wage cost increases

occuring simultaneously, is reserved for a later discussion

For the United Kingdom, it is possible to compare the wholesale

prices of manufactured products with the price of those commodities

entering into them (see accompanying graph.) A 120.4% increase in

the basic material index occurred from 1949 to March, 1951. The rise
in the manufactured products index was 29.6% from 1949 to March,1952.
This suggests a lag of about one year, depending on the level of



stocks, and an "absorption ratio" of 4:1. However, an unusually

large number of wage increases were granted during 1951 which must

have added to the price rises.

Since raw materials represent about 60$ of manufacturing

costs, the enormous rise in the basic materials index would be the

dominant factor in the rising manufactured products index. This is

not to suggest, however, that it always is, for as the basic material

index fell from its Korean peak to the low point of February, 1954,

a drop of 36.3$, the manufactured products index dropped by 3.9$,

a ratio of 9:1; hence the assy-metric appearance of a graph.

Thus, while for analytical purposes, the processes are divided

into imports cost rises and wage and profits increases, this is not

to suggest that they are distinct separate movements. It is rather

a matter of predominance of one over the other at a particular

t ime.



CHAPTER 4

RELATIONSHIP OF ACTIVE AND PASSIVE INCg.iES IN DISTRIBUTION.
t

The analysis of the effects of increases in wages or profits

follows a similar pattern to that for imports. The distribution

equation is the same with a few modifications in symbols.

Whereas before the three conponents of production were imports,

wages, and profits, etc., (the primary input as set forth in Table

19 of National Income and Expenditure, 1955), now , the division
i ,t.-> '

will be based on profits of companies as distinct from other incomes

such as rent, professional earnings, traders etc. These latter

are the incomes which, generally, are relatively fixed and tend to

lose in the distribution of income during inflation. Income from

employment and industrial profits, on the other hand, will gain

from redistribution of real income in their favour. A convenient

distinction between these income groups would be passive and

active. ^ The former includes the fixed incomes, the latter

the "producing" incomes, employment and profits.

In the distribution equation, these passive incomes will

represent the Independent variable. Again, it makes no difference
mathematically, but it does have the advantage of economic sense.

U/

Just as imports costs are determined by influences outside the
production process, passive incomes are extra-determined and are
necessary expenses in a modern community. Hence, if Y represents
the passive incomes and e and o the ratios of wages and profits
respectively, nominal national income with constant production
will be determined by 2

N a Y .

1 ~ (0 to)

1. This is purely arbitrary and any income which has been passive could
shift from the numerator to the denominator by simply demanding an
increased share in distribution.

2. The derivation of this equation is exactly the same as that on
page 18 , for imports with passive incomes, Y, as the numerator
instead of I, imports.
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There is a difference of primary importance between this

equation and the first which was concerned with imports, in the first

case, an increase in imports costs would result in the same

percentage increase in prices if the distribution of income is to be

constant. Here, however, an attempt to increase its distributive

share by one active factor will result in a price rise determined

by the sine of Y. For example, should Y be small, and,

consequently, the ratios e and o be largo, an increase of

(e to) of such magnitude that they approach unity would result in a

price rise which would approach infinity. On the other hand, if p

be large and (e-t o) small, an increase in active distributive

shares could be accommodated by a rather small increase in the

price level.

In any type of inflation it is the active incomes that are

most capable of defending their share of the national income. Rising

prices from whatever cause must mean an increase in real income for

some sector of the community as well as a larger share of

distribution; therefore, if the wage earner is in an active

position, his share will remain intact. It has, indeed, often
been observed of past inflations that wages lag behind prices,

implying that wages are a less active income than profits; however,

in a wages-price inflation, wages are active incomes and, as a

result, gain a greater share of real income than do some other

sectors, assuming, of course, that production increases are either

non-existent or less than that required to support the wage

demand.
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Table VI.

Distribution of Gross National Product Before Tax

1938 1948 1954 1955 1955 (index)
$ $ $ $ 1938 - 100

(prov.)

Wages and Salaries 54.7 59 .2 59 60.5 111
Professional Earnings 2.28 2.05 1.67 1.69 83
Farm Income 1.33 2.94 2.45 2.29 172
Other Traders and Partnerships 8.9 7.8 6 4 6.25 70
Gross Profits of Public and

Private Corporations 20.25 24 23.75 24.3 120
of which :
Undistributed Income
after taxation 5.72 9.4 9.2 10.4 184
Provision for Taxation 1.335 7.18 6.37 5.4 294

Total 7.55 16.58 15.57 15.8 209
Dividends and Interest 11.9 6 .6 6.6 6.9 58

Rent 9.9 5.36 4.1 4 40

Source : Tables 2 and 3 of Mational Income and Expenditure, 1955.

The action of redistribution of income through inflation is

clearly demonstrated by Table VI. The active incomes, wages and profits,

have increased their shares considerably, at the expense of the passive

incomes, professional earnings, traders, etc. Farm income has

increased its share largely as a result of subsidies and rising food

prices.

It is apparent from the table that active incomes represent about

84$ ofthe gross national product, and passive, 16$. Thus, according to

the equation, an increase in the nominal value of the gross national

product of about 6.5$ would result from an increase in the distributive

share of the active incomes to 85$, with constant production and

supplies.

From rising prices due to other inflationary causes, it is only
a short step to an inflation which is the result of a deliberate policy
on the part of one active sector to gain more of the real wealth than
it had previously. It is really a question of moving from active
defense of real earnings to an active offensive policy. As prices
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rise as a result of increasing costs of labour or profits, a shift

of real income occurs in favour of the active income sector. It is

quite ridiculous, therefore, to suggest that wage gains will be wiped

out by prices which have risen as much as the wage gain. In actual

fact, they do not and cannot rise as much as wages because of limits

imposed by passive incomes. Trade union gains are, therefore, real

gains. In the above example, for labour to increase its share to"

61$ and profits to remain at 24$, an increase of 8$ in nominal wages

would be required. Obviously, labour gains in this case since

prices will rise by 6.5$ as passive incomes lose purchasing power.

As shown above, the larger the share of passive incomes, the

less the rise of prices when an active income sector increases its

share. If a particular trade in isolation were to demand a wage

increase, there would be little or no price rise in consequence.

What price increase would occur would be at- the expense of all passive

incomes including the wages of other less active workers. At the opposite

extreme, if professional earnings, etc. were to shift from their hereto¬

fore passive state to become more active along with labour and profits,

a considerable price rise would take place. This is evident from the

equation of distribution, and should this take place, something

approaching hyper-inflation could result. In this way, however, the

gains of one active sector would be completely cancelled by price rises.

It has already been demonstrated that the share of wages in the

national income has remained fairly constant in the short term, after

allowance has been made for shifts of populations from one sector to

another.2 in the long run, the share of wages had increased throughout

3. Phelps Brown and Hart, "The Share of Wages in the national Income",
Economic Journal, Volume, LX11, page 253.
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the nineteenth and twentieth centuries with improved technology. The

post-war development, however, has shown a rising 3hare within a very

few years. It is quitd possible that these post-war rises of both

labour and profits are only a quick process of development of what

required many years to complete before the war. Considering the

pace of technological progress in the post-war world, this may well

be true. If not, further price increases are inevitable as passive

incomes become more active. The only alternative is unemployment which,

by reducing the number of employed workers, will reduce labour's income

and, consequently, its share.

Kalecki has pointed out that the distributional share of the

national income of wages in Manufacturing varies as the degree of

monopoly (defined as the ratio of price to prime costs) and the ratio
A

of raxv materials to wage costs. These factors have been responsible,

according to his statistical analysis, for cyclical variations in the

share of wages. Under the post-war full employment conditions, however,

labour itself is in a strong monopoly position and is able to

bargain for a larger share than before. It has, in other words, become

active; whereas, in the past, profits and perhaps professional
incomes etc were the active income sectors with labour a passive

income. Sow, however, a third income is added to the active group

with the result that the economy becomes more sensitive to inflation.

The problem is one of adjustment to the changed situation, with

passive income sectorsin a small minority.
I

4. Kalecfti, Theory of Economic Dynamics, Allen & Unwin, Ltd.,
London, 1§54, Chapter 11.
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Government income likewise can be active in the sense

that it can compete through the price mechanism for a limited

national product. In the primary input analysis, indirect

taxation was 15% of consumers' expenditure in 195o. This, of

course, may increase just as much as the share of other incomes,

and add further to inflationary price rises. Indeed, there is

evidence that such is actually the case, for purchase tax

increases, instead of reducing consumption of a particular

commodity by adding to its cost, have only added to the generi

price level. Consequently, other active sectors defend their

incomes against the fall in real earnings.

Obviously, the revenue derived from indirect taxation is

essential for the finance of government expenditure, but it is

unfortunate in that by adding to the level of prices it reduces

real revenue as well as real earnings of the public. Therefore,

by definition, the initial impact of taxes on expenditure is

inflationary. As an "active income" maintaining its share of

distribution, it heightens the effect of rises in other incomes.

The influence can be shown by including the share of taxes, t, in

the "primary input" equation of distribution; thus,

N - Y
I - ("e •+ c q-t)

The denominator is smaller as a result of the inclusion of t as an

active income with a constant ratio.

The essential difference, of course, between indirect taxes

and income taxes is that the income tax reduces incomes before they

are used for consumption. The consumption tax has become an

integral part of the cost of living, and as such reduces real
incomes by raising the price level. The active incomes, being in
the most favourable position for defending real earnings, can
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shift the real burden of consumption taxes to the passive incomes

through the process of inflation. Therefore, the income tax

may be the "better" tax in that it reduces the consuming potential
and is, consequently, anti-inflationary while the consumption tax

which derives its revenue from an increase in the price level
without any appreciable loss in demand in relation to supply
contributes to rising prices.

The reason for this is by no means obscure. Commercial

advertising has become an integral part of economic life;

obviously, it is a worthwhile investment, for the returns must

justify the outlay. In view of the tremendous pressures to which

the consumer is subjected that encourage him to consume, a tax or

even exhortation by the Chancellor of the Exchequer to

discourage consumption will surely fail. The consumer will, of

course, escape by increasing his income if he is in a position

to do so. At that point, the consumption tax becomes more

remunerative to the government and, therefore, essential to it

as a source of revenue. Modern selling techniques assure the

government revenue, but likewise assure the domestic consumption
of goods when otherwise would be exported. If this is the

primary aim of the purchase tax it must fail. The mistake, of

coursey. is the use of a tax which attempts to alter the free play
of supply and demand on the market. These market forces are too
strong and resistance to income demands by active sectors too
weak for the consumption tax to be anything but inflationary.

Up to this point, two important aspects of the wages-

prices spiral have been discussed. The first was concerned with
the effect of a cost increase of imports, which represents 20$
of primary input in the United Kingdom. There, the conelusion was

reached that regardless of the relative size of imports, a
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given percentage increase in costs must result in the same

percentage increase in other incomes, and the same percentage

increase in price if no change of relative position in distribution

were to take place. This is subject to cushioning effects of

quality of imports, or the stage of production at which the

imports are used, and the quantity, that is, the degree of

disruption of relative distributive positions becomes greater the

larger the quantity and the more finished the imports.

The second was concerned with a different aspect of the

spiral, although it may, and probably will, follow as a result of

the first. Primary input incomes were classified into "active''

and "passive", passive representing the numerator, and active

the denominator of the equation of distribution. The larger the

numerator, the smaller will be the price increase resulting from

an increase in the share of the active incomes. If the passive

incomes are quite small and the active incomes consequently

large, the price increase may be considerable.
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CHAPTER 5

FORCES TEMPING TO LIMIT AN INFLATIONARY SPIRAL OF

PRICES AND WAGES .

a. Wage Restraint.

This leads directly to the first damping influence which

brings the spiral to a "converging point". The more passive

incomes become, the greater the chance of containing both a via^es-

pr».«es-spiral and rises in imports costs. Wages, for example,
v,

will become more passive as wage contracts become longer

Since the duration of most contracts appears to be about one year

when an annual review takes place, claims for higher wages

occur at regular annual intervals depending on such criteria

as the index of retail prices, the state of profits, or the gains

made in other industries. Were it possible to extend these reviews

to two years or even five years, considerable stability of wages

and prices could be achieved. This would, as already suggested,

reduce considerably the "activeness" of labour income; hence, the

speed of the spiral would be reduced. As a result, other

damping influences such as increased production resulting from

new investment would have time to operate. Since Income from

Employment represents 47% of Final Output this would have
considerable effect in checking the spiral.

A policy of "wage-restraint" designed to encourage trade

unions to moderate their wage demands has, of course, the same

result. This was the aim of the Labour Government in its White

Paper of 1948 which urged restraint in wage demands since general

increases in wages without corresponding production increases will

merely raise production costs and hence prices. ^ The paper

1. Table 19, National Income and Expenditure for the United
Kingdom, 1955.

2- Cmd. 7321, "Personal incomes, Costs and prices"
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allowed for some increases in wages that were unusually-
depressed as a result of cost of living increases; these, in
other words, were to be active incomes which, if in a sufficiently
small minority, could be easily absorbed by the large number of

passive incomes without a price rise.

To examine "wage restraint" as suggested in the white Paper,

quantity of production must be considered. Using again the

primary input required to produce final output, the ratios e, o,

and t can be expressed as e , E, o ~ 0^, and t . T , absolute wage
PQ, PQ, PQ,

costs, profits and indirect taxes, over price times the

quantity of goods, it is obvious from inspection that if E

increases by a certain percentage and Q increases by the same

percentage, the ratio e will remain constant. The same, of course,

is true for profits and indirect taxes. Active incomes will gain

in real income by the percentage increase since prices are

constant. Passive incomes, however, will gain nothing. Should

there be complete income restraint so that absolute incomes are

the same as before the production increase, both active and

passive incomes will gain in real purchasing power by lower

prices. The gain for active incomes, however, will be less than if

they had increased absolutely with prices constant. The
difference between the two situations is a slightly greater share

of distribution for active incomes and a slightly smaller share

for passive incomes in the former, and constant distributive
shares for both in the latter. In effect, the benefits of

increased production accrue to the active incomes in the former

case, and are equally distributed in the latter. It is,
therefore, to labour*s advantage to press for wage increases.
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In the'wage freeze" suggested by the government, there was

a loophole which permitted wage increases for the purpose of

attracting labour into industries that were undermanned. The

basis of this was to increase national production by applying
labour to the most advantageous use. This could only succeed if
the production increase were greater than the increase in wage

costs offered as an incentive. Under full employment, labour
tends to be immobile so that the wage incentive fails to

attract the labour force required, overtime working it appears,

is the major attraction for employees, for manufacturing

industries have steadily increased their labour force, absorbing
much of the increase in total working population in civil employment.

Basic industries have steadily lost employees despite high wages

in certain industries such as coal mining. The evidence would

suggest that higher wages are not as powerful an incentive

during full employment as working conditions whiuh tend to be

inferior in basic industries to manufacturing.

Furthermore, trade unions find it easier to secure wage

increases frcmtheir current employers than to undergo the

dislocation of changing jobs. An examination of the cases of

wage disputes which came before the Industrial Disputes

Tribunal shows that the majority of Trade Unions in bargaining

for higher wages consider their wage inferior to those in similar
industries. While this argument may well be used merely as a

"lever" for securing wage gains for other reasons, it implies

by its existence that mobility of labour is almost non-existent.
Perfect mobility would result in wage differentials sufficient

to account for differing working condition, skills, etc. so

that if the argument has any validity it would imply that only the

marginal labourers and the recent additions to the working
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population could ba attracted to the undermanned industry.
In spite of the vague generality of the White paper, it

was accepted by the Trades Union Congress, and some stability

(or "passivity") of wages did result. Political sympathies

probably were largely responsible for its acceptance for, with

a change of government, wages restraint was abandoned. Profits,

also, were considered excessive and the sentiment of the Trades

Union Congress changed in favour of higher wages and lower

profit margins. 3 This meant, of course, an attack by one active

income on another, which can only result in retaliatory

measures in the form of higher prices and a greater distributive

share for both.

It is hardly to be expected that wage restraint as a policy

could succeed during a period of rising prices resulting from

rising costs of imports. However, any attempt at a wage

freeze must be accompanied by clear definitions of what

constitutes a "reasonable living standard" and reasonable profit

margins. Failure to do this means broad interpretations that are

too vague to have any meaning. Now obviously such concrete

definitions are quite impossible. The varied nature of economic

uncertainties makes any attempt at precision in definition

ludicrous. Failing this, the only other method of imposing wage

restraint from above is by statutory means which could, as in

wartime emergency, impose a wage freeze. This, of course, is not
outside the realm of possibility, but, as the white Paper

3. "Congress declares that wage increases can be met without result¬
ing in increased prices, for example by reducing profits, and,
therefore calls on the General Council to abaddon any further
policy of wage restraint and at the same time urges the
Government to introduce statutory control of profits. "

82nd Annual Report of the Trade Union Congress,1950.
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suggested, this would amount to a "limitation of contract"

which the government preferred not to do.

A more practical form of wage restraint could take the form,
as already suggested, of longer wage agreements. Such a measure

should not be abhorrent to labour as it would offer a guarantee

of greater security. Since this motive of security appears to

be in predominance in so much of the economic activity of both

labour and management, a guaranteed wage with assured employment

over a longer period could do much toward increasing the

passivity of labour incomes. From the employer's side, the

greater security offered by an assured labour force and a fixed

wage cost for a longer period would give him more freedom of

action in fixing prices and securing orders for his products and

a more risk-free margin of profit. Technical improvements could

be introduced without the danger, within the immediate future,

of rising wage costs reducing the profitability of Investment.

Wage restraint in this form would greatly add to the stability of

the price level by reducing the speed of rising wages and the oost
of living. Increased production could add its own stabilising
influence as the results of technical improvements became

available. It is not the level of wages or profits that is

important in a wages-prices inflation, but stability over the

longest possible period. This stability must cone from both
labour and employers rather than from government law or directive,
for only then will the necessary freedom of contract be preserved
which is essential for the successful negotiation of individual

wage agreements.
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b. Production increases.

In analyzing production increases, the exact meaning of the

term should be clear at the outset. Production increases as a

result of rises in output per man hour are very different from

increases resulting from overtime or incentive payments. *n
the term e „ £, wage payments, E, can increase in proportion to

PQ
increases in Q, production, without changing the ratio e. This

would be equivalent to production increases per man-hour

However, if, to secure greater production, hfeher wage payments

are required to bring forth rises in Q, they may or may not be

proportionate. The difference, in reality, is one of approach,

for, as is shown below, wage increases if not accompanied by

rising output per man-hour, will require more than proportionate

increases in production for prices to be constant. This arises

from the fact that labour is increasing its share of the national

income and it is profitable for the employers to acquiesce. Thus,

though the approach in the ensuing analysis is from the side of

price and quantity of production, this is not to suggest that

prices rise necessarily as a result of share increases. They may

well be the initial cause; hence, the condition of constant prices

with greater increases in output than in wages, probably exists

only in theory.

As already suggested, production increases are an

important damping influence on prices. The final member of the

primary input group, "gross profits, other trading income and rent",

must be split into "gross profits", an active income, and

"other trading income and rent", a passive income. This
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approaches reality as reference to Table VI, page 48, will

indicate. It is these passive incomes that have shown the

greatest drop in distributive share since pre-war. To examine

production increases in greater detail, the relationship between

production in two periods must be found. This is done as

follows :

Let production (1st period), Q,g , production (2nd period)

P]_ price (1st period), P2 » price (2nd period)
I s unit value of imports; Y - other incomes

e ratio of labour costs; o j ratio of profits;

t = ratio of indirect taxation.

(The quantities IQ, and Y will refer to passive incomes; the

quantities ePQ, oPQ,, tPQ will refer to active incomes.)

Then, P1Q1 - 1^1 «-ePiQl* cPiQi + tPiQi+ Y

rearranging terras gives

q,i y
n (1 - e --T^TF™r

For the sake of convenience, let

1 -e - C - t * x;

then, Q.. , Yx

Pxx - I
In the next period, a change in the distributive shares occurs so

that 1 - e - c - t (which will be referred to as z ) is less than x.

The new quantity of production at the new price level will be, by

analogy,

The relationship between an^ ^2 will be
PXX - I (Pi 1100).

01 P2Z ~ 1
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Should any factor of production increase its income beyond the

limit that increased production can accommodate (the limit of labour,
for example, would be d_E~d£^)» the distributive share must ri3e

E " Q

according to e5E_. Therefore, the quantity z will be less than x,
PQ

and the price level will rise accordingly. Also, should one

distributive share increase, owing to a considerable rise in

absolute income, production must increase enormously for prices

to remain constant. This can be seen by inspection. Suppose the

increase in share is great enough to result in the quantity Pz

(constant prices) approaching the level of I. Quantity of

production will have to approach infinity in order to maintain

constant prices.

In this form, also, the distribution equation is useful, for,

as shoivn above, the effect of an imports cost increase on prices

can be easily determined. The period 1946 - 1948 was characterized

by no change in x since labour maintained its share of distribution

and the loss of the profits share was countered by an equivalent

gain in the share of indirect taxes. Passive incomes, of course,

lost both in purchasing power and in share of distribution, but,
since they cancel out in the solution of the equation, need not be

considered.

Again, the success of Germany in keeping prices down during

imports cost rises is more apparent. Qg was considerably greater
than Qj_ with the result that, as the denominator became smaller
with an increase in I, the price level Pg could ejial P^. And as

production increased still further, the quantity z could decrease,
indicating an increase in the share of one or more incomes, (in

this case, largely profits).
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For the nation with high values of I in relation to final

output, the inflationary situation is much more obvious, for, as I

in the denominator grows, the value of the denominator will be more

nearly zero than if I were low. An increase in shares, resulting in

a falling z, will make the denominator even smaller if prices are

not to increase. Production, therefore, must increase enormously,

and, if this is not possible, prices must rise.

The "inflationary potential" via wages and prices of Great

Britain can be seen more clearly by rearranging the above

proportion so as to solve for Pg.

?2 (02 - 0i).
-

v

Price will vary inversely as the new production multiplied by I

minus the new ratios of distribution and directly as imports

multiplied by the production increase. The greater the sise of

imports, the less the effect of production in reducing prices.

Suppose, in order to stimulate an increase in production, there is

a rise in wage costs more than proportionate to the rise in

production (see above, page 35"). This would constitute a rise in

distributive share of employment income which, with profits and

taxes as active incomes as well, would be won at the expense of

passive incomes. Assume that a 10$ increase in wages is

necessary for a production increase of 3then

Q * 100, and ; 103.5. Therefore the equation above will read

1. Pg lOOP^x 4 I (103.5 - 100)
I03.5z

In addition, Plt the old price, equals 100, and imports are
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assumed constant at 18 (Table 19, National Income and Expenditure),
although, since they are passive and "extra-determined", they may be

any figure, x minus the old active income ratios, and z - 1

minus the new.

x c 1 - ( .48-*- .1345 -t .10) .2855

P« (100 X 100) (.2855)-f 18 (3.5) „ 28551 65 s 2918 ..28.2
103.5z ~lo3Toz 103.5zf z

It is now necessary to determine the quantity z (1 minus the new

ratios of distribution).

The assumption is made that wage3 increase 10$, and that other

active incomes, gross profits and indirect taxes, increase

sufficiently to maintain their shares. For convenience, let the

ratios of other active incomes, profits and indirect taxes, equal x,

and passive incomes equal Y. From the original distribution

equation on p.i&,the absolute value of the new employment income,E,

can be written

E e2 (I-+Y) , with e2 equal to the new ratio of distribution
I '..""(eg ^ x) which is to be calculated.

Rearranging terms gives

2- e» - E (1 - *)
*

I 4 Y TE

Imports are assumed constant at 18, passive incomes (Y)- 10.55, and
the new E * 52.7.

Then ep ..52.8 (1 - .2345) _ 40.4 „ .497
~ " "——" * ST725

Therefore z in the first equation will equal 1 - (. 497 -r. 1345 .l0)r

.2685, and 28.2 4 105 ^P2*
.2535"

The price level of final output will be 5$ higher as a result of
a 10$ increase in wages (E), if the shares of other active incomes
are constant.
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The method of solution for prices of consumers' goods is

exactly the same with different values as taken from Table 19,

National Income and Expenditure. Prices of consumer goods

increase by 4%.

Assuming that no increase In production takes place, the

solution is analogous. In equation 1, the values cancel, of course,

so that the numerator is equal to lOOx. The result is a 6.8% rise

in prices of final output from a 10% wage increase. For consumer

goods, a 6% rise in prices results from a 10% wage increase. This,

of course, in based, as is all this analysis, on the assumption that

other active sectors, profits and taxes, do not accept a smaller

share of distribution. Broadly, this had been true during the

post-war period.

The difference between the price rises of consumers' goods and

final output 4 is accounted for by the larger-share of wages

entering into final output than into production of consumers*

goods, for the latter, 58%, and the former, 47%. This, obviously,
means a smaller share for the other active incomes. indirect

taxes are 10% of final output as against 15% of consumer goods,

and profits are 13.45% of final output and 15.12% of consumer

goods. Exports consist of 52% employment income so that the price
rise would be even greater. The implications of this, of course,

are obvious, during a period of high competition for export markets.

To maintain constant prices, production would have to increase

by about 15.6%. clearly, then, it is to labour's advantage to
increase wages with or without increases in production, for

prices will rise much less than wage costs, assuming, of course,

that passive incomes remain passive.

4. See Table 19, National Income and Expenditure, for the
constituents of TTnal output



As suggested in the introduction to this section, output

increases par man-hour can accommodate increases in wages without

a change in the share of total income, extension of work through

overtime, however, can only he profitable under conditions of rising

prices, for this will mean an increase in the share of labour.

Obviously, if "time and a half" is the wage payment for overtime,

production will not increase by a "unit and a half". The extra wage

payments, since they are not met out of an equivalent increase in

production, must either come from the income which ordinarily would

be included in the profits sector, or from higher prices if the

profits sector is to remain intact. The extent of these higher

prices has already been analysed,

A further source of increase of labour's share of income is, of

course, rising wages per hour which are greater than increases in output

per man-hour. In this case, incentive payments, bonuses, etc.,

designed to encourage greater production, would constitute the

redistributing influence if production does not increase in the same

proportion as wage payments per hour. Once the action of

redistribution has begun, however, production increases from any

source are effective in reducing the rise of prices.

After the process of redistribution has taken place, and

prices have accordingly risen, there is only one acceptable means

of restoring the original pattern and the original price level.

This is by increasing the effectiveness of labour to such an

extent that output per man-hour rises, resulting in lower prices

anu the old distribution pattern of incomes. It is difficult,

however, to conceive of such a circumstance unless demand should

become sufficiently elastic through competition to encourage a

reduction of prices. This would only be true in export markets,
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for, domestically, as is demonstrated later demand will tend to

be inelastic, at least as prices rise, it would, therefore,

hardly be worth while for entrepreneurs to reduce prices as output

increases until domestic demand is completely Satiated at the

higher price. The share of the profits sector, .in other words,
will remain at the new high level or increase as domestic

prices tend toward stability downwards.

The other means (now considered politically unacceptable)

of restoring the original distribution pattern and lower prices

is by unemployment. In the past, the trade cycle has performed

this function as Kalecki has shown (see above, page 5O). If

full employment is to be maintained from the supply side, output

per man-hour must increase without corresponding wage cost

increases. From the side of demand, measures to increase

elasticity must be taken so as to reduce the share of profits

as output per man-hour increases. The difficulty is, of course,

to accomplish this without reducing employment below the

"politically acceptable" level.

The analysis so far has shown that a fundamental factor in

the wage-price spiral is rising wage costs with less than

corresponding production increases. These result in an

increasing share of labour with consequent price rises. However,

this is not to suggest that isolated cases of overtime working,
etc are themselves inflationary. It is only when this becomes

the general practice so that wage costs in the aggregate are

rising that inflation results. If overtime working were

counterbalanced by short time ?/orking, for instance, the net
effect would be a constant distributive share. In a particular

industry, overtime, etc. could be an effective method of

attracting labour to the industry which has an exceptionally
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high demand for its products. This would relieve the pressure

of demand in the overtime industry and decrease the supply in

relation to the demand in another industry where short-time

working is in practice. The ultimate effect would be no

increase in the distributive share of labour. This, naturally,

depends upon labour's mobility which, at the moment, tends to

be quite low.

Percentage of Operatives In Manufacturing Industries working

overtime as of November, ^
1952 1955 1954 1955
22.1 26.5 23.5 30.0

The amount of short-time working is extremely low, less than 1$

for 1954 and 1955. Further, output par man-hour has been

increasing on an average of 2.4$ per year, while earnings, wage

rates plus overtime, bonuses, etc., have increased by about

11$ between 1952 and 1955. According to the above, this would

result, with constant costs of imports, in about a 5$ rise in

prices of consumers' expenditure.

From the point of view of shares of gross national

product (as distinct from the primary input analysis) labour's
share varies roughly inversely as output per man-hour.

5. ministry of Labour surveys published in the
Ministry of Labour Gazette for January
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TAbLS VI1.

1 2 3 4 5
Ratio of Income Index of Output per Index of Price
from Employment Income from Man-hour in Industrial Level
to O.N.P. of Employment Manufacturing Production

Year Manufacturing. for Mfg.

1948 64.6 100 100 100 100
1949 65.2 107 104.8 107 99
1950 63 114 110 116 101
1951 62 127.5 110.5 121 108
1952 68.6 136 107 115 115
1953 66.6 148 112 123 117
1954 65.5 161 116.8 133 119.5

Source: Column 1 - National Income and Expenditure i 1955, Table 14.
Column 2 - Ministry of Labour Garette
Column 3 - Calculated from Tables 128, 141 and 146 on annual

Abstract of Statistics, 1955.
Column 4 - Table 13, National Income and Expenditure, 1955
Column 5 - Tables 10 and 13, National Income and Expenditure,1955.

There is some significance in the fact that a 10$ rise in out-put per

man-hour, 1948 - 1950, reduced the share of wages from 64.6 to 63 at

constant prices and with a 14$ increase in employment income. The

damping influence on prices of output per man-hour is most apparent

at this point. From 1951, a high point in production and import

cost increases, a drop in output per man-hour occurred with a

considerable increase in the share of wages, and from this

recession year, a nnormal" position of all indices was resumed.

The increasing reliance on overtime, etc. to raise industrial

production can be seen toy comparing the increases in the index of

industrial production with those of output per man-hour. During

1943 to 1950, the percentage increase in output per nan-hour was well

over half the production increase; however, from 1951 to 1954, the

increase is equal to or under one half. Again, 1951 to 1954 is the period

of the greatest rise in prices. There is little doubt that there is a

close connection
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between the two, though, it is difficult to say whether prices rose

because of rising labour costs, or whether it was profitable for

manufacturing to increase production by offering more

incentives because of rising prices.

In conclusion, the statistics appear to confirm the results of

the theoretical analysis, that output per man-hour is of the

greatest importance in checking the wages-prices spiral, other forms

of production increases that are based on incentive payments tend

to be inflationary by increasing the share of v/ages. Further, by

adding to demand more than prices, they increase inelasticity of

domestic demand making it possible for prices to rise. Isolated

cases of incentive payments to increase production can xvell be

dis-inflationary by re-allocating labour to a more advantageous use.

In ordinary circumstances these would be countered by other industries

which have a surplus of labour so that, in the aggregate, the net

inflationary effect would be small or nil. With a general shortage

of labour, however, wage payments as incentives become subordinate

to other factors such as working conditions. A high wage

differential is, therefore, required to maintain a labour staff in

basic industries with less pleasant working conditions.

In order to secure rises in output per man-hour, industry must

invest in sufficient capital to increase the effectiveness of labour.

Automation, the logical extension of this type of investment, may

result in some temporary redundancy requiring re-training labour.

In the long run, such technical innovations may wall result in

over-production, or under-consumption, if exports markets are

incapable of absorbing the excess; hence, unemployment could be the
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result. This problem, of course, will require its own solution

depending on the circumstances of the time; however, at the moment,

the problem is a very different one, a solution of which appears to

be the most efficient utilization of scarce labour resources.

Most investments require varying amounts of time to produce

results, and, in this regard, wage and profit restraint would

do much toward reducing inflationary pressures until the results of

investment were forthcoming. It was suggested that a lengthening

of the wages agreement would serve a far more useful purpose than

would the imposition of restraint by government directive. In any

circumstances, a slowing of the spiral would be anti-inflationary

by contributing to stability of wages and prices. The more passive

incomes become the more stable the economy.

Fixed incomes, those that lose in the struggle for

distributive shares, may become active when, and if, they desire to

increase their real incomes. They would, in terms of the equation

of distribution, shift from the stabilizing numerator to the

active denominator. Should this occur, prices would then rise to

new levels which would cancel the gains of any one active income

leaving no income better off than before. This, of course, would
constitute a violent wag -price spiral which would be very

difficult, if not impossible, to control and which would culminate in
sever, unemployment.

In the primary input equation (above p.51) indirect taxes were

treated as an active income requiring a percentage of

distribution in the same way as other active incomes. Under

conditions of inelastic demand, consumers are not deterred from

purchasing because of high prices; instead, they will attempt to

increase incomes and their distributive share. By acting through
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the price mechanism, the purchase tax must contribute to rising

prices and inflation, especially when it represents an active

income sector. It would appear that the inflationary potential

of the economy could be reduced by cutting the consumption tax to

the minimum, and relying on, principally, the direct income tax for

revenue, thus serving to reduce consumer demand. However, the

arguments, pro and con, of the merits of taxation systems cannot

be entered into here.

One final word should be added before concluding this section.

The system described in the preceding pages, while it probably

relates reasonably closely to the inflationary situation of wages and

prices, is purely static. In reality, the distinction between

active and passive incomes is artificial, reflecting only tendencies

so that while labour tends to be active many unorganized forms of

labour, in agriculture for example, will be passive. There will be

continuous shifting from one class to another as attempts to increase

real income are made. Perhaps the best description of these

shifting incomes and their tendencies is found in the following
table extracted from the Financial Times :
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TABLE Vlll.

Redistribution of Income via Inflation (Percentage, change)

1945 - 1951 1951 - 1955

IJross mii* ' tfei
Salary Tax of change salary Tax of change

Money in Honey In
Purchas- Purchas¬
ing lng

_ Power Power.

Civil Service:
Higher Clerscal

Officer f 25 -24 + 4*8 + 14 - 38 -14 + 2.4
S*r.Exec.Offioer + 20 - 33 -24 + 4.4 •b 15 - 18 -14 + 5,2
Asst.Secretary + 27 - 3 -24 + 8.6 + 11 - 10 -14 + 3

Bank Clerk + G -100 -24 -15.7 + 39 0 -14 + 20
Graduate School-

mastor + 28 - 44 -24 + 3.8 + 13 - 54 -14 + 1
General Prac¬

titioner + 6 - 15 -14 - 1.5
Dentist + 25 + 8 -14 + IE ,3
Local Government:
Town Clerk + 10 - 9 -14 + .8
Burgh Engineer +11 - IS -14 + 4.3
Asst.Solicitor + 20 +10 -24 - 7.1 +• 7 - 58 -14 + .4

Assistant Architect f 28 - 5 -24 + 7.0 + 13 - 23 -14 + ii, 9
Lieutenant Colonel + 33 0 -24 +10.8 *• 10 - 32 -14 +- 3.8
University Professor

-14 + 21.3Arts + 31 + 41 -84 - 4,2 + 16 - 27
Medicine + 10 + 11 -24 - 3.1 + 11 - 37 -14 + 9.5

Industrial Worker + 37 -36 -24 + 3,5 + 31 -100 -14 + 13

Source: financial Times, 11-2-50.

These sample incomes, representative of types, show the effect of

inflationary redistribution in favour of the industrial worker.

Especially is this true during the period 1951 - 1955 after wage

restraint had been abandoned. The Times included In its text the fact

that incomes of Bank Clerks, Dentists and Arts Professors were

well below their traditional level in 1951, At any rate it will

be apparent which incomes tend toward activeness and
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which tend toward paasiveness. The effect also of the deliberate,

though perhaps not conscious, policy of the industrial worker

to gain greater purchasing power at the expense of other incomes

is clearly seen.

It is, therefore, necessary to "dynamize" the static

equations, for without the dynamic element, the process of a

wages-prices inflation would never exist. The static

distribution in favour of a particular active income with its

accompanying price rise would be the end. It is the attempts to

frustrate this new static distribution pattern which give rise

to the dynamic process of a spiral of rising prices and wages.

These attempts are only partially successful in the short-run

and may be completely so in the long run, depending on the

circumstances of the time. Evidence from the past suggests

that the more powerful influences of technological progress,

and ether determinants of economic change, rather than Trade

Unions or Employers' Organizations, finally determine the

distribution of total income. This is not to suggest,

however, that this will always be true.

Also included v/ithin the dynamic process are the time

intervals between a cost rise and a corresponding price rise.

The results of the analysis can only be approximations, for the

time taken for a wage or profits increase to be noticed in final

price will depend on the time taken by the production process.

There are, of course, as many different periods of

production a.3 there are commodities produced. Generally,

speaking, however, prices will react more quickly to
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permanent increases in cost, such as wage rises, than to

what may be regarded as temporary cost increases such as

imports. A measure of price stability will be preferred by the

entrepreneur as well as the consumer. The evidence suggested

in the annual Economic Survey points to price reactions

within a year.6 This, however, must be a general average.

6. See, for example. Economic Survey, 1955 and 1956,
pages 21 and IB".
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INDUSTRIAL OUTLOOK OF LABOUR

As Las bean demonstrated by means of a distribution equation, active

incomes are the primary determinants of the price level. The income

sectors which tend toward activeness are, of course, labour, profits, and

indirect taxes. Within the limited scope of the study, little,

unfortunately, can be said regarding the latter. The possibility of

reducing inflationary pressure by removing one active sector is a matter

for the government to consider. The former, labour and profits, will

occupy the major portions of the work, and it is the labour sector which

is the subject of this section.

The schematic system outlined in the last section will be followed

with the emphasis on the active incomes themselves rather than on

damping influences. The proportions of the five income sectors to final

output can be expressed for the years 1948 - 1954.

TABLE IX

Ratios of Income Sectors to Final Output, (including stock appreciation).

Index Index Index Index Index
Year eeoo tt YY II Price level

of G.N.P.
mr"43.6 loo 12.65 loo lO.S Too IS.45 loO 15.9 roo ISO
1949 48.2 99 13.1 104.5 9.85 93.7 12.45 100 16.25 102 102.5
1950 48 99 11.9 94 10.1 96 12.13 97.5 17.85 112 103.5
1951 45.7 94 12 95 9.77 93 10.5 89.4 22 138.5 110.5
1952 47 97 13.35 105.5 9.75 93 11.4 91.5 18.45 116 121.3
1953 47.5 98 13.86 109.5 10 95 11.4 91.5 17.2 108 124
1954 48.2 99 13.95 110 9.5 90.5 11.2 90 17 107 126
1955® 48.7 100

& - estimate
q~ employment income, Y-"passive incomes", o-profits, t^-indirect taxes,

I =■ imports

Source: Tables 1, 7 and 52, Natlonal Income and Expenditure.
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The relationship between E, absolute employment income, and a,

the ratio of employment income to final output, can be expressed

mathematically using the equation of distribution. It has been

shown that the value of final output will be determined by passive

incomes plus imports divided by I minus the ratios of active incomes,
Y * I

1 - (e + c t)

Obviously, therefore, the absolute v-jalue of employment income, E, will

be determined by

Ex e(HY)
I - (e + c t)

According to the equation, It1 Y can increase faster than E and result

in a declining e. The above table shows this process happening as the

peak year of the rises in imports cost occurred in 1951. The round

of wage increases, which occurred in 1951, was more than offset by

a rise in imports cost so that through price increases labour was

losing its relative distributive share position. The movement back to t

the original share is clearly seen and probably was completed in
1955. This would leave the burden of income loss largely on passive

incomes, Y, for they have steadily lost their relative position.
Profits, o, have shown considerable variation, and, in 1952,

when profits, before allowance for stock appreciation, were low,
the share of profits rose, after allowance for stock appreciation.

Consumer prices rose considerably in 1952 so that with falling

import prices, the cost of stock replacement dropped, causing an

increase in the share of profits.

The argument thus far has been that price rises are caused by

increases in the distributive share of one or more active sectors

at the expense of passive sectors. This occurs when production
increases are insufficient to accommodate the increased income.
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An increase in price from whatever cause must result in an income

increase for at least one sector and, therefore, an increase in the

share. The opposite, of course, is true in that an increase in one

sector's income will result in a price rise and an increase in that

sector's share. It will noxv be necessary to examine the nature of

employment income so as to determine the conditions which lead to

income increases.

It was shown in the last section that labour has much to gain

from rising prices which result from wage increases since prices will

not rise as much as the wage. As an active income sector, the wage

earner benefits from inflation in the form of an increase in real

income. Furthermore, the smaller the active sector in relation

to other sectors, the greater will be the gain. It is this rise in

real income that is the principal reward for organised labour where

limitations to membership in the union and the closed shop create the

conditions of monopcLy necessary for the exclusion cf competitive

labour. In such a case, the trade union would be increasing its

real income at the expense of potential competitors who are

unorganized and represent a passive income sector.

Considerable literature has grown up regarding the nature of the

"labour market" and the determination of wages.^ But, in the last

analysis, wage levels are determined not by the economic laws of

supply and demand but by the agreement between an employer's

organization on the one hand and Trade Union representatives on the

1. J.£. Meade, Planning and the Price Mechanism, Allen & Unwin,1948,
H.C. Simons, Economic Policy lor a i'ree Society, University
of Chicago, 1948, w.H. Beveridge, WlT Employment Tn a Free
Society, and, of course, J.R. Hicks, Theory oTTages, Macmlllan,
lyjib, ere a few which deal with the problem Tn various ways.
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other. Tile upper limit will be determined by the demand made by

the Union and the lower limit by the offer made by the employer's

representatives. The wage level will be decided within these limits

depending upon the relative strength of the two parties, if no

agreement is reached, a government-appointed body will make the

final decision. Probably one need look no further than this for

determinants of wage levels for even wages of unorganized labour will

tend to move in sympathy with Trade Union gains especially during

conditions of full employment. Within the upper and lower limits,

the wage level which represents the compromise will require close

analysis.

If this be accepted as true, the first step should be an

examination of the motives of Trade Union action in seeking higher

wages. From these motives a general policy should emerge, the
results of which increase labour's share of distribution through

higher prices.

An examination of the cases coming before the Industrial Disputes

Tribunal which were concerned with wage claims revealed the

following arguments in order of frequency of occurrence. Percentage
Frequency of Total

1. The current wage is inferior to others in
similar industries. 94 45

E. The retail price index has increased (and,
in some cases, fails to represent the cost of
living). 71 34

3. Productivity in the industry has increased;
hence the employers can afford to pay
higher wages. 19 9.1

4. Differentials within the industries 3hould be
protected. 15 7*2

5. The industry is undermanned as a result
a low wage; hence both employer and employee
would benefit from an increase 5 2*4

6. The sliding scale agreement based on the retail
price is inadequate and should be revised. 4 1.9E5

Total 208
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Obviously, the first two appear to be of primary importance so that

it is difficult to say which is the mor significant. The first

implies a wage "leader" that, presumably, must have a reason for

seeking higher wages without making the claim that the wage is

inferior to others. This also may be only an excuse designed to

indicate to the Tribunal that the particular wage is unduly low and

should be raised in the interests of social justice. It would,

however, account for the recurring rounds of wage increases that have

been a characteristic of the post-war economy.

a. A defence of wages against rises in the
cost of living.

Since the cost of living, or the retail price indek, is an

external influence of the greatest importance, (an influence outside

the wage structure), it may be well to begin with an analysis of the

Interim Ind&x of Retail Prices in order to determine its effects.

There will be three logical stages in the analysis : 1. the

influence of certain commodity prices on the retail price index,

2. the influence of the index on xvages, and 3, the influence of

these wages increases on the general price level, ultimately,

through this chain of influences, it should be possible to decide
if a certain level of retail prices is reconcilable with stable prices

and wages under full employment conditions.

The first and strongest influence on the retail price index

is, of course, Food. For convenience, Drink and Tobacco will be
considered along with Food since this appears to be the general

practice. Using the input-output table in the Blue Book it is

possible to estimate the amount of these commodities that are

domestically produced in relation to retained imports. Apparently,
Great Britain produces slightly under one half of its food



requirements, 48,55$, and imports 51.55$

80.

TABLE k.
1.

Year Index of
Food Prices
Weight: 399

2.
Index of
Drink Prices
Weight: 78

3.
Index of
Tobacco prices
Weight: 90

1948 100 100 100
1949 105 97 102
1950 112 93 103
1951 122 95 104
1952 136 97 105
1953 142 97 105
1954 147 98 105
1955 & 157

*

& - estimate

Effect on Interim Index of
Retail Prices (Percentages)

4 5 6 7

Year Food Drink Tobacco Total

1949 -fl.95 -.23 +.18 4 1.97
1950 +2.62 -.312 +.09 + 2.41
1951 43.5 4.156 +.09 +3.746
1952 +4.87 +.156 +.09 +5.116
1953 +1.75 0 0 41.75
1954 +1.365 +.078 0 +1.443
1955 2f+2.73

<& - estimate

8
Actual
Increase
in index

2.85$
2.%
9.75$
8.85$
3.05|
2 • a

4.5io

9

Column 7
Column 8

10

Increase in
Wage Rate
Index.

- *
,89.55$

38.65$
5Qfo
58.4io
65,55$
615$

2.7$
2.0%
6.5?$
8.5%
4 . 5y$
4.0?$
7.05$

Source - Columns 1-3: Natiibnal Income and Expenditure, 1955, Table 23
Column 8: Annual AbstraoT oT~3'tatis"tic's, 1955, Table 338
Column 10: Annual XSsIracT oT 3"tat ist'ics, 1955, Table 142.

An examination of the table will indicate the influence of Food,

Drink and Tobacco on riseSin the cost of living index. In only one year,

1951, was the influence less than the weighting of 56.7?$. In 1949 and

1950, rising food prices were responsible for the largest share of the

rise in retail prices. Now, assuming that wage rates respond closely

to the retail price index, as the above table would indicate, with an

appropriate time lag, the price level of the gfoss national product would

respond to wage increases at the ratio of 2 : 1, (see page 63above).

This would suggest
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that sooner or later the retail price index would rise by about that

ratio. The increase in wage rates in 1949, for example, of 2.7% would
result in a 1.3^'rise in the index of retail prices, in view of the

1.97% rise caused by Food, Drink, and Tobacco, this would make a total

percentage increase of 3.32 in the index of retail prices; hence

the spiral of wages and prices is begun, in this case by food cost

increases. In these two years, the foundation, in effect, was being

laid for further increases in the retail price index in the ensuing

years, for the pressure of rising wages combined with rising

imports costs would force the index higher through the other

components of the price index.:

It is very difficult to estimate the time lag between rises
I

in food costs and the rises in retail prices of manufactured products

which result from the increased wage rates demanded by Trade Unions

as a compensation for the original food price rise. This is, in

reality, a complete circle of the spiral, for by the time increased

prices resulting in higher wage costs are reflected in the retail

price index, rising food costs may well exert their influence again
4 }

in the upward direction. ,'

Referring again to the years 1949 - 1950, the increase in the

wage rate can be considered "irreconcilable" with the existing price
i -

level because it failed to increase enough. In effect, it ensured

further rounds of wage and price rises, to be added to by further

rises in food costs during the great Korean price boom. In 1951,

the retail price index increased by more than the impact of food
costs plus the wage rate effect of , 1:1. On this basis, the price
index should have risen by about 7%; the difference, of course,

would be due to imported commodity price increases. In 1952
the two indices are "reconcilable" as the food influence plus the

wage influence equaled the increase in the price index. However,
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a growing disparity between the indices is shown during the

years 1953 - 1955, for the price index did not increase fast enough
to accommodate the food and wages influence so that the foundation,
if one is permitted a forecast, is being prepared for further

increases in the retail price index.

Since wage increases generate their own price rises in the other

components of the retail price index (including the manufacture of

food products, of course, to a small extent,) when these are

added to rising food prices, the effect will necessarily be an

upward spiral. The effect is heightened by a time lag which

coincides with a shortage of food, for example, which will add

further to the retail price index. This will set the stage for

more wage claims as Trade Unions act to defend their original real

wage. The implication is that the original real wage is too high

for the productive capacity of the nation to support. The living

standard that workers attempt to maintain is not reconcilable with

the productive ability of the nation to support it in addition to

the current rising rate of food prices. The consequence is a

dynamic process of rising food prices which will exert sufficient

pressure on the cost of living index to call forth wage demands

which, after an appropriate time lag, add their own pressure to the
index. A perpetual upward spiral can result from sufficiently high

food price increases and insufficient production to absorb wage costs

if, by the time the wage increases are reflected in the index, food

prices rise once again.

Since slightly over one half of Britain's food supply comes

from abroad, the food index will reflect world prices as well as
domestic. Domestic food production has been subsidized rather

heavily in the past, but gradual reduction of subsidies has resulted
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in a narrowing differential between farm prices and the retail

price index for food.

(1938 - 100)

1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 %
Farm prices 244 255 265 290 300 306 305
Food index 152 160 172 191 221 233 239
Percent, different- 60.5 59.0 54.0 52.0 36.0 31.5 27.5

ial

% Farm price index is the average for January to June, 1954;
Food index is the average for 1954.

Source: London and Cambridge Economic Bulletin, I,larch, 1956.

Domestic farm prices compared with imports of Food, Drink
and Tobacco.

(1948 »100)

1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955
Domestic 100 104.5 108.5 119 123 125.5 125
Imports 100 101 112.5 127 135 129 135 137

Source: Annual Abstract of Statistics, 1955, Table 265 - imports
London and Cambridge Economic Bulletin, March, 1956 - Domestic

Thus, reduction of food subsidies has resulted in the index of

domestic food prices moving in closer harmony with food imports.

A strong case can, therefore, be made for the continuation

of food subsidies until such time as the productive capacity of the

nation is capable of absorbing the impact of increased wages. The

subsidy would consist of shifting funds from one sector, or group

of sectors, to another where they could be used to a better

advantage. Agriculture, forestry and fishing account for 4.9$
of the gross national product; therefore, a tax levied on the

remaining industrial sectors to finance a subsidy would, in view
of the lower retail price index which \vould result, be a wise

investment. The influence of rising food prices should be no

more than the contribution cf the food production industry to
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g
the national income.

The present pricing and consumption pattern means, in effect,

that the entire structure of wages and prices is more closely-

linked with the production of food than with any other industry.

The caprice of nature is a major influence on food prices in the

short term reflecting temporary scarcity. In the long term the

response of agricultural production to increases in demand tends

to be sluggish. a growing season is the minimum time lag required

for increased food supplies to be forthcoming, and, in the meantime,

prices, both foreign and domestic, can rise considerably. This

tendency, of course, has inspired the "cobweb theorem" of current

agricultural economics. 3
The prospects for the future are also not conducive to stable or

falling food prices. The greater marginal productivity of labour

in urban industry has resulted in a shift of agricultural labour to

the cities. This has resulted in a rising real national income,

especially when prices of farm products and wages of farm labour

were lower than industrial prices and wages, currently, the shift

of labour is continuing, attracted, no doubt, by the high wage

earnings secured by organised labour. At any rate, until the

balance of marginal productivity is reached, food prices must

continue to rise for some time to come.

2. The manufacture of Food, Drink and Tobacco is weighted in the
Index of Industrial Production at 97.54. The industry contributes
in other words, roughly 10$ of the net output of industrial
production. On this basis, the effect of Food on the Interim
Index of Retail Prices is far too high and should be reduced by
subsidy.

3. An excellent discussion of Agriculture and its problems by b.D.
Giles is presented in the Oxford Studies in the Price
Mechanism, Oxford, 1951, pagesT73 - 263.
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Subsidization of agriculture, having been an important feature
of the war and post-war periods, succeeded in giving to labour a

real income higher than would ordinarily have been obtained.

During the period of physical rationing, the principle of general

scarcity can be accepted. However, when the free market rationing

by price returns, labour's real income falls as the prices of

necessities rise. Being accustomed to a living standard on a par with

other incomes, labour will refuse to accept an inferior position

and will demand an increased share of distribution in order to

protect its real wage. This must be an increased share because the

productive capacity of the nation is incapable of sustaining the

high level of real wages and the other demands made upon it by

investment and the government. It is this refusal to aceeirt a pre-war

real wage during post-war full employment that is responsible for

labour's defence of its income against rising prices.

The implication is that the transition from a controlled to a

free economy has been too abrupt. It is the productive capacity of

the nation which should be the determini-.g factor in making the

transition. The productive capacity which is still, fundamentally,

pre-war, is not great enough to support post-war conceptions of the
"just wage". In this sense, wages are irreconcilable with the

ability to produce.

rtfaintenance of the current increase of the physical gross

national product at the rate of about per year will, of course,
result in stable prices in a reasonably short time if the demands
of national defense and investment to sustain such an increase are

not too great. Until such time is reached, it would appear advisable
for the government in view of labour's defense of real income to
take measures to stabilize the retail price index particularly those

sections of the index that exert the most powerful Influence.
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Until the day arrives that productive capacity can sustain the

living standard desired by labour, stable prices without soma form

of control will be virtually impossible. The situation can be

visualised as a Marshallian system of supply and demand with a third

determinant, the price of food and manufactured products, since all

three determine each other, equilibrium is impossible, for any

influence such as the egg productive capacity of British hens can

result iph rising spiral of prices and wages.

k- Influence of other wage gains.

Within the wage structure itself, the first, and most numerous,

reason given for wage claims was that other workers in similar

industries had received a rise in wage rates. This is, in effect,
a defensive measure among individual Unions against the rising cost of

living which would result from the wage gains of others. It

constitutes a shift from a passive to an active income which is

essential not only to the maintenance of real wages, but also to

the prestige of Union leadership. The success or failure of a

particular Trade Union will be determined by its ability to secure

wage gains for its members; hence it is hardly to be expected of an

individual union to note the gains made by other unions and accept

them without similar action. Considerable psychological pressure,

therefore, will be felt which will increase the speed of reaction of
one union to the gains of another.

At any rate, this would account, to a large extant, for the

great bursts of wage claims which have appeared at five-yearly
intervals beginning in 1946. Since 1949, there has been a marked

tendency for wages to move together showing the influence of one

union upon another. The wage burst of 1951 accompanied the general
rise in prices but was not sufficient to compensate for the rise in
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retail prices which occurred at the time (see Table X and

accompanying discussion). Ensuing wage demands were, therefore,

restoring the original standard of living. The spiral action is,

incidentally, apparent, and will continue if further rises in,

particularly, food prices occur. The 1955 wage burst exceeded the

cost of living index so that the standard of living of labourm

presumably, was improving.

The existence of such a motive for wage demands Implies the

leadership principle, a particular Union in one industry will have

such an influence over other unions that successful wage negotiation

by that particular "leader" will serve as an example to others.

As suggested above, unions tend to defend their workers against the

price rises resulting from the wage gains of others. In other words,

they become active. The loss in real wages by passive incomes can

be analyzed by using the input-output coefficients calculated

from Table 17 of National Income and Expenditure. The effect of a

price rise resulting from a wage increase in one particular industrial

sector on the cost of consumers' purchases can be estimated fairly

accurately by tracing, first, a primary effect, and, second, a

secondary effect on consumers* purchases. The primary effect would

be the result of a wage rise in a particular industrial sector on

the cost of consumers'* purchases from that particular sector. The

secondary effect on consumers would be the increase in cost of

purchases from otner industrial sectors because of the amount of the

first industry's output entering into the production of other

industries. The sum of these two effects would represent the total

increase in cost of consumers' purchases resulting from a wage

increase within one particular industrial sector. Assuming that no

production increase occurs and that all other incomes are passive, a

10fo increase in wages and profits will result in the following
increase in consumer prices ;
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:Ie XI

Effect of a hypothetical 10% increase in wages and

profits on the cost of living, by industrial sectors.

10% Increase lo% Increase Total Increase
in Wages in Profits in cost of

Consumer
Industrial Sector Purchases

1. Other Production and Trade 4 1.5 1,2 2.7%
2. Food, Drink and Tobacco .6 .5 1.1%
3. Textiles, Leather and Clothing .33 .3 .63%
4 . Other Industries 5 .4 .09 .49%
5. Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing .17 .2 .37%
6. Metals, Engineering,and Vehicles .16 .08 .24%
7. Gas, Electricity, ana Water .13 .074 .204%

.195%8. Other Manufacturing 6 .125 .075
9 . Building and Contracting .14 .05 .19%
10. Mining and quarrying .07 . 015 .085%

7
Total 3.625 2,584 6.209%

As is shown, wage rises in the service industries have the greatest

effect on cost of living. Wage increases among other sectors, however,

have a very small effect. Roughly the same results were secured by

the method of constant distributive shares (page 4jf) when no production

increase was assumed.

4. Transport and Comaunication, distributive trades, insurance*. banking
and finance and other services.

5. Public adminsitration and defence, public health and educational
services, ownership of dwellings, domestic services to households
and services to private non-profit making bodies.

6. Other manufacturing now includes chemicals and allied trades as
well as others. At the time the calculation was made, this
breakdown was not included in the input-output table.

7. This "total" figure compares very favourably with Table 19 of
National Income and Expenditure which gives the results of a
complete solution of a matrix. Income from employment was
37% of consumers1 expenditure which is the equivalent oft the
"total" figure. Profits, etc are 26.8%.
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It can be seen that Basic Industries tend to be at the bottom

of the list, even though the proportion of wages entering into

production is high, because of the rather small proportion of their

products directly consumed. Those producers of final products which

enter directly into final consumption tend to be in the upper half

of the list though the proportion of wages in production is low.

Services are at the top because both characteristics apply - a high

proportion of labour costs and of direct consumption.

It appears, therefore, that wage gains made among the basic

idnustries will affect other workers less by reducing their real

incomes through rising prices tharyby a psychological influence.

Even higher rises designed to protect the share of profits will

not materially affect the cost of living. Wage gains in consumer

industries, however, such as Food, Drink and Tobacco, will have a

marked effect on the level of prices. In these cases, the Unions may

well take defensive action.

In the final analysis, however, the psychological effect seems

to be much the stronger for it is the industrial "elite", "...

the engineers, the miners, and the railwayman which form the most

important groups for wage negotiation."8 Recently, opinion has been
expressed that workers in nationalized industries may be the
"leaders" in the movement for higher wages because of insufficient

resistance to wage claims on the part of management.9 as yet,

however, evidence for this contention is not conclusive.

I1'inancia1 Times, February 13, 1956.

9. H.J. Randall, Chairman of the London Electricity Board, suggested
that former Trade Union leaders, now elevated to high positions
in nationalized industry, are unable to reverse their former
position. The Times, February 10, 1956.
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c • Product ivlty and . . ja •.

The third reason for wage increases, that of rising productivity,
though not so often used as the first two, has, nevertheless, been

important in some wage disputes involving large unions and employers'

organizations which appeared before the Industrial Court for

arbitration. 10 The point at issue here is to whom do the rewards of

increased output per man belong, labour or management ? if new

techniques of production, for example, result in lower costs per

unit, the distributive share of profits will increase if wages are

constant. Should labour's income rise at the same rate as output

par man-hour, the distributive share of labour and profits will be

the same as before. However, with constant distributive shares,

increased output per man-hour will result in higher absolute profits

by virtue of the larger quantity of production. If, for instance,;

both productivity (here used as synonymous with output par man-hour)

and wages should increase by 10%, the shares of wages and profits

would remain constant, but both profits and labour would increase

absolutely by 10%. How the question, which must ultimately be

decided, is - if the increased productivity is due entirely to an

innovation introduced by the employer, is this 10% profit increase

large enough to compensate him for the expense of the innovation ?

Furthermore, this profits increase must be net of tax; otherwise it

will be to the employer's advantage to increase prices and thereby

raise his distributive share. This aspect of the question will be

discussed at greater length in the next chapter; for the moment, the
labour side of the problem will receive attention.

10- The Confederation of Shipbuilding and Engineering Unions, in 1953,
based a wage increase on 1. the rise in the cost of living,
2. productivity increases, 3. a large increase in profits.
Court of Inquiry Report, Cmd. 9084.
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Generally speaking, the following relationships will

summarize the position of labour and profits in distribution, and the

effect of production.

Constant prices.

1. Imports cost rising - shares of labour plus profits falling

at the same rate as the rise in the share of Imports.

2. Imports cost falling - shares of labour plus profits rising

equal to the fall in the share of Imports.

3. Production increase equal to the wage cost increase -

distributive shares of labour and profits constant.

4. Production increasing faster than wage cost - labour's

share falling, profits' share rising.

5. Production constant or falling, or rising lass than-

wage cost - labour's share rising, profits falling.

B. Rising Prices.

1. Imports cost rising - share of labour, or profits, or

both, constant, or falling less than the rise in the share

of imports.

2. Imports cost falling - share of labour plus profits rising

more than the fall in the share of imports.

3. Production falling or constant, or rising less than the

wage cost increase - share of labour rising and profits share

constant or rising.

4. Profits share rising - wages cost constant or rising less

than or the same as production.

Reference to Table IX, page 75, will show that the period from

1948 - 1950 was characteristic of Al and A3. Prices were rdatively

constant, imports were rising, and the shares of labour and profits

were falling. For 1950 - 1951, B1 and B 3 apply, for prices rose
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considerably and the share of labour fell. 1951 - 1954 was

typical of B2 and B3. The net effect will depend on which influence

is the stronger, imports or production, and will be apparent from

the tables.

The implication in this argument for higher wages is that

condition B3 exists, for production is rising less than wage costs

and the share of wages is rising less than the share of profits.

Apparently, Trade Unions fesl that labour should have a larger share,

and express the desire by suggesting that the benefits of increasing

productivity should accrue to labour. On a national scale, of course,

these benefits do not exist, but in individual industries, the

possibility should not be overlooked.

The situation is best expressed by the London and Cambridge

measurement of the "real product" for the United Kingdom, vith 1948

as 100, the average for 1955 is 125.3 Wage rates, however, have

only equalled the rise in retail prices since June, 1947 when both

indices were based on 100. "This may be a disappointment to the

worker who may well wonder where the extra output is going and not be

fully satisfied by the explanation that earnings in industry have
12

risen 10$ more than wage rates (since 1948) ... " This, of

course, exaggerates the position, for wage rates have increased 3$
more than retail prices since 1948, the period of a 25$ increase in

production. To eliminate the 7$ increase in employment from 1948 -

1955, output per man should be compared with earnings, and out-put

per man-hour with wage rates. A more accurate picture emerges.

11. This was calculated with a weighting system devised by
L.C.D.S. and published in London and Cambridge Economic
Bulletin, No. .17, page VI.

12. R.G.D. Allen and II.S. Booker, "Prices and "/ages", ibid., page Vll.
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1246 1955

Wage Rates
Output per man hour in

100 145.5 - December

manufacturing
Wage earnings
Output per man in industry
Price level for manufacturing

100 116.8
100 155.5 - October
100 123 (Economic survey of 1956,

CMD.9728)
(Table VII) 100 119.5

100 142.5Index of Retail Prices

The high retail price index is due to the "external" influence of

food prices and bears no relation to the wage-price structure of

manufacturing. The extra output can be found in the difference

between the price level of manufactured products and the retail

price level, for, had it not been for the extra output, prices would

have risen much more. Therefore, it may be difficult to explain

to the Trade Union that though the workers' real wage rate lias

improved slightly over the past seven years and production is 25^
higher, to demand higher wages commensurate with higher productivity

is a mistake. To do so would require a demonstration that costs of

imports and food had risen and that these are major determinants

of retail prices. It would also be necessary to show that labour's

share of the final product was too large for the productive

capacity in the first place so that what economies of production

that may occur through rising productivity are already "swallowed

up". Without these economies, the standard of living would be

much lower than it is.

T.e difference appears to be that labour's share of the gross

national product may already be larger than the productive capacity

of the nation can support. If this is true, further demands on

productivity will only maintain the position and result in a

" squeeze of profits" and higher prices. The fact that labour's share
of the gross national product falls as output per man rises does
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not constitute fulling real wages. Under the present circumstances,
this is the only way that prices can be stabilized. Under pre-war

conditions, a higher share for labour may have bean only fair and

could be pursued as an ideal by the Trade Union movement• Currently,

however, the situation would call for wage increases which are less

than production increases regardless of the index of retail prices.

Ultimately, this is the only valid criterion for wage

increases, and the problem of a wages-prices spiral would cease to

exist if it were adhered to. It is the fact that wage demands bear

no relation to production that causes rising prices. Indeed, wage

claims are often make at a time when an industry's production is low,

and, consequently, the industry is unable to pay higher wages.

d . Preservation of Differentials

The fourth argument, that of differentials, applies particularly

to craft unions which are desirous of protecting the traditional

wages of their members. Generally, this involves a certain degree

of scarcity value protected by apprenticeship regulations or other

forms of limitation, and a belief that higher grades of skill or

training ought to be rewarded.

Flat—rate increases of wages since the war have narrowed

existing differentials so that craftsmen in many cases consider

themselves underpaid. This had resulted in a number of wage demands

made by Craft unions, typical of which is the Printers Union,

based on a percentage increase rather than flat rate. ° Longstanding

traditional agreements become the basis for wage demands rather than

a shortage of labour as was urged by the White Paper on personal

Incomes. These traditional agreements, temporarily set aside

during wartime, again appear as a means of protecting differentials

of skill, in effect, the many wage gains of the industrial Union
13. Court of Inquiry Report, cmd. 8607
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tend to reverb«ri»tt throughout the entire wage structure of labour,

and upper level incomes, hitherto passive, become active. The

process will be repeated when the wage gains of industrial unions

press again on the differentials of the crafts.

Furthermore, there seems to be a tendency among hitherto

unskilled workers to achieve the rank and pay of the skilled.

Comparisons of the type of work done with other higher skills so as

to convince the Industrial Court of the higher quality of work

performed and to merit an increase in wages which would be the

equivalent of the higher skill are often made by certain Unions .

The effect of this tendency would be a narrowing of differentials

contrary to the Craft Union which would increase them. This

attempt at reclassification can be a serious source of difficulty for /

the employer, for since no agi'eed wage structure exists among

unions within a particular industry, continuous "leap-frogging" of
14

wage claims may result.

Monopoly of supply is often resorted to as a means of

defending differentials. The situation is similar to business

monopoly in that security is the principal motive. By restricting
membership into the craft, a union can protect the standard of

living of its existing members more effectively. This, of course,

enhances its bargaining power vis-a-vis the employer,

Arguments 5 and 6, very infrequently used, and, for the fifth,
rather unique, are hardly worth detailed consideration. Number 5
suggests that the Trade Union concerned would benefit from an

attempt on the part of the employer to attract labour to the industry,

14. Court of Inquiry Reports, Cmd. 8154 and flmd. 8074.
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which is exactly what the white Paper of 1948 suggested. However,

the low mobility of labour during full employment ensures that such

a method of attracting labour will be ineffective and the existing

workers only will benefit. Number 6 is purely a technical

consideration to be arranged between the Trade Union concerned and

the employer and, doubtless, an agreement can be easily reached.

At any rate, the sliding scale is not an important factor in the

wages-prices structure because of the rather small numbers of cases

in existence. Should such a practice become widespread, it would

contribute to deflation as well as inflation, for a fall in the

retail price index would automatically reduce wages. The chances

of this, however, are remote since the general tendency of world
prices is upward, and the sliding scale would increase the speed of
the spiral of wages and prices. At the moment the existing sliding
scale agreements are not important since so few workers are afxected.

e. The drive for security of Wages.

Of the six arguments put forth by Trade Unions numbers 1 and 4

act from within, and numbers 2 and 3 from, outside the wages structure.

Internally, two forces will be at work, one to establish a common

wage level and the other to increase the differentials between skills.

The large industrial union will attempt to raise the income of its

members and in so doing enhance its bargaining po?/er by incorporating

within its ranks the smaller craft union. The craft union, on the

other hand, will attempt to maintain or increase its differentials

and protect its prestige and the living standards of its skilled

membership. This fundamental opposition of the general versus the

particular creates considerable tension within the wages structure

itself. A single wage claim won by a Trade Union which is in a
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strategic position of leadership can, because of these tensions,

set off a chain of wage reactions which will extend horizontally

throughout the industrial unions and upward through the higher

skilled craft unions.

Outside the wages structure, the most important argument is,

of course, the cos t of living. Maintenance or improvement of real

wages is probably the major drive among workers, and the Trade Union

has organised this drive to such an extent that it cannot be

overlooked by the employer or the government. It is this that

ultimately divorces the wages the employer must pay from his own

cost structure and, since the determinants of the cost of living are,

to a great extent, outside the influence of manufacturing costs, the

employer must adjust his own prices accordingly.

The ability to pay argument, based on productivity within the

industry, suggests that labour is attempting to gain the results of

improved technology without assuming any of the risk involved in

investment. While this is, perhaps, the only really sound basis for

increased wages (no wages-prices spiral could occur if all unions

adhered to this one principle for wage claims), under the present

circumstances it probably entails a reduction of the share of profits

below the necessary minimum for production. When the only basis for

such a claim is that " ... new techniques depend on the wholehearted

co-operation of the workers" it is hardly conceivable that this

constitutes assumption of risk.

Throughout all six arguments for higher wages there is in

evidence one important fundamental drive - for security. labour's

memories are long, and there is no desire to return to th6 old

15. Cmd. 3084
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atomistic methods of wage determination. It is for this reason

that the Trade Unions were originally formed and there is no

reason to expect that they will relinquish their positions.16
Rising prices and inflation enhance the uncertainties of economic

life to a degree dependent on the speed of rising prices; therefore,
in the absence of other "security measures" such as governmental

measures to control prices, labour seeks its own solution and

demands a wage rate which is equal to cost of living increases.

Further, the fact that wage rates by no means represent wage

costs and that it is profitable to increase production by incentive

and overtime payments means that labour*s share of distribution is

high and rising with the result that labour gains in real income at

the expense of other passive incomes. It is in this way that a

redistribution of real income in favour of labour and profits occurs.

There is no conscious, deliberate attempt on the part of Trade Unions

to increase labour's share of income; this is purely incidental to

the drive for security. The wage bargain itself is concerned with

wage rates and the incentive payments are an individual matter to

be decided between the worker and his employer.

It is labour's desire for security that creates the tensions

within the wage structure itself, in so far as prices rise due

to wage gains in isolated industries, workers will again act to
secure their real income. The psychological influence speeds up the

16. "For over twenty-five years the firm of D.C. Thompson have
denied their employees the right to belong to a trade union
and have thereby perpetuated a practice which went out in
Great Britain with the abolition of Feudalism. Seventy nine
have been dismissed as a result of this strike in defence of the
elementary right of the worker to belong to his trade union".-
Resolution passed by the Scottish Trade Union Congress
concerning the dispute between D.C. Thompson, Ltd. and the
Trade Union concerned. Court of Inquiry Report, CAd. 8607
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reaction anu probably accounts for the rounds of wage demands which

occur at intervals. For the ci'aft unions that rely on monopoly

power to maintain differentials, it is again the desire to secure

the standard of living -which tradition has decreed that results

in the vertical tension.

Perhaps no change in economic institutions has been so complete

and far-reaching as that of the determination of wages. The entire

economic system is based on a Labour Standard of value so that the

level of wages determines the level of prices. This change was

noted by J.R, Hicks in a recent article in which he stated that

wage structures have become insulated from economic laws and
17

pressures. The level of subsistence is now the major

determinant of wages. In the past, a fixed money supply determined

the level of employment and wages, whereas now the supply of money,

the rata of production, and other incomes must adjust themselves to

an equilibrium level of wages, What this wage level will be depeiids

upon a bargain reached by trade unions and employers' organisations

and holds for an entire industry. The individual entrepreneur

must adjust his costs to this wage level before he can decide even

the profitability of production.

This revolutionary change in the method of determining wages

is not at all regrettable. Since the wage earners represent the

majority, it is far better to tie the economic system to human

values and need rather than to the supply of gold. It represents,

in fact, a guarantee of a measure of security to the worker which he
had never enjoyed before. However, this "new economy" will have

an inflationary bias since labour will resist wage cuts, and as

external stimuli will react on the cost of living and lead to higher

17. J.R. Hicks, "Economic Foundations of Wage Policy", Economic
Journal, Vol. LXVm September, 1955, page 389.
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wage demands the danger of rising prices will te ever present.

Therefore, new measures to check inflation will have to he

applied which hitherto have not been necessary. Gucii measures must

attack inflation from within the structure of wages and prices and

would consist of control of the retail price level and the

encouragement of productivity. Sources of revenue other than a tax

which raises the level of prices must be found. The present

purchase tax is only effective in checking demand during a wage

freeze policy which discourages a compensatory rise in the wage level.

Such new measures would give greater freedon to both unions and

management to conduct the bargaining process to their mutual

advantage whereas, at present, the employer is forced into a wage-

cost structure which can only be accommodated by a high price for

his product.

Under the 'new economic system" traditional differentials must

be adjusted so as to reflect not only higher values of skills but also

the relative scarcity. Restrictive practices designed to enhance the

scarcity value of certain skills are. of course, to be discouraged

ana in this sense the older craft unions may find themselves In a

state of decline. In this way, the differential will serve an

economic purpose instead of creating upward tensions within the

national wage structure.

In the final anlysis, the fact that labour, as a result of war

and post-war demand, has succeeded in gaining a larger share of

distribution than the productive capacity can support must be overcome

net by reducing the share of labour, but by increasing productive

capacity. This can only be done by encouraging investment in new

and more productive methods.
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CHAPTER 7

INDUSTRIAL POLICY OF MANAGEMENT

The second active sector, gross profits, forms the subject of this

chapter and will be treated in similar fashion to the employment sector.

The same schematic system applies in that profits can increase its

distributive share, just as employment income, through rising prices.

There is an essential difference, however, between profits and wages

which should be emphasised at the outset. In the ratio o 0 ,

absolute profits, o, may decline, but if the product of price and

quantity falls faster than 0, the ratio o will rise. Hence the

entrepreneur may be in serious trouble from declining profits, yet

his profits' share may rise. Profits, of course, are dependent upon

sales so that Q, will represent sales rather than production.

Essentially there is little difference between the two except for the
risk involved in declining demand.

Labour, as has been shown, will resist attempts to reduce

employment income, E, so that with declining sales, (E_ e), the ratio
PQ

e will rise. In addition, the only way for labour to increase its

absolute income, E, is either by increasing its distributive share or by

rises in E which are proportionate to P'4. These will involve changes

in the wages bargain. Profits, however, being residual income, can

increase automatically by rises in Q, with no change in share, o. An

increase in price, P, must result in an increase in o because 0,

absolute profits, must increase faster than the PQ,, assuming that other

components of cost are constant. Thus, the difference between profits

and income from employment rests purely in the residual nature of

profits which may rise or fall depending on the state of market demand.
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As with labour, a price increase must either result in an increase in

the share of profits or compensate for an increase in another active

income within the process of production, (see relations B3 and B4,

page 91).

Table IX, page 15 , shows this rise in the share of profits of final

output in 1952 when absolute profits were falling. This could only be

accomplished by rising prices since production and sales were

particularly low that year. The opposite was true in 1951 when absolute

profits were considerably high, yet the share of profits was quite low.

In effect, since the entrepreneur is primarily interested in

absolute profits, he will only increase his share and prices if the

pressure of costs forces him to do so. Clearly, it would be to his

advantage to maintain constant prices in the face of competition both

domestic and foreign if production and sales (q) could increase

sufficiently to maintain the level of profits he considers adequate.

On the other hand, he may find it easier simplyto raise prices in order

to protect or increase his share rather than to take the necessary

measures (generally involving investment of capital) to increase

production and sales. These are the two alternatives which face the

entrepreneur when production costs are rising. Both involve a certain
amount of risk; in the one case, possible loss of markets to

competitors, and in the other, the use of capital which may or may

not be fruitful. Which alternative is selected, of course, is the

all-important question.

The residual nature of profits is the reason for the wide

fluctuation in the distributive share, while the share of labour has

been steadily increasing from 1951 - 1955, owing to wage demands which
exceed production, the profits1 share has increased by leaps as

rising prices and falling imports costs reduced the share of imports.
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In the last analysis, labour's gains are practically risk-free, for

it cannot fail to maintain or improve its real wages through increasing

its share, the only possible risk being unemployment. Profits,

however, may lose more in sales than it gains through higher prices so

that, as in 1952, the share may rise though absolute profits fall.

To compensate for possible losses in sales, however, absolute profits
f'

may increase considerably if both sales and price increase. This, of

course, constitutes the reward of the entrepreneur's successful "gamble".

a. Composition of profits.

Probably the best approach to the analysis would be first to

establish the nature of profits, in a stationary state and with

perfect competition, after all marginal products are equated with

marginal revenue, profits, as a residual, would cease to exist. The

price of a product would be equivalent to cost of production which

includes the wages of management or entrepreneurship. The special

talent of planning and foresight would be rewarded in the same way as

other productive factors and no surplus could accrue.1 However, once

these rigid, theoretical assumptions are relaxed, and an element of

change through time is introduced, a surplus will emerge which cannot
be attributed to any one productive factor. This surplus, of course,

constitutes profit.

When the element of risk or uncertainty is included, the surplus

of profit becomes the reward for successful forecasting of market
demand. Thus, new techniques of production will only be introduced
if a surplus is foreseen which will compensate the entrepreneur for

the expense involved. This surplus may well become negative if the

1. For a development of this concept at great length, see F.H. Knight,
Risk, Uncertainty, and Profit, Houghton, Mifflin, & Co. Boston,
1921, Chapter X.
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market demand changes, or the surplus may be smaller than was

anticipated with the result that the entrepreneur is forced to accept

a loss on his investment. Under dynamic conditions, with perfect

competition* the new technique of production would receive its reward

as a factor of production according to its contribution. However, it

would only be introduced into the production process if marginal

revenue were greater than marginal product, a temporary condition under

perfect competition which could only arise from an increase in demand.

It follows, then, that profits, a surplus which is not

attributable to any factor of production, can only exist in the dynamic

real world, and is the reward for risk bearing which is as essential

for the production process as any other productive factor. This surplus

may be greater under conditions of less than perfect competition than

under perfect competition, the differential arising from an excess of

demand forseen or unforeseen. In such a case, the reward for risk

bearing may be exceptionally large so that the degree of risk becomes

apiite small.

Generally, the degree of risk will vary inversely with the degree
of assuredness of reward. Also, the amount of the reward will be

a function of the degree of risk. The greater the risk, the greater
must be the expected reward. This function will probably be an

increasing one in that the expected reward will increase at a greater
rate than the risk. Thus, an entrepreneur may be content with a small

degree of risk and an assured reward rather than a high degree of risk
and an even higher reward that is not at all assured. This, of course,

follows from the definition of risk.

With the exception of the individual whose gambling instincts are

strong, it would be to the advantage of the entrepreneur to reduce the

degree of risk as much as possible in so far as it is within his

power to do so. If he can enjoy a large reward from a small risk,
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it would clearly be to his advantage. However, should the reward be so

large that it encourages competition from other entrepreneurs, the

degree of risk will rise again. In general, therefore, the entrepreneur

will be content with a moderate reivard for a small risk unless, of

course, he is a gambler. The advantage of reducing risk has proved

so great that considerable money is spent on advertising to encourage

the differentiation in the minds of the consumer between one product

and another. It is obvious, therefore, that most entrepreneurs will

generally be content with the lower, safe rewards rather than ganile on

large profits with high risk.

This leads directly to the first cource of a surplus or profit

which accrues from the reduction of risk - profits of security. Under

perfect competition where the risk element is at its greatest, these

profits would be nil. If an entrepreneur were to set a price high

enough to accrue a surplus over the competitive price, he would, of

course, lose his sales. The element of risk, in other words, is at its

greatest under perfect competition. Profits of security arise when the

entrepreneur either by accurate forecasting of market demand, by

product differentiation, or by any agreement designed to reduce

competition, secures a price higher than that under conditions of
2

perfect competition

Since the perfectly competitive world does not exist, it follows
that profits of security exist to some degree in all production. In
many cases, these profits will be necessary to production, especially,

2. M. Kalecki has shown that prices and profits will be determined by
the "degree of monopoly". This follows from his assumptions of 1.
a given capital equipment, and 2. operation below capacity.
His use of the term "monopoly" is equivalent to "security " above.
Theory of Economic Dynamics, Allen & Unwin, Ltd., London, 1954,
Chapte r"T.
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if high, capital outlay is required. A price that would not allow

profits of security may be "uneconomic" in the sense that the risk

is too great for the capital outlay required. Public services, for

example, such as electricity, transport, etc., will require enormous

capital expenditure; hence, they can only be undertaken if the degree
of risk is sufficiently reduced. Generally, tne greater the degree

of competition, the greater the risk.

The second source of profit, termed profits of innovations, can

arise under perfectly competitive conditions, if, by introducing a

new and more efficient technique of production, costs can be reduced,

the differential between costs and price can be widened. This increase,

if it accrues to profits, would increase tie profit margin. Perfect

competition implies that prices will not rise above the level set by

demand which is perfectly elastic. Profit increases from innovations

must, therefore, arise by lowering cost^ To relax again the

assumption of perfect competition, total profits will consist both

of profits of innovations and profits of security. One will act to

lower costs, the other to increase prices above the perfectly

competitive level.

Another way of expressing innovations would be by an alteration

in the coefficients which constitute the input-output table. An

innovation which would, for example, reduce labour costs would be shown

in the table as an increase in the amount purchased by the "innovating"

industry from the producer of the innovation and a decrease in the

amount purchased from employment. This would alter all coefficients,

of course, so that an entirely new table would, theoretically, be created.

Security profits, however, would not change the coefficients except for
the "gross profits etc" sector. Further, it is the profits of
innovations which become the target of Trade Union bargaining as wage

demands are based on productivity increases (see argument 3, page I? ).
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If such were the case, the other major source of profits, security,

would be the only revenue left to the entrepreneur to compensate for

the risk.

A third source of profit lies in windfalls. These arise from a

rise in prices of existing stocks and are most prominent during

inflation. As inflation progresses, windfalls become more Important

as a source of profit, particularly for traders. Also, control of

inflation by monetary means becomes more difficult, for the interest

rate would have to be high enough to discourage traders from holding

stocks in anticipation of a rise in prices, in an advanced stage of

inflation, this would probably be an impossibility, but in earlier

stages the rate of interest would have to be high enough to make

the difference between the rate and the anticipated price rise too

small to compensate the trader for the risk involved.

Similar to windfalls would be the anticipated profit increase

resulting from an increase in volume of turnover. A trader may, for

example, anticipate a seasonal increase in demand and increase his
stocks accordingly. Since this involves no windfall profits (due to

a price increase) a rise in the rate of interest could have much
more affect in discouraging the trader. Again the differential between
the cost of borrowed money and the expected increase in demand will

determine the profitability of his venture, and should this prove too

small for the amount of risk, the trader will be discouraged.

Doubtless, if it were possible to examine all profits, they

would be found to consist of all three sources. Some, however, would

rely on one source more than others. Highly competitive industries
would rely larfely on the profits of innovations, while others would

find security profits their major source of revenue and may

deliberately restrict supply, and, hence, forego profits of

innovations if security profits are more lucrative.
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Furthermore, industries would rely more heavily on a particular

source as changes in the economic environment take place, windfalls

would become more prominent during the upswing of the trade cycle,
whereas security profits would be more important during the downswing.
Labour saving innovations would depend largely on the availability of

cheap labour, and could only bo successful if they were more profitable

than the labour displaced. In the long run, however, innovations will

take the form of a steady stream of new techniques which are the result

of planned research. The more prosperous industries, therefore, will

be in the most favourable position to secure profits of innovations.

During a period of inflation which is characterized by rising costs

of imports, windfalls may be an important source of profits, stock

appreciation was particularly great during the Korean price boom.

However, raw materials purchased for manufacturing purposes must

be replaced at a higher price, and, since commodity prices increased

faster than the prices of manufactured products, windfalls tor the

manufacturer must have become negative during this period. As commodity

pfices fell after the 1951 high point, the opportunity for windfalls
would again return, but since they did not fall to their original

pre-Korean level, the net result over the entire period would be
negative. This would result in the burden of profits resting on the
other two sources. In other words, the element of risk was heightened

3
by the enormous fluctuations in world commodity prices.

Innovations can increase absolute profits by lowering costs per

unit, and under perfectly competitive conditions will be the only source
of profit. Profits of innovations, in addition, are anti-inflationary,
since no pries rise is involved; hence, in the face of rising wages and

3. For an excellent analysis of the effects of fluctuating prices on
profits, see F.W. Paish, Business Finance, Pitman & Sons, London,
1953, pages 66 - 89
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raw material costs, it would seem to be an ideal source of profits.

The individual entrepreneur, however, may be faced with rising costs

of capital equipment as the following indices suggest .

Industrial Materials and Manufactures. Manufactured Products
(other than Food, Drink,

June 1949 - 100 and Tobacco.
Year June 1949 - Iqq

1950 115 106.8
1951 146 124.8
1952 142 127.8
1953 136 125.2
1954 137 125.6

Source : Board of Trade.

The risk, therefore, of innovations will grow as their cost rise in

relation to the expected competitive price for the entrepreneur's product

In order for the innovation to be worthwhile, it must increase the

quantity of production sufficiently to pay for itself and yield a

return over the anticipated life. If its expected return in the form

of increased quantity of production is constant, the rising cost will

narrow the differential between the cost and expected return, making the

compensation for risk smaller. This, of course, represents the "ceiling"

as expressed by Hicks, "of the relative shortage of investment goods so

that prices of investment goods are tending to rise even while those

of consumption goods remain fairly steady." 4
This tendency is clearly shown in Table XI, page ^. In this

list, arranged in order of effect on consumer prices, the capital

producing industries are concentrated in the bottom half (Metals,

Engineering and Vehicles, down to Mining and Quarrying). An overall
increase in wages and/or an increase in raw material prices will result
in a higher percentage rise in capital goods than in consumer goods,

since both labour and raw materials form a larger portion of input

4. J.R. Hicks, A Contribution to the Theory of the Trade Cycle,
Oxford, 1950, page 134.
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in the capital producing industries than in consumer goods producing
industries. However, the more "basic" the industry, the less the

effect on consumer prices, it follows, therefore, that during an

inflationary period, capital costs must rise faster than consumer

prices. This explanation avoids the necessity of explaining rising

Capital costs in terms of increases in demand (via the accelerator) and

only requires the simple premise that the value of goods represent! the

cost of labour and materials which go into them plus a margin for profits.

The entrepreneur, therefore, will be less prone to "innovate" during

an inflationary period than he will be when costs of capital expenditure

are low such as during a depression. Innovations will be especially

profitable if he anticipates rising prices as the recovery phase of a

business cycle approaches.

The only major source of profits left, therefore, is the profits

of security which, in effect, will mean the maintenance or increase of the

distributive share. Since both raw materials and capital costs have

been rising, windfalls and innovations as a source of profits will tend
to be minor. The only possibility of innovations being profitable will

be when the costs of labour rise to such an extent that the entrepreneur

is forced to introduce labour saving techniques to defend his profits'

share. This will occur when competition set3 a limit to his prices.

At that point, not only his own labour costs will be high but also the
costs of labour in the capital producing industries so that profits

will be genuinely"squeezed". In addition, if labour insists upon rising

wages as productivity rises, the entrepreneur will be unable to improve
phis share in this fashion, and, consequently., must cease production

entirely. This stage, fortunately, has not yet been reached.
In effect, the risks of production become considerably greater

during a wage-cost inflation. Kalecki's basic assumptions (footnote 2
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become too expensive for the application of innovations, and the

existing capital equipment is operating below capacity because of the

shortage of labour during full employment, in order for innovations to

be introduced, ri3k must be compensated for by security profits which

will only arise through increased prices. This, of course, is made

quite simple for the entrepreneur because of the inflated demand, but

for those producers for the export market, it becomes increasingly

difficult in the face of foreign competition.

Ultimately, therefore, security profits become the prime

requisite for the production process during inflation, for the profits

of innovations which will result from an expansion of quantity of

production cannot be realised until the risk element is overcome

by security profits. To refer again to Table IX, page"75 , the share of

profits in final output has been increased from 1948 to 1954 by 10%,

a result which should occasion no surprise.

b. Market demand and security profits.

If the conclusion be accepted that security profits form the

ultimate source of revenue for the producer during inflation, it

logically follows that the 3tate of demand must be such that the market
Jf-

will accept the price rises which #ist occur. Although demand itself

is treated in Part 11, it will be advantageous to establish

schematically the conditions while on the subject of security profits.

If the elasticity of response of price to wage cost increases Is

actual to unity, dP.JS«l, an industry will be using prices increases
cFisTp

to pay for the entire increase in wage costs with no loss of income
shares to any factor of production. Should the elasticity be less than

one, part of the wage cost increase will be paid for by a reduction



in the share of one or more factors. {The assumption is made for the

moment that no profits of innovations are available). This attempt to

recoup wage increases by price increases can only be successful if the

price increase calls forth the same percentage increase in value of

demand, that is, dD.P also equals unity. Thus the condition dp.13
Hp D ¥T

equals dD.P equals unity is essential for complete security. However,
HF15

should dP.S equals dP.P equals less than unity, an industry would be
HeTp Hp~d

forced to seek other means of restoring the share of profits, in the form

ofinnovations or closing down inefficient firms, etc., for the risk of

production will probably become too great for the industry, of course,

if the industry were already enjoying high profit margins it might

accept the cut and continue production.

How if the ratios are equal to unity, the entrepreneur may be

encouraged to invest in innovations because the gains made from them

will accrue entirely to profits His profit shares are secure and any

attempt on the part of labour to reduce them will be fruitless. Labour's

gains would be made at the expense of other passive incomes including

labour in other industries. The evidence suggests that such a

condition may be general in post-war Dritain.

On the other hand, if the ratios are less than unity, wage gains

can be made at the expense of profits* share. The entrepreneur, in

this case, will be forced either to invest in innovations or accept

the loss of proifts. If this condition were general, a wages-prices

spiral would quickly converge, for prices could not react sufficiently
to maintain the movement. In the former case, the spiral would continue,

for the reaction of prices would be sufficient to call forth further
increases in wage rates, the only converging force being passive incomes.

Innovations, of course, would bring the spiral to convergence as
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absolute profits increase while the share declines.

In both cases, innovations which yield the quickest return would be

the most beneficial, but with industries facing competition they would
be essential. The risk would be considerable if long term capital

expenditures were attempted, but for those industries whose security

profits are guaranteed, the risk would be quite small. These industries

wiLl be guaranteed the extra profits of long term innovations, whereas

the competing industries will probably find that the surplus profits

due to long-term innovations will already be threatened by rising wages.

The problem, therefore, facing industry is largely one of

security. The risks of entrepreneurship, since they are higher during

periods of rising costs than when cost3 are stable, must receive

compensation, and if market demand can be increased by product

differentiation or by any other method of reducing competition, it will

be to the advantage of the entrepreneur. Further, this compensation

for risk must be met of tax so that if taxation of profits tends to be

high, the entrepreneur will sat a higher price to ensure an adequate

measure of security profits.

c. Hisk-free methods of increasing profits - overtime

and incentive payments.

Competitive industries will attempt to reduce risk as much as

possible during a production process. Profits of innovations, while

forming the major part of gross profits, will involve greater risk

the longer the fruition period of investment. The shorter the

fruition period, the less the risk. Should prices rise during the

fruition period, the entrepreneur will gain windfall profits, and, of

course, should prices fall, he will lose some of his anticipated

profits of innovation. Since the accuracy of forecasting market demand J
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becomes less the longer the intervening period, the entrepreneur will

choose that method of production which ensures the greatest profit

within the forseeable price period. During inflation, rising

prices can be forseen in the immediate future, but no one can be sure

that the inflation will continue over longer periods especially if

anti-inflationary measures by the government are expected or already

in force.

The most"risk-free" method of increasing production in the face of

rising demand is either by expanding the labour force of by

increasing the number of hours worked. In the event of a failure

of demand, the entrepreneur simply has to decrease the number of hours

worked; hence no redundancy of capital equipment need occur. This is

especially attractive in view of rising costs of capital investment

wnich increase his potential loss. For those industries with a

sufficient portion of security profits, part of the increased labour

costs due to longer hours can be regained from higher prices. Thus,

overtime with a mors intensive use of existing capital equipment

constitutes the simplest and most risk-free method of increasing

production.

However, t ils may not be the most effective method, in the sense

of producing results, as the following analysis suggests. Let

W »wage rates and S -earnings, then dE.W will be the degree of
!T3w

"incentive payment" going to labour. Incentive payments consist of

overtime and bonus schemes,etc, designed to increase production.

There must be a functional relationship of some kind between

production increases either real or nominal, and incentive payments;

otherwise, the entrepreneur will find it too costly a proposition.
Let Y-j_- nominal production, and Y2 real production, then
<TY2 f(dE.W), Furthermore, should the increase in wage rates equal
~Y2 TWr
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the increase in earnings, dW <13, no increase in production will
W "2

take place, for the workers will be content with the existing page

payments. Also, of course, the function dY2 s^(dE.W , must be
Y2 ITIw)

decreasing as incentive payments increase, for physical limits of

fatigue, etc. to labour's extra output will come into effect .

When these relationships are compared with increases in output per

man-year and investment in plant and machinery, it is possible to

estimate their relative importance.

Table XII
Influence of Incentive Payments and Investment on Production

1 2 3 Q£ 4 5 6
cUE.W dY2 dY2 dYl Increase in Increase in
E dw Y2 Y2 yI Investment in plant Output

Years and Machinery per mariyear.

1947-48 2.22 .047 .08 .09 .24
1948-49 3.92 .044 .065 .07 .08 .05
1949-50 1.61 .04 .075 .04 .09 .05
1950-51 1,2 .028 ,03 .11 .05 .01
1951-52 .95-.01 -.03 .095 -.07 -.02
1952-53 1.185.048 .06 .06 .05 .045
1953-54 1.48 .045 .08 .063 .03 .05
1954-55 1.1 .035 .04 .055 .134 .025

Average 1.7 ,035 .05 .07 .0755 .03

» - Weighted index of Industrial Production.

Source: Column 1 - Ministry of Labour Gazette.
Column 2 - National Income and Expenditure,1955, Table 13
Column 3 - Annual Abstract of Stat 1stica, 19o5, Table 146, Figure

for 1954-55 is taken from the Economic Survey,1956
Cmd. 9728.

Column 4 - National Income and Expenditure, 1955, Table 1.
Figure for 1954-55 is taken from Cmd. 9729,

Column 5 - National Income and Expenditure, 1955, Table 51.
., !• 6 - Figure for 1954-55 is taken from the Economic Survey,

1956, Cmd. 9728.
Column 6 - Cmd. 9728, Table 9.

On an average, incentive payments have been increasing 70$ faster

than wage rates. Since with a ratio of unity, no incentive would be

offered, this figure of 1.7 seems considerable. In view of the small
increase in output per man-year, the "risk free" investments in
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overtime and incentive payments is hardly productive. It would appear,

in view of the increase of the real national product over the years, that

incentive payments greater than about 1.5 are fruitless. Below this

level, there seems to be a drop in the rate of increase of real output.

Investment in productive equipment shows loss of a relationship

with real output and output per man-year. It is particularly difficult

to arrive at any kind of conclusion here because of the lack of

knowledge regarding depreciation and investment for replacement

purposes. However, there may be an increasing reliance on investment

and less on incentive payments since, in 1955, investment was much

greater than before. Also, of course, a lag will exist between the

moment of investment and the time that results appear in industrial

production.

Any conclusion must be tentative since suffici nt information

is lacking. However, it seems that the policy of attracting laboufc

into an industry by offering overtime working is not rewarding if the

payments exceed a certain level. Such a policy will only succeed in

increasing the distributive share of labour and the price of the

product, as is shown by the rising level of real earnings as compared
with wage rates.

Year Average Real Wage Rates Average Real Sarnings

1938 100 100
1948 101 114
1949 101 116
1950 99 116
1951 99 116
1952 99 115
1953 100 117
1954 103 121

From an article by Professor Pigou in The Times,July 13, 1955.
Data computed from a series of linkages by the "L.O.E.S.

6.The analysis would be far more accurate if it could be done
on an industry basis. Jage rates for indsstry groups, unfortunately,
are not available.



It has been shown that profits are a residual essential to

production. The provision of capital is, of course, as necessary a

function of production as labour and requires payment, "ere it

possible for wage costs to be gained at the expense of profit margins

until the amount remaining to the profits sector was negligible, the

problem of the wages-prices spiral need never arise. From profits,

however, must be met traditional payments for the use of capital

which takes the form of annual dividends. These are as essential as

the payments to labour for its services, and, indeed, in view of the

many small savers who invest in insurance, ate. have as much an ethical

right to earnings as does labour. Just as labour is guaranteed a

minimum subsistence for its services, capital, on the same grounds,
should be treated likewise In fact, this must be true if future

savings are to be available for investment.

In addition, a profits tax must be met which, by any standards, is

high. The method of defining profits for assessment purposes is, of

course, of topical interest and a matter of serious concern. The

difficulty involves the replacement of real capital during rising

prices and is a major risk factor during inflation.7 Since, as argued

above, the profits of innovations must be net of tax, the price for the

manufacturer® product will probably be higher than without the tax.

Security profits again will assume more importance. This suggests that

the tax is to some extent shifted to the consumer in the form of

reduced profitability of investment. 9 In line with the above approach,

the burden of risk-bearing, increased because of high taxation, is

shifted to the consumer.

7. The nature and scope of this problem is discu33od in great detail
by F.W. Paish, op. eit., pages 76-78.

8. This was, basically, the argument of H. Kaldor in a paper read
before the Manchester Statistical Society end reported in the
Manchester Guardian, March24, 1955.
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Further, the entrepreneur must provide out of gross profits

sufficient for the finance of a good deal of current assets a3 well as

a reserve for expansion of his business, in some cases, this may well

prove impossible, especially if prices are competitively determined, so

that the entrepreneur may be forced to rely on new issues for

expansion purposes. This, therefore, amounts to a genuine squeeze of
9

profits.

It would be ludicrous to argue that all profits are c ought between

rising wage costs and competitive prices. In an inflation, there are

some industries (just as wages) whose incomes are more active than

others and which as a result will enjoy excessive profits, and some

small enterprises whose incomes are passive will be in considerable

difficulty. However, if the profits incentive is to be retained, they

must be great enough to encourage the efficient use of resources, and,

at the same time, furnish a major part of government revenue.

d. The drive to make profits secure.

The element of risk has played an important role in the organization
If*

of combinations, cartels, etc., that took place during the pre-war era.

The influence of high competition was sufficient to encourage these

organizations in order to restore "prices to an economic level".10

9. The position of the small company could not be better presented
than in a statement made by the managing director of Ransomed&
Rapier, an Engineering firm. " .. Take this firm as an example.
Profits in 1S54 came to £208,533 of which £107,923 was paid to
the Chancellor of the Exchequer. The new wage claim now being
discussed in the industry would directly cost us £53,000 a year.
We then anticipate an increase in price of all materials and
bought out goods which would probably amount to not less than
£120,000. This would leave profits before tax of £24,533.
Included as a trade charge in 1954 (before tax) was an amount of
£42,470 paid to the men as incentive bonus after all normal
piecework earnings had been met. Dividends absorbed about £38,000.

The position today is that we are committed ahead for a year
with orders at prices already fixed. It is imperative that we
should maintain our reserves and therefore, if this award is granted

(continued p.119)
10. House of commons 136, page 21.
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Restrictive practices ana monopolistic control succeeded in reducing
tiie risk and increasing security profits, so that, in many cases,

investment designed to produce more efficiently could be undertaken

without the danger of excessive competition. An a result, real costs

in the post-war period have in most cases been lower than pre-war so

that the charge of excessive profits could not be made by the Monopolies

and Restrictive Practices Commission.

In fact, these organisations have made a great contribution to price

stability during the post-war inflation. Their advantage has

arisen from the rationalization of the past; consequently, the

combination of competition from abroad and the threat of the

investigation by the Commission has resulted in moderate prices at

a time when excessive profits could be made. Since the control of

inflation demands price stability, even if prices of some products
,

are higher than the competitive price, the fact that they are stable

is an important contribution.

9. (continued from page 118) we may at once have to drop our
incentive bonus scheme unless output immediately goe3 up. If
the increase is granted the best we can sea after provision for
the sum necessary for our normal dividend, which has remained
fixed for a long time, is a payment to reserve of about 50$
of the normal. We shall immediately have to put up prices to
meet our anticipated liability in 1957 and then inevitably be met
with increased difficulty in world markets which are daily
becoming more competitive ... n

Letter to the Times, January 27, 1956.

11. The single exception to this is the British hatch Corporation,
see report of fche Monopolies and Restrictive practives
Commission, House of Commons 161.
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Ultimately, tlie answer to any inflation, particularly to
1 p

wages-prices spiral, is, of course, innovations. Profits of

innovations are ant i-inflationary, wile reas security profits are,

by raising tiie price level, inflationary. Since it is highly

unlikely that innovations can be successfully undertaken without

soma degree of security profits, prices must first rise; therefore,

the fact that profits are high during the post war inflation does

not mean that they are necessarily excessive. They must be high

if economic activity is to continue. However, if the general

standard of living is to improve as well as price stability to

be secured, profits of innovation must be encouraged. In this, the

taxation system will play a vitally important role.xo

12. The inherent possibilities available to a nation were well stated
by a leading industrialist. If new inventions and techniques
could effect a 10% reduction in the cost of living, £150 million
would be saved by the government in expenditure. Income tax could
be reduced by 8d on the standard rate; hence £1,000 income would
gain £123 in purchasing power. Under current circumstances, a
£225 increase would be required, Mto be swallowed up by price
increases'* .

Harry Ferguson in a letter to the Times,
Jan. 18, 1956.

15. An ingenious method of applying a profits tax designed to
encourage innovation is suggested by G.L.S. Shackle. It involves
a determination in advance of the expected profit rate from
an innovation and the deviation above or below this rate to be
taxed at a progressively higher r:ita. The practical application
of such a method, Shackle admits, would involve difficulty, but
the theory appears to be sound. Expectations in Economics,

Cambridge University Press, 1349, Chapter V.
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CHAPTER 6

INDUSTRIAL CONTACTS OF LABOUR .LTD ".IANAGDLIdiflr

The two active income sectors have been examined in order to

determine their structure as well as the pressures which are responsible

for their "activsness". This chapter will be concerned with the

relationship between the two and the formation of the wage bargain.

The conclusion was reached that the actions of both labour and

management arc motivated by the drive for security. During rising

prices, labour attempts to defend its real income, and, at the same

time, increase its distributive share which results in a constant or

rising real Income. Lack of purchasing power has a significant

meaning for labour with its unpleasant associations of pre-war

unemployment. In the same way, the drive for security actuates the

policy of management as it resorts to price rises in order to defend
or increase its share; thus inflation enhances the risks of

entrepreneurship .just as it threatens the living standard of labour.
when these efforts b^ labour and management to achieve security

become mutually exclusive, prices will rise. The situation can be
visualised in graphical form with labour's income on one axis and

profits on the other. A series of price curves, concave to the
origin, will then exist so that, in order to remain on one curve, an

increase In one income will be gained at the expense of the other.

If this is impossible, equilibrium will be reached only on a new and
higher price curve. The ratios of each income to the other would,
of course, be represented by the slope of the curve at a particular
point.
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Any alterations of income ratios would ba shown by a shift of the

line AB in favour of one income \nd against the other. A'B1, for

example, would represent a large profits share and a small wage

share. A1fBf1, on the other hand, would suggest a large wages share

and a small profits share. Should both incomes increase by the same

percentage, these shares would remain constant as a new price curve

is reached; however, should tha larger share rise by a greater

percentage than the smaller, the new price curve will be reached

mora quickly that if tha smaller share were to rise by a higher

percentage that the larger. This is implicit in the equation of

distribution (page }, as well as in the diagram, if the equation

is applied to a particular industry instead of to the national income.

a. The wage bargain and its environment.

In the wage bargain, two social communities, each with different

objectives and backgrounds, are negotiating an agreement

collectively.^ Each has built up a complete system of ethical

principles in the same way as any national or regional community.

Each tries to influence the thinking of its members as well as

individuals outside the community and thus .secure a more favourable

bargain for itself,

Both enter into negotiation in the classical manner of buyer

and seller, for one Y7i.ll set a selling price for labour and the other
a buying price. Tha selling price, of course, will be higher thah the

buying price and the agreed price will represent a compromise.

1. The term "social community" is taken from J.T. Dunlop, "An
Environmental View of Collective Bargaining," Labour Problems;
Cases and Readings, Lonaon, McGraw-Hill, 19bo.
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However, the final agreed price will be generally in favour of one

or the other since it would be a remarkable coincidence if it were

exactly neutral in the sense that management's loss exactly equaled

labour's gain. Therefore, all wage bargains will have what may be

termed a "labour bias", or a "profits bias". The importance of one

or the other for an inflationary wages-prices spiral can be illustrated.

Suppose an industry is forced to concede a labour-biased agreement.

The cost structure of the entire industry would have to be adjusted

to the level of wages which could result in higher prices unless

production were to rise. A profits-biased agreement, however, would

require little or no adjustment of cost structure and would involve

an increase in the profits share, especially if production increases

are foreseeo A neutral wage agreement would involve no change in

income shares with any benefits of higher production accruing to both

labour and management. Price competition, for instance, may force

an industry to conclude a labour-biased agreement during full

employment since price rises are discouraged and wage increases easy to

secure. However, if the state of demand is such that wage increases

are reflected in higher prices, a profits-biased agreement may result,

if the price rise is greater than that required by the wage increase

or if higher production increases the share of profits

In Great Britain, the trend of national opinion has been in

favour of the labouring class. This has received concrete expression

in the form of the welfare state with its accompanying legislation

influenced by the political pressure of labour. The taxation system,

for instance, is heavily labour-biased with its earned income allowance,
and the benefits received in the form of reduced rents, national

insurance, etc. are primarily designed to assist lower incomes. This

sympathy for the working class will constitute a general pressure which

will tend to weight a wage agreement in favour of labour, since the
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majority oi the population are workers, this pressure nay be
considerable.

A second influence which tends to cause a labour-bias, which no

doubt is of prime importance, is full employment, it has long been
observed that t ull employment entails rising wages and price with or

without Trade Union influences. Full employment itself suggests

a labour shortage in relation to the demand for products and for

the labour necessary to supply them. An industry, therefore, is

lorced to attract ana holu its labour* or be forced into a position

of loss of profits from idle plant or reduced capacity In many cases,

the position for the employer is one of losing men who have been

trained at the employer's expense to similar industries where the
2

special ability will receive a higher reward. In such a situation,

the employer would be forced to grant a labour-biased wage agreement

or face the loss of the expense involved in training his labour staff.

In addition, many firms will operate on the "all or nothing"

principle. A given supply of raw material and labour will be

necessary to keep the production process at an economic level. If

the plant is an integrated whole, the loss of some labour will require
the closing of the entire plant. The resultant loss to the employer
would be so much greater than the granting of a labour-biased wage

claim that he will have no choice.

For some industries demand for products will be 30 high that

it is profitable to attract labour with overtime and incentive payments.
This increases production and the labour supply along with the price
level in order for the overtime working to be profitable, but the

supply of labour available to the industry has increased largely at

2. In a recent wage increase granted in the Electrical Industry the
employers pointed out that they were forced to consdier the 4d
per hour granted in the Electricity Supply Industry since the loss
of trained men could be considerable.

The Times, January 3, 1956
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the expense of other industries. Thus, competition for a limited

supply of labour raises the effective price at which labour can be

purchased.

b. Pressures on management.

The 'bias" of the wage bargain will be determined by the pressures

exerted on each of the contending parties. These will arise from

within both Union and Management as wall as from outside environmental

influences. In the case of a wage claim nut forth by the

Confederation of Shipbuilding and Engineering Unions in 1953, to

take one example these pressures on the employer, both external and

internal, can be identified.

The Engineering industry accounts for about one half of the

exports of the United Kingdom, and is domestically capital producing.

This, at once, suggests international price competition which will have

a strong external influence on the employer during a wage negotiation.

Growing competition from abroad will act as a check on the limit to

which prices can rise. There is no evidence that this competition was

keenly felt in 1953, but it was foreseen by the employers in the form

of declining export orders.

The finance of the industry shows the existence of further

internal pressures. The total income of Engineering amounted to about

£290 million in 1952 from which profits yax plus income tax,

£135.3 million, was deducted. This left 154.7 million from which was

taken £55.45 million for dividends, etc., leaving about £100 million

for a balance. ° The Union's claim however, was that the increase

3. These figures are calculated from Table 31, hatio.ial Income and
Expenditure, and Table 85 of the uinety-eighth. Report of
Commissioners of Inland Revenue, Cmd. 9667.
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in wages demanded would cost the industry £75 million per year. Now

the pressure on finance is obvious, for something had to be adjusted -

either the wage claim would have to be scaled down or other payments

reduced if output could not increase. In actual fact, output in the

industry rose by about 11$ from 1952-54 (profits of innovation) so

that the wage increase of around 15% could be met without very much

difficulty. The financial structure of the industry remained

practically the same, since prices ware constant, with only a slight

drop in the distributive share of net profit (12.5$ of total output

in 1952 - 1S53 to 12% in 1353 - 1954). To a large extent, therefore,

the claim made by the Union was not mutually exclusive since the

increase in output balanced the wage claim, if this increase in

output had been forseen during the negotiation, the pressure on

management would have been reduced. If it had not been foreseen, the

necessity for meeting a permanent increase in costs, and, at the same

time, successfully competing in foreign markets would have forced a

strong resistance to the anion's claim.

Other industries were not so fortunate, however, as can be

seen in Table Xlll below. Textiles were steadily losing in profits'

snare as production and prices fell with wage costs rising. Leather

manufacture was in an even worse position. Among these industries,

price competition makes it difficult to recoup the loss of profits;

hence, a genuine "squeeze" results. Among these industries, wage

negotiation will have a definite labour bias, wage earnings tend to
be low in the first place so that gains made by labour will closely
reflect the movement of retail prices. Since these gams were not

included, in higher prices, there is no danger o. the cost o* living
rising us a result of the gains. In fact, in negotiating a wage
claim in the Cotton Industry, the representatives of the maintenance
workers asserted that wages should not reflect the financial state of
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the industry but rather the cost of living.4 This constitutes a reversal

of the "ability to pay" principle and shows clearly that unions will

use any argument to justify a wage claim.

TABI.,5 Xlll

Share of Profits in Manufacturing in Total Output compared with Wages,
Prices anlTProduct ion.

Total Profits share as

percentage of turnover Wage s Prices Produc-
t ion.

1951-52 1952-53 1953-54 1952-54 1952-54 1951-54

6. 6.1. 2, 3. 4. 5.
1. Mfg.of mining

products other
than metals & Coal 11.6 14 14 +13.5$ + 6$

2. Chemicals ... 9.3 8.4 8 +15$ constant
3.
4.

Iron and Steel
Non-ferrous Metals

9.8
9.7

12
9.4

12.3 }
t i 3 +13$

+ 3.5$

5. •Shipbuilding and
Engineering 13.3 12.9 constant

6. Electrical Eng'ring. 12.3 13 constant
7. Vehicles 8.1 8.3 8.2 +16$ ___

8. Other Metals 11.5 14.1 12.6 +13.8$ + 6$
9. Precision Instru¬

ments 10 ♦ 1 10.8 10.9 +12$
10. Cotton 12 .4 10.9 8.7)

8.6. +13.7$.
)

^ )
11. Wool 11 6.3 -5$
12. Other Tettiles 11.9 11.1 9.5'. ; t J
13. Leather Products 11,2 8.3 6.3 +10% constui
14. Clothing 7.6 6.6 6 +10.8$ constant
15. Food 6 6 6.3] + 8$
16. Drink 9.5 10.4 10.2] +11$ constant
17. Tofeacco 4.5 4.7 3.7] > constant
18. Wood and Cork 3.1 8.1 7.4 +13.8$ -7$
19. Paper and Printing 13.7 16.3 11.1 +13.5$ -15$
20. Other Manufacturing io. a S. 6 7.8 +13.8$ - 1$

+ 6.1
+24$
+ 10$9
+ 1$

+ 10$
+ 25%
- 2$
+ 9$
- 1$
- 1$
+ 2.7$
+15$
constan
constan

+ 14$
+10.5$
+ 9$

- 1952, a recession year, was not representative of production increases
due to improved technique.

not available

Source: Columns 1-33 - Tables 83 to 96, Ninety-Bight Report of the
Commissioners of Inland Revenue.

Column 4 - Ministry of Labour Gazette
Columns 5 and 6 - Annual Abstract of Statistics, Tables 340 and 146

4. Industrial Disputes Tribunal Number 761.
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Internal pressures for management, therefore, consist of the

obligations of gross profits. These are considerable, particularly

taxation, and if an industry is to maintain production, they must

be met. If a wage claim can be met wholly by increases in production,

there will be no incentive for management to resist since both

labour and profits will increase absolutely, with no change in the

share of either. However, if profits are already "squeezed", as in

the case of textiles, wage claims must be resisted if the profits

sector is to regain its share. Any wage agreement would be labour-

biased as long as competition prohibits prices from rising.

With less competition, price rises designed to offset all wage

increases would result in a profits bias, for the price increases

themselves would contribute to the cost of living, leaving real

profits more secure than real wages. The obligations of the profits

sector are largely fixed in that the larger share of gross profits

is relatively constant. Dividends only will be affected by cost of

living increases, whereas the other payments will not. Labour,

therefore, will lose much more than gross profits when the index

of retail prices rises.

c. Trade union pressures.

From the Trade Union side, there are many and varied causes

for action, only a few of which can be identified since each union

will have its own objective in a particular case.

1. Wage gains at the expense of profits.

Since the primary concern here is the wage bargain, only such pressures

as will affect the agreed wage will be considered. There are, of

course, major differences between wages, the payment for labour, and

gross profits, as has already been implied in previous discussion. These
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differences are fundamental, and while it is a truism to point out

that in the last resort labour and capital are both essential to

production (hence there is no real difference in their interests),
tnere are, nevertheless, important conflicts, especially when the

two incomes are mutually exclusive. Thus,with the security drive.

while it is obvious that job security for the employee is, in the

long run, closely connected with the prosperity of the nation

and industry, it is not at all clear to the Trade Union and its

members. The raison d'etre of the Trade Union Movement is based on

job security for its members, principally by substituting

collective action for the atomistic wage negotiation in -which

workers compete for jobs. It is to be expected, therefore, that

the function of the Trade Union during full employment will be one

of protecting the real earnings of the membership, if necessary
•3

at the expense of the profits sector." This is now part of the

mores of the social community of labour.

The fundamental conflict between the two sectors arises from

the nature of the two incomes. Labour's income will be used primarily

for the purpose of direct consumption with a small residual for

saving. The cost of living, therefore, will be of primary

importance. Only a small portion, dividends, interest,etc., of

gross profits, however, will be used for direct consumption,
the larger share, being devoted to taxation and maintenance or

expansion of production. The two incomes will be mutually
exclusive when the pressure of the cost of living on labour is so

great that wage demands are made independent of the productive
ability of industry.

5. A curious definition of the function of the Trade Union by an
American union leader is "Our main function as a union is to make
wages so high that the employer has to substitute capital for
labour". The basis of this is increased productivity, but if
applied as a general rule of conduct, it could be highly inflation-

s>t»v «Fsnfici»lIv in fireat Britain.
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lhe conflict is intensified by the necessary restriction of the

freedom of the employer. In the past, the employer could pay what
he considered his financ.es could afford; the fact that the wage

was a "living wage" depended on either the state of the labour

marketf or his generosity, and, though ha may have been acting in

accordance with eoonomiqlaws of wage determination, he was certainly

not aware of the fact.

Any wage gains will constitute an increase in real income for

labour unless the price increase is greater. The rexvard for the

Trade Union in successful negotiation is, consequently, a tangible

one, measured in terms of shillings. An increase in gross profits,

however, may not constitute an increase in anyone's living standard

unless higher dividends are distributed; hence, the only legitimate

argument on behalf of labour regarding high profits would be that

dividends are excessive, for to demand higher wages on the basis

of excessive gross profits, as did the Engineering workers

(see above, footnote 10, page ^O), is tantamount to suggesting

that profits tax as well as the other claimants of shares of gross

profits is also excessive.

This fundamental difference in the nature of the two incomes

could be resolved by a profits-sharing scheme through which labour

would assume part of the risks of entrepreneurship. If this were

in existence in the Textile Industry, the income of the worker

would probably be depressed in relation to other incomes. This would
necessitate either a shift of the worker to other industries, or

acceptance of a depressed standard of living, but these risks the
workers are not prepared to assume since wages are so much more

vulnerable to the cost of living than are gross profits.
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However, this is not to suggest that there are no points of

common interest existing between labour and management, for, though
the two income sectors may be in opposition when they become

mutually exclusive, it will be to the advantage of both to increase

production so that the incomes of both can rise, it would be to

labour's advantage just as much as to the employer's for management

to plough back into the industry a certain proportion of gross

profits. Wage claims could then be met out of increased

productivity rather than by a reduction of the share of profits.

On the other hand, if management devotes a high proportion of

its earnings to increasing reserves for the payment of future

dividends or to make the industry more "liquid", the benefits of

high profits will accrue to the shareholders as increased value of

shares. A short-sighted policy of the Union, therefore, could

result in future wage conflicts by wage demands which can only

be met out of reduced investment. Such pressure will force

management to seek further profits from higher prices and thus

continue the process of a cost-induced inflation; hence the

"function" of the American trade union (footnote 5) is only

feasible if availability of capital is not restricted.

A wage agreement with a labour bias will increase aggregate
demand by increasing the purchasing power of labour. Since the

agreement is concerned with wage rates only, earnings as
determined by agreement between the individual employer and employee,

6. This was expressed by the Shipbuilding Union in negotiation
for a wage increase. A high level of reserves was unnecessary
because "... reorganization had begun before the war and in
a number of yards no further modernization was necessary,
because they were as efficient as any in the world. Cburt of
Inquiry Report, Cmd. 9085.
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will rise by more than the rates.7 The effect of the increased

consumer demand will be transmitted via the accelerator throughout
all industries so that the rise in wage cost will be readily

absorbed by increased prices. Only those industries highly

dependant on foreign markets will find that demand is insufficient

to absorb cost increases; hence a labour-biased agreement would

be more difficult owing to the resistance of the employer.

Domestically, the increase in prices will result in a partial loss

of purchasing power for wages as profits regain their share with

rising prices. The labour bias of the wage agreement, is therefore

inflationary..

Should the demands of the Union be successfully resisted so

that the agreed wage is nearer the management's offered wage

(a profits-biased agreement), the possibility of increases

in demand and corresponding price increases becomes more remote.

Consumer demand will not rise so much as it would if the

agreement were in favour of labour. Money in the hands of wage

earners will be activated much more than in profit reserves.

2. Monopoly of labour.

In addition to the cost of living, other pressures on Unions

can be noted. The Trade Union Movement can never be absolutely

secure if any group remains unorganised. Any unorganised section

7. In October, 1955, the earnings index was 181 with the wage
rates index at 155 for the sane industries. Presumably, the
excess of earnings could support 17$ (181 1.168) more
workers at the current wage rate. 15a
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becomes a potential threat to the collective action of the

paiticular labour community, hence, the bargaining power of the

Trade Union must be weakened.

The "Union shop" is simply an application of this principle
to a particular firm, and, when extended to all parts of the

industry, the monopoly of labour is secure. a complete monopoly

not only strengthens the bargaining power of the Union, but also

enhances the power of strike action. The significance of this

lies in the fact that no employer is free to lay down terms of

employment for any of his workers, but must negotiate with

Union representatives. In pursuit of this objective, enormous

pressure can be brought to bear against an employer who refuses

to concede the "rights' of his workers to join a union." This will

amount to boycott and blacklist of products so as to force the

offending employer to grant union recognition.8
In fact, it is a question no longer of better working

conditions for labour, but the fundamental right to organize, which
labour considers a part of its natural prerogatives, with the

wage bargain and working conditions institutionalized, the freedom

of the employer is confined to the narrower limits of entrepreneurship

and must manufacture his product with a wage cost determined not by

his own structure of costs, but by the large Industrial or craft

Union in negotiation with the equally large Employers* Federation.

This is, indeed, an important restriction of freedom, for instead of

wages equating to marginal productivity, marginal productivity must

equate to wages. Further, should a manufacturer attempt to equalize

8. An example of this is furnished by the case of D.C. Thomson,Ltd.
versus the Union of Printers. Court of Inquiry Report,
Cmd. 8607
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his marginal productivitj?;in order to maximize his profits, his

entire productive set-up must be geared to a wage cost which is

determined for him. This, of course, applies to all individual

manufacturers in a system of industry-wide bargaining.

3. Inter-union rivalry.

Another pressure felt by labour is the traditional function of

the Craft Union. The leadership of the craft union will be under

an obligation to its membership to protect the differentials

between it and other industrial workers. Typical of the type,of

course, are the Hallway Unions and the Printers* Union.

The principal difficulty here is the fact that improved

technology has made traditional craft distinctions obsolete.

Instead of a natural monopoly of skill which originally divided

the craftsman from the labourer, the unions are forced to rely on

artificial monopoly by limiting membership into the Union. In

this way, they ire in a position to insist on the differential

(see page 94- above). Unfortunately, however, an artificial

monopoly and the consequent differentials images do not attract

labour to its most advantageous use, the only way that the productive

capacity of the nation can be increased to its maximum.

In this sense, the social community of the craftsman, with its

long-standing tradition, has outlived its usefulness. In the

Railway, the distinction among crafts has produced a situation

wherein the claims of one union, if met by the employer, will be

followed by further claims by another to protect the differential,

vhat Is required is either an amalgamation of the craft union into

the industrial union or an agreement on differentials among craft

unions and industrial unions within an industry. At any rate, this

is a problem which should be resolved by labour and not be used
at t
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at the bargaining table for wage claims.

Doubtless the Trades Union Congress could do much, were it to

assume the responsibility, toward settling the question of

differentials for craft unions. Through this medium, national

agreement on the value of skills for certain crafts could be

achieved with due regard for the needs of the country. In this

way, one important source of labour's pressures could be removed.

As long as it exists, a strike of key workers in a particular key

industry such as in the Railway, can have disastrous results on

the national economy.

In response to this craft pressure, the unions concerned will

find it to their advantage to negotiate with their employers on

as localised a basis as possible, Thoir3 are the individual

problems not to be weighed against the background of the national

economy. In the Printers Union, the threat of submission to an

Arbitration Tribunal was sufficient in hay, 1950, to force a

withdrawal of a wage claim. ® Instead an embargo on overtime

working was used as a means of coercing the employers. Therefore,

a unified national wage policy will, as a result of the obstacles

created by these craft unions, be very difficult to achieve. Further,

since the British traditions die hard, these unions will exist for

many years to come, reacting to the pressures of opinion among

their leaders and members which were responsible for their

existence.

Again, however, the evidence suggests that security is the

prime concern of the craft union. This security is, unfortunately,

achieved in a different manner from the industrial union. Fears of

9. Court of Inquiry Report, Cmd. 8074.
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unemployment and loss of differentials re justifiable, but the

method of overcoming these fears is not. The only successful method

of achieving job and wage security would be to have genuine

collective bargaining with differentials agreed upon in advance; the
alternative is a spiralling of wage costs with the corresponding

spiraling of prices and the subsequent loss of real wages.10
4 Unofficial action.

A further labour pressure exists in the form of loss of

confidence in leadership. There arey apparent ly, sect ions within
the union which tend to be more aggressive in their demands and

are dissatisfied with a moderate policy pursued by the trade union

leaders. This tendency has been strongly reflected among the

Dockworkers who have been organized by the large Industrial Union.

In their view, the administration is too remote from the rank and

file to understand the problems of the individual; consequently,

an unofficial "Portworkers Committee" appeared among London

dockworkers in 1940 which, supposedly, bridged the gap between the

members and the leaders. As a result of this, minor grievances can

be expanded into major strikes with their consequent disastrous

results.

The difficulty here may well be that the Industrial Union,

particularly the Transport and General Workers Union, is too large
to represent the workers in negotiation over minor grievances. If
this is true, it is a problem to be solved by union administration;

10. The Court of Inquiry concluded concerning the latest printing
dispute that the manpower shortage in the printing Industry had
increased over the five years since the 1950 Report had been
published. Overtime had increased by 60;i with no unemployment.
Also in this report, the Court pointed out the lack of
co-ordination among the several unions within the Industry.
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however, in the case of the dockworkers, the evidence suggests that

considerable improvement in amenities for the workers could be

made so as to improve the morale of dock labour, since this type of

work has boen traditionally casual, there has been a lack of job

responsibility; hence much could be done by the union itself toward

encouraging a more responsible outlook.

In other cases, such as the miners in the coal industry,

unofficial action is based on grievances which may arise over a large

number of causes. The failure of the union leaders to recognise

the seriousness of' these rather minor disturbances is largely at

fault. While the chief concern of the union representatives may be

a national wage policy, local issues must not be overlooked.

These, however, should be settled at the union level instead of by

direct action against management.

This list of union pressures is by no means complete since many

more undoubtedly exist. There will be as many reasons for union

action as there are for human action, and inter-relationships of

these pressures add to the complexity of the particular situation.

These, however, are the major ones which can be identified and

analysed. They spring from traditional organization as well as from
the values of the social community which finds expression in union

organization. Above all, these pressures are real and must be
reconciled in one way or another.

d. Conflict of these pressures in wage negotiation.

Basically, these are the forces which .are in effect during the
bargaining process. Their interplay, taking place within the
environment of full employment, will determine the wage cargain.
To review brieflyi there are pressures exerted on both union and
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management which influence them in negotiation. For management,
these will be external in the form of price competition, and

internal, in the financial structure of the industry. For labour,
the cost of living, tx*aditional differentials, of craft unions,
the drive for complete monopoly control of the labour supply, and

dissatisfaction within the ranks of trade unions which leadsto
%

unofficial action are the principal pressures, The interaction of

any or all of these pressures will determine the wage bargain. The

employer's federation, a social community with quite different

objectives from labour, faces the trade unions, each with its own

pressures, to agree on the price of labour.

The employer's representatives are confronted in many cases

with more than one union and are forced to conclude a wage bargain with

each. When the pressures of the unions become conflicting such as

in tne three Railway Unions, the employer is faced with the dilemma

of agreeing to a particular wage with one union only to be

presented with a claim based on differentials by another, since each

union is independent of the other the employer has the impossible task

of reconciling conflicting pressures which ought to have been agreed

upon by the unions themselves prior to the bargaining process with
the employer. In such cases, failure to accede to the demand by any

one of the trade unions involved may result in crippling strike

action which could have diastrous effects. Faced with what may be

regarded as too many pressures, the employer is in a most
disadvantageous position. From his own point of view he cannot,
in some cases, grant the wage claims necessary and maintain stable
prices owing to the financial obligations of gross profits, should
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the pressure of competition force him to keep prices from rising,
tut. only other source oi proi its is product ton •

production increases, however, require a certain minimum of

time for maturing, and, since the employer has no guarantee of stable

wage costs at any time, he cannot be sure that the benefits of

higher production will accrue to profits.11- Further, he is never

free from the threat of unofficial strikes, since the wage

agreement cannot be legall enforced, the profits of higher production

are perpetually in danger. For the textile industries, this will

present an impossible problem. For others, the profits of security

are the only guarantee of financial solvency; hence, prices will rise

to the competitive limit. Thus, it is the failure to guarantee to

the entrepreneur the degree of security he requires that forces him

to raise his prices and his security profits. This, of course, is

made easier by the large increase In demand which results from the

increased purchasing power of labour.

The position of the entrepreneur is made even more difficult by

the very nature of the wage demand. V»age increases of about lo or

15/0 are quite common indeed, but as wages increase, the wage demand
based on the same percentage, increases absolutely. A 10$ wage

demand in 1954 in the Engineering Industry -was 50$ greater than in

1948. "when translated into prices, this means rising prices which

11. The British entrepreneur is much less secure than his American
counterpart. American wage contracts are legally binding,
and until the termination of the contract, wage costs are stable.
The planning of the production process can take place, therefore,
within a secure cost'framework without the threat of strike
action until the contract expires and the negotiation for a
new one, a renewal of the old, begins.
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increase at a greater rate than before. Further, it is useless to

ague dividend restraint" in this case as a prerequisite for wage

restraint, for, in the Engineering industry, dividends before tax

amount to about £60 million in 1955-54. were dividends to have been

completely withheld and applied to wuges, they would have met a

wage cost increase of 10$. Indeed, one is as justified in

arguing tax restraint or reserves restraint as to insist upon

dividend restraint. It appears, therefore, that without production

increases, wage claims must result in higher prices.

Until such time that a unified wages policy can be agreed upon,

which will reduce the pressures of labour, the system of wage

negotiation must have a labour bias. The environmental influence

of full employment (more jo'D3 than men) suggests that labour

can move from one job to another quite easily; therefore, the

obligation of the entrepreneur is to keep his labour force, that is,

to reduce the mobility of labour, as well as to apply it most

efficiently. This must be accomplished if production is to be

increased or maintained, for with high demand for a product, the loss

of the marginal worker means a greater loss in value of production than

the gain of a smaller wage bill. It will be to his advantage to offer

incentives in the form of bonuses and overtime even though the extra

production which results may not, in some cases, be worth the increase
in wage cost involved.

The ideal to be achieved is a neutral agreement in which neither

labour nor management gains at the expense of the other. An

agreement is neutral that raises t ne wage level of an iduustry
and is met by increased productivity rather than higher prices to

protect the profits share. In this way, both labour and
management suffer no loss of security, but gain a great d^al.
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Under the present circumstances, a labour-biased agreement implies
considerable adjustment of financial structure owing to the sine

of the wage bill which is a major part of costs, and the

obligation to meet rising replacement cost of circulating and

fixed capital makes this adjustment more difficult.

a. Labour - biased agreements.

One solution is the reduction in the si~*e of wage costs in

relation to other costs of production. This could be accomplished

by increased capital investment in labour-saving innovations and

would be represented by a shift of funds from the wage cost sector

to reserves necessary for investment and replacement of capital.

If accompanied by rising production, a net gain would result for

profits. Rising wage costs could than be met without a reduction

in profits' share since the relative increase in wage costs would

be smaller. There should be no fear of unemployment of labour since

no absolute reduction of wage costs need occur*, only a reduction

relative to the size of the gross profits. The only possible danger

of unemployment due to redundancy of labour would be during a

transition period which would be so quick that absolute wage costs

would fall. This would occur if investment in labour-saving

innovations were to proceed so fast that increased production would

exceed demand; hence it would be to the advantage of the entrepreneur

to discharge redundant workers rather than lower prices. This need

not happen, however, and probably will not in Great Britain, for as

the labour force is shifted to new and more efficient techniques of

production, there is no logical reason for expecting an abrupt
discontinuance of the eider, less efficient methods. No innovation

so revolutionary could be introduced without enormous capital
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expenditure, the source of which in terms of real wealth is

unavailable. Therefore, as the wages cost declines rdatively, it
will remain constant or increase absolutely, it may well be true

that some plants must, by the nature of the production process,

change abruptly to new techniques; the resulting redundancy in
this case can be absorbed elsewhere.12

Ultimately, the reduced size of the wages cost relative to

the gross profits sector will make possible a wage bargain with

a muhh smaller labour bias, uew and more efficient production

techniques will make possible an increase in labour's income as well

as profits without a price rise since distributive shares are

constant.

As suggested above, the pressures of labour, as represented

by trade unions with unco-ordinated wage demands will so Increase

the risk of antrepreneurship that capital investment can only

be undertaken with rising prices which guarantee profits of

security. To correct this situation will require a reorientation
of the trade union structure so as to reduce the number of pressures

facing the entrepreneur. When this is accomplished, wage demands
can be made by labour: indeed, they are to be welcomed, as

improvements in productivity occur. In addition, (footnote 5, page

129), they may act as a spur to management to increase efficiency.
•>%

12. With the advent of automation, that is, electronic control
of the production process which eliminates human thought, the
Drocess of "innovating" will involve considerable readjustment
of the labour force and will involve orientation to quite
new techniques of production. It may be that the above
analysis will also* require readjustment, and, for that matter,
so will Economic Science.
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It would be well to summarize the conclusions reached in

this first part before examining the structure of post-war demand.

Chapter 1 was concerned with the money supply which is

essential for the finance of an inflationary wages-prices spiral.
At the outset this was provided by wartime deficit finance which

considerably increased the quantity of money. At the same time,

velocity of circulation was restricted by price controls and

rationing. Large reserves of cash ware available to both

consumers and producers which required only the release of controls

to resume a normal velocity of circulation. These reserves were

largely exhausted by the end of 1948, so that the pressure of

wage demands on profit margins became more acute. Further money

supply would be required after that year to finance further rounds

of rising prices and wages.

Chapter 11 began the discussion of the distribution equation

involving primary input factors. The first factor, imports, was

discussed and the effects of a cost increase analyzed, with several

European countries as a basis. Both quantity and quality were

considered as to the result of a "first impart" on the economy.

Cushioning or damping effects of this impact were analyzed as 1. the

productive process, 2« the ability of industry to absorb the impact,
3, an inflationary psychology which may react positively to
increase the effect of the impact or negatively to absorb it, and
4. the control of the central authority.

Chapter 111 continued the analysis by means of the distribution
equation, classifying income sectors into active and passive. There
are three primary input factors, wages, profits, and indirect
taxation. A rise in the distributive share of any one factor
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will result in a price rise if other active incomes refuse to

permit a d..crease in their share. The extent of the price rise

will be determined, by the passive incomes in the economy and their

relative size. The fact, of course, that they are passive does not

mean that they always will bo, for "activeness" is a purely

relative term and should they become more active in defending the it

share of distribution, the price level will rise still more.

Passive incomes, however, represent a force of convergence which

acts to narrow the spiral.

A second force of convergence is production. This was

analyzed again using the distribution equation, and the conclusion
reached that a considerable increase in production was necessary

to accommodate an increased share of distribution for one

factor without a price increase. A. measure of in the" inflationary

potential" of Great Britain under current conditions was
calculated as being 2:1, that is, a wage rise of 2yo will result in
a price rise of 1fo.

As a result of rising wages and prices, a redistribution of real

income talcss place in favour of active incomes and against passive

incomes. For wages, this redistribution is real because of the

failure of prices to rise by the same relative amount as wages. A

policy of wage restraint, therefore, based on the principle that

prices will rise more than wages is quite wrong.

Chapter IV investigated the income of labour in an attempt

to discover a policy followed by trade unions. It appears that trade

unions are most anxious to maintain their position vis-a-vis

retail prices and other unions. Regarding the former, the retail

price index was found to be largely "food sensitive" and, in view of

the amount of the consumers' budget spent on food, a food
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subsidy would appear to be advisable. By transfering funds from
other sectors which contribute the largest share of the national

pioducv of agriculture, the saving in real income through lower

prices vill be greater than the loss of incomes through taxation.

evidence suggests that union reaction to wage gains in other

industries is more psychological than real. los3 of real income

through »passivity" is negligible in all cases except from those

rises in prices due to wage gains in the Service Industries and in

Food, Drink and Tobacco. Tensions are created horizontally by the

successful wage negotiation by a "leader" union and vertically by

the craft unions which seek to preserve existing differentials.

Chapter V was concerned with the nature of profits as

consisting of three part3, 1. profits of innovations. 2. sooutfity

profits, and 3. windfalls. The first will increase profits
without raising prices, the second protects the .share of profits

through price rises, and the third results from the inflationary
process itself. Under existing conditions, it appears that security
profits arc the ultimate source of management's income since
innovations require a certain degree of profitability before they
will be undertaken. As an income, profits are as essential for
the production process as is any other income and the demands made
upon them, such as taxation, dividends, stock appreciation, etc. must
be met; hence they become a vary necessary residual as a reward for
the risk involved in production.

Chapter VI discussed the relation of the two active income
sectors in the form of the wage bargain. It was 3een that since
both are concerned with minimizing the risks in modern economic

mutually
life, security can become exclusive at a certain level of production.
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The tendency, therefore, is for prices to rise if the wage bargain
is in favour of labour at the expense? of profits, a number of

pressures (as opposed to "tensions") were considered which act on

both labour and management and which result in labour-biased

wage agreements within an environment of full employment, It

was suggested that a redaction of these labour pressures would

make it possible for the entrepreneur to plan his production, process
with a reasonable degree of assuredness, thus giving him the

freedom necessary to introduce new and more efficient tenchiques.

This examination of the supply structure of the national

economy has brought to light sam important inflationary tendencies
which spring from within the structure itself. These tendencies,

it appears, are relatively new, having their origins in the

transitional stage of the economy of less than full employment to

an economy of full employment. The application, for example, of

principles and practices that were quite acceptable during pre-war

unemployment are inflationary in post-war full' employment. Thus

the practice of the printers* unions to restrict membership because

of the danger of insufficient funds for unemployment benefits is

clearly inflationary during a period of a printers' shortage.

These inflationary tendencies are evident within the government
S ysc<p/n

sector as well as labour and management. First, the taxation^itself
is inflationary with both an indirect tax, which raistjs the price

level, and a direct tax on profits which raises the expected
profitability of investment. Second, the entrepreneur prefers
not to assume the risks of innovations when he can increase supply
without risk by overtime working and incentive payments. Then
demand is high, he can rely more heavily on security profits and
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increase his labour staff, adding to the competition for scarce

labour. Third, the trade unions by unco-ordinated wage demands

coming in annual bursts contribute. directly to rising prices. These

are simplifications, of course, and, in reality, rising prices would
be the result of a complex mixture of these and other forces;

however, these appear to be dominant.

host of these tendencies to inflation can be considered as part

of the rather elementary drive for security. As suggested at the

beginning of this part, the supply of goods and services is in¬

adequate to satisfy the demands made upon it. Since a larger share

of goods and services means security for an income sector, it will

be to the advantage of that sector to enlarge its share. This it

can do by increasing its nominal income, and, consequently, prices by

a smaller ercentage; hence, real income rises by an increase in

distributive share. This is the basis for the distribution equation

described above.

While much has been done through legislative action to provide

a degree of security to all, apparently this is not enough. Indeed,
if it were, no work would be done by anyone. What is required,

apparently, is a guarantee that economic conditions will be such that
production can take place and the real rewards of production will be
distributed to the factors with due regard for the value of

contribution. It is,for instance, foolish to criticise trade
unions for insisting on higher wages; under present circumstances,
they have no other choice. Likewise, it is ridiculous to argue that
dividends should be withheld as an anti-inflationary measure, tor

industry is as obligated to meet its commitments as to pay its wages.
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I

It has no other choice. Until an alternative is suggested,

both labour and management must, in response to their own

pressures, increase their security positions, either at the

expense of one other, or through increased production

What is lacking, therefore, is an economic plan for

full employment. This should inspire confidence In the

future stability of the conomic system and the purchasing

power of money. Without this, wage restraint cannot succeed.
In addition, with such a plan the public can be encouraged to

save and thus reduce the pressure of demand.
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The analysis from the side of demand takes the same form as

that of supply. Just as production was considered in terms of

final output, consumption represents this same output allocated

to its various uses. A physical quantity of goods and services

must be rationed according to market principles among the sectors

which require a share. These sectors can be identified as

consumers (c), government (G), investment in fixed capital

(F), investment in stocks (S), and exports (X). Nominal final
output, then, is -

N *• C + G + F + S ♦ X

As before certain consuming sectors will determine the values of

their amounts on a basis of ratios. The propensity to consume,

for example, will represent the proportionate share of final

output allocated to consumption; likewise, investment in fixed

capital and stocks will be determined by a certain proportion. The

government, however, will require a certain absolute amount of final

output regardless of its size, and the value of exports will be

determined by the terms of trade. Accordingly, the above will be

read as

N * CN rG tfN +■ SN +X ;

again, rearranging terms gives

N „ G +-X
1 -(c+f4S) "

This, when combined with the cost equation, results in an identity
Y + I _ Ct -X

1 - {e t o tt) " "1 - (e + f + s }

which states no more than that production equals consumption, but
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it permits an examination of relationships in their simplest

form, suppose the value of I, imports, should increase. It

has already been established that the value of final output

will rise by the same amount if the ratios of distribution are

constant. If G or X remains the 3ame or rises less than I, the

ration of consumption (c, f or s) must rise. Likewise, a rise
in the distribution ratios will be reflected in a rise in

consumption ratios if G and X are constant.
Values of these consumption ratios can be sat. down for the

years 1948 - 1964.

Table XV

Ratios of Consu i Sectors to F in-4 Output *

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Year c Index G Index f Index s X Index

1938 .572 107.5 .118 93 .103 102 .1105 76.7
1948 .624 100 .127 100 .101 100 . 01265.144 100
1949 .643 103 .1335 105 .105 104 .0044 .1555 108
1950 .600 96 .120 101 .107 106 - .01335.177 123
1951 .55 88 .132 104 .10 99 .0312 .187 130
1952 .55 88, .151 119 .1065 105 .5 .0026 .187 130
1953 .558 89.5 .154 1 ol

-u .115 114 . 00S .168 117
1954 .57 91,5 .1467 115.5 .116 115 .0106 .167 116
1955# .553 88.5 .14 110 .121 120 .0153 .17 118

- provisional

Source; Tables 1 ana 7, National Income and Expenditure, 1355.

TheCompared with 1988 with allowance for statistical inaccuracies
of that year, the ratios of investment in fixed capital appear

quite favourable. Exports as well have considerably increased

over pre-war. ,»hat is more interesting, however, is the
decline of the consumers' ratio from 1948 - 1949 of 12,6 to an

apparent static level from 1301 - 1955. deference to Table 1a,
p. 75" , will show the return of the employment income
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(e) ratio to the 1948 - 1949 level and the rising profits
ratio duxing this period of a low personal consumption ratio

The answer to this, of course, is personal saving which revived

after 1951 and permitted a rising capital expenditure ratio

and a high exports ratio.

Just as the supply equation can increase absolutely
with constant ratios, the demand equation can do likewise.

The absolute value of goods available to the consuming

sectors can increase with constant Shares. However, in view

of the rising cost of capital equipment as compared with

consumer goods, there will be a shift in the share of final

output from consumption to capital goods.

In addition, the production of capital goods, both fixed

and stocks, involves payment of wages and salaries so that the

share of final output going to wages can increase with no

relationship to the share of output for consumption. As the

share of production for capital and export increases at the

expense of consumption, the absolute value of consumption goods

must increase sufficiently to satisfy the growing demand of

wages which rise both absolutely and relatively. The extreme

example of this, of course, is the Soviet Union which, by

restricting the share of personal consumption goods, was able
to increase the production of capital goods since the absolute

size of output was insufficient to accommodate the demand for

both. Without the coercive power of a dictatorship, however

market demand for consumption goods will rise making it

possible for cost increases to be reflected in rising prices.
Security profits, in other words, are assured among
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manufacturers of consumer :oods that supply the domestic

market. This, again, is reflected in the capital producing

industries in the form of orders for capital goods to expand

production.

Referring to the above identity, it is quite possible

to reduce the si?e of the consumption ratio, c, by the

encouragement of saving. This would be reflected in a rising

capital ratio, f or s. Since fixed capital will result in an

eventual absolute increase in consumption goods, the standard

of living will ultimately rise with a reduced share of

consumption. Obviously, this is the objective of the Chancellor
of the Exchequer in introducing a "savers' budget", for, as the

share of final output going to wages increases, it becomes

even more imperative that labour refrain from consuming.

The identity also suggests that the inflationary process

can come from a number of different sources. The left-hand

member shows the influence of the shares of distribution to

income sectors and possible changes in them; the right shows

the effect of the allocation of production to its various

consuming uses: Suppose, for example, that the ex ante capital

ratio shpuld rise. If this were not accompanied by an

equivalent ex ante drop of the consumption ratio, the price

level will rise until the new ratio of fixed capital is

compensated by an ex post fall in the consumption ratio, dxports

or government income. Such a rise in nominal output ould be
reflected in an alteration in the distributive shares of incomes

unless the remarkable coincidence should occur that all incomes

would rise equally with no change in distribution.
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The same would be true for any other sector of demand.

If, lor instance, exports should rise as a result of a need to

earn more foreign exchange, and saving, ex ante, were

insufficient, prices would rise, in any case, the rising
price level would result in an increased demand for imports
since imports represent about 20% of exports.

However, if the rise in prices results from an increasing

share of active income sectors (the left member of the

identity) it must be accompanied by either a rising consumption

ratio, rising capital ratio, or increasing absolute

government income or exports. The evidence suggests that the

accumulation of fixed capital has been proceeding since 1951

at a rate sufficient to increase its consuming share of final

output. In terms of constant prices, this is 18% from

1951 - 1954. Consumers' goods have increased by 8% in

physical terms. It appears, therefore, that the rising share
of labour's income which is available for increased consumption

has been withheld because of rising prices of consumer goods.

Personal saving, which amounted to 4% of total output in 1954,
was insufficient to keep cost increases from being passed

on as higher prices. A much higher level of savings, therefore,
is required to keep prices stable.

Considering the identity as real output, it is
immaterial during a wages-prices spiral which consuming ratio
increases. '/hen prices rise under the cone it ions postulated

(an attempt by one income sector to increase its share at
the expense of another) the ratio of consumption or of
capital will rise, if G and X are constant. The important
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fact is that the process of rising prices had already begun
from the cost sine and only needs sufficient demand to

complete it. Suppose, for example, that in the face of rising
wages, measures were taken to check investment. This would

result in a fall in the capital ratios and a rise in the

consumption ratio. The nominal value of final output will

j- ise under any circumstances whether demand is concentrated on

consumer goods or on fixed capital. Checking investment may

reduce the pressure of demand through unemployment or short-

time working or, in general, reducing the demand for labour, but

both unemployment and short-time mean loss of productive

capacity for the nation; hence, they should be avoided.

Instead of shifting demand from capital producing

industries to consumer goods, which would result from a

re duct ion of the investment ratio, total demand must be

reduced by greater voluntary or compulsory saving. Under such a

circumstance, industry will find it difficult or impossible
to raise prices; hence, it will resist wage demands and turn
to profits of innovations as a source of revenue. The
difference between reducing total demand moderately and a part
of demand considerably, is that the former utili7es

productive capacity more efficiently than the latter. Consumer
goods industries working overtime and paying high incentive
payments are a poor compensation for unemployment or short-time
working in capital producing industries.

Apparently, the error of checking investment by high
interest rates results from failure to see the economic system
in terms of real output. As shown by the identity, shifting
demand from one consuming sector to another noes not reduce
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inflationary pressure of total demand except indirectly

through reduced income payments to labour. Future

productive capacity is, of course, endangered by a short-

term policy of discouraging investment.

This part, therefore, will be concerned with the

components of demand, the second phase of the wages-prices

spiral. The various consuming sectors of final output

as set forth in the above identity will be considered

and their contribution to the spiral assessed.
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CHAPTER 9

THE PERSONAL CONSUMPTION .SHAHS OF FINAL OUTPUT

a. surplus of personal income available for consumption

The analysis will begin with what is the largest sector of

demand, consumers. Table XV shows consumers' goods as representing over

half of final output, aboxrt 55$ from 1951-1955. The relation between

wage cost and the consuming power of the public is obvious from the

fact that wage earners represent a high proportion of consumers. An

increase in wages will therefore, increase the consuming potential

considerably. The magnitude of the potential can be seen by comparing

disposable incomes with the supply of consumer goods available at the

price level of the year preceding.

Table XVI

(The figures are in £s million)
1 Q4.R 1 Q4.Q iqnn TQ'iP lCjaa IQSA

Total Disposal Incomes 37q27 "37^04 1073S0 117355 12,1)70 1277T7
Personal Savings 84 122 99 234 785 902 863

Disposable Income less
Personal Savings 8,505 8,905 9,405 10,104 10,570 11,168 11,854

Supply of Consumer
Goods and Services at
Constant Prices of
Preceding Year 7,910 8,593 S,050 9,395 9,945 10,975 11,660

Excess Consuming Power 595 213 355 709 625 193 194

Index of Market Prices 100 102 105 114- 121 123 125

Source : National Income and Expenditure 1955.

The greatest price rises occurred during the years cf the largest

excess of consuming potential. It would seem from these figures that

an excess of about £200 million accompanies a 2$ price rise, since

about 80$ of the increase in disposable income represents income

from employment, a wage increase will swell the consuming potential

considerably.
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Now, for the sake of estimating the magnitude of the surplus
of earnings over wage rates, it is possible to reduce the income

fro . employment by the ratio that the index of one hears to the

other. Since wage rates are roughly equal to the cost of living,
it should be possible to arrive at an approximate surplus due to

Incentive payments.

Surplus of income due to incentive payments
(fs million)

1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954
313 464 ~7W ~U5o TT5 lToSo lT^Io

When these figures ate compared with the "excess consuming power"

plus personal savings in Table Xvl, the contribution of payments

in excess of wage rates to disposable income is seen to be

considerable. This is the only valid conclusion which can be made

from figures that have no precision and are only estimates.

Ratio of personal savings to employment income surplus.

1949 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954
72m Tz&Z 7T2S 73M "73S "755

This suggests that the working class is becoming a saving class, and,

indeed, it is not at all surprising considering the fact that price

of consumer ^oods rise by only half the increase in wage cost. It
also suggests that a certain level of wages and prices is essential

for an"equilibrium" level of savings. Given a propensity to consume

by workers, this would seem quite logical.
As the identity shows, an increase in wage costs resulting in

a rising share of employment Income will iraise ^e ra°n0y value of
the final product. With a constant propensity to consume, the
ratio, f, will rise. In money terms, more investment in capital
formation will take place. This will be real if income earners
save a larger absolute amount than the earnings surplus increase.
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The evidence would indicate that prior to 1952, consumption

was at too high a level to permit the existing level of investment

along with other demands made on final output and maintain stable

prices. As the differential between wage earnings and wage rates

increased, personal savings could revive since a certain minimum

living standard for labour had been reached. This was achieved by
both rising production within consumer goods industries and a rising

share of employment income in final output. Clearly, if personal

savings from wages is a constant proportion of labour's income

and labour's share rises, the proportion of savings from wages

to total output will rise. Further, if a standard of living is

reached which satisfies labour (in the aggregate only) so that the

proportion of income spent falls, the ratio of income saved to

total putput will rise considerably. However, this is only

nominal saving - the real savers would be passive income earmers whose

share of output is falling and who are forced to save (or do

without) because of high prices. This appears to be the only

logical explanation for the revival of personal savings which was

considerable in 1952, for a rising share of employment income in

final putput was accompanied by a low level of consumption.
If true, it would represent an upper limit to rising wages and

prices, for higher levels of saving would make possible a greater
amount of investment which, in turn, would increase production.

Thus, the possibility of over-production becomes quite real as a
result of over-saving.

1. This explanation is not at all new for it is implicit in
Nicholas Kaldor's "A Uodel of the Trade cycle", Hansen and
Clemence, Readings in Business Cycles and national^Income,^
Allen & UnwTn7~lf53. This essay was first published in 1940.
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Professor Pigou's table on pshows the position of labour

in regard to its real wage rates and earnings very well. Rates are

about equal to the cost of living so that at some time if the

upward trend continues, the propensity to consume must fall.

However, even with a relatively high level of saving, the pressure

of consumer demand is great enough to permit higher prices, as is

shown above (Table XVI.) A still higher level of saving would be

required to reduce the inflationary pressure of excess consumption

(something in the neighbourhood of £200 million per year) as well

as to improve the balance of payments. At the moment, however, it

seems that in order to secure a higher level of personal saving, ris

prices with a rising share of labour in final output is an

essential prerequisite, assuming, of course, that the government

does not budget for a surplus.

b. Welfare benefits which-increase personal consumption

It would be helpful to think of the components of demand in the

right-hand member of the identity, p./^f , as external and internal
This is the demand version of the active and passive distinction

used in the supply side. In the numerator, the external

claimants of final putput, which are determined by influences

outside the domestic economy, are government revenue, the

magnitude of which will be determined by political considerations,
add exports, determined by the balance of payments situation
and the terms of trade. However, the share of exports, while

considered absolute, will compete with other forns of

consumption so that an increase in internal ratios will reduce
the quantity X if the level of putput and the share of
government is constant in value. Likewise, an increase in any
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consumption ratio can result in a rising value of I, imports, ana
a consequent deterioration in the balance of payments. There is,
therefore, a close relationship between inflation caused by rising
wages and prices and the balabce of payments. The components

of the identity are all mutually determined by way of the value of

final output which equals primary input.

A close relationship exists, however, between employment

income and personal consumption, c. Obviously, an increase in wages

will lead either to higher consumption or to saving; the ratio, c.

can only be constant if other consuming sectors increase as much

as consumption; otherwise the ratio c will rise, assuming, of

course, that external components are constant. The consuming

ability of employment income, however, will depend on disposable

income (net of income tax), and the government sector will increase

relatively as income tax rises and internal consumption ratios fall.

Indirect taxation, on the other hand, will increase the absolute

share of the government sector by increasing the value of final

output with the consumption ratios constant. Income tax:,

therefore, levied on employment income cannot be inflationary but
may reduce the size of final putput by destroying the incentive
to produce.

There is, certainly, an equilibrium level of consumption,
investment and government demand consistent with price stability
and full employment. Personal consumption must be at a level
which will just clear the market of consumer goods, investment
must be great enough, that is, require a certain amount of
final output, to ensure at least a constant or growing supply
of consumer goods, and the government share must be sufficient
to perform the service of the state. Anything belox this
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equilibrium level of consumption (that is, overproduction) must

result in unemployment and a consequent waste of potential output.
With the exception of a coincidence that all income sectors fall

equally, changes in income ratios must occur. Ratios of internal

consuming sectors will vary inversely as the degree of savings, and,

in so far as the propensity to consume is constant, the ratios will

not change. This, of course, is the basis for the Keynesian

multiplier theory. If absolute consumption rises above this

equilibrium level, as a result of a rising active ratio of

distribution, and domestic production of consumer goods is

inadequate to supply consumer demand, the balance of payments

'fl.ill deteriorate. The absolute level of savings may be greater

than absolute investment, but the level of consumption may be too

high for the domestic productive capacity at the moment. The

result is a "consumption multiplier" which increases the nominal

value of final output. Instead of investment determining the

level of national income via the investment multiplier, the level

of investment is determined by the level of consumption. This is,

of course, a dynamic process resulting in rising costs of
investment which tend toward equality with savings but which,

because of a rising share of employment income and, hence,

rising absolute levels of consumption and savings, never reach
the nominal value of savings.

This, in essence, is inflation resulting from an increasing
share of employment income and a high level of consumption,
that is, the wages-prices spiral, and is subject to the checks
of reduced consumption of passive incomes.
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The situation can be thought of as the attempts of the

economy to adjust itself to an equilibrium in which the consumption
ratios of income sectors are more nearly in line with the

distributive shares. This adjustment is accomplished through rising
prices and takes place because of rising wage costs which can be

passed on to the consumer at higher prices. Any factor which

tends to increase consuming potential, therefore, adds to the

inflationary tendency of the economy by altering the equilibrium

level of consuming sectors in such a way that the demand for

consumer goods is higher than the equilibrium level. The opposite

is also true, of course, in that any factor which discourages

consumption is anti-inflationary.

In this regard, a major inflationary factor which came into

existence during the post-war era is welfare benefits. These

encourage consumption by reducing the risk of future uncertainties

for the worker since he need no longer save for possible

illness or the eventuality of unemployment or provide so much for

retirement. But, perhaps more significant, is the actual

redistribution of income which takes place as the result of the many

benefits received by labour and which consequently materially

increases the national consuming power beyond the productive

capacity.

In order to determine the quantity, measured in terms of

money, of welfare services which accrue to the working class,
two necessary assumptions must be made. First, it is assumed that
the survey made by the Cost of Living Advisory Committee
accurately assessed "... practically all wage earners and most \
small and medium salary earners" as earning between
£150 and £1,000 per year. 2 Though this was qualixied by

8. cmd. 971o
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the Committee in its report, it was approximately true. Second,
the welfare benefits accruing to workers are those which the

worker would have to provide for himself were it not for the state.

This excludes the very many benefits whicfyhust be provided for the

entire community such a3 roads, police protection, care of the

handicapped and homeless, etc. without those personal benefits

now supplied, in many cases, such a3 medical attention, university

education, etc., only the minimum would be provided by the

worker since he would overestimate the value of what is now "free"
J

consequently do without.

To calculate these benefits, the number of children in households

within the range of incomes £150 - £1,000 was secured from Table
3

57 of the 98th Report of the Commissioner of Inland Revenue.

These were compared with the total number of children to conclude

that 93.8$ of children are produced by workers. This means that

workers derive 93.8$ of the benefits such as education, family

allowances etc that arise from children. For other benefits such

as health services, the population included within the income range

£150 - £1,000 was compared with total population to arrive at the

conclusion that 85$ of the population are workers; hence, 85$ of

the total of these benefits accrue to this class. National

Insurance benefits were "lumped" together, to approximate the

value of workers' benefits on the basis of the ratio of

workers' contributions plus the contributions by employers on their

behalf to total contributions. Housing subsidies, it is assumed,

all accrue to workers. Since it is impossible to determine the
numBers of the population which are not within the £150 - £1,000
income range who benefit from housing subsidies, this is necessarily
inaccurate. There must be many pensioners, etc. who live in
3. Crad. 9667.
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subsidised housing; therefore, the housing subsidy for the

workers must be rduced. When compared with the total, however,

the amount of reduction is very small.

Table XVII

Value of Welfare Benefits from Incomes 2150 - 21,000
(£s million)

1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954

National
health Service 155 314 368 362 370 379 391
Housing 56 59 60 63 69 76 84-
Education 30 33.8 34.7 32.8 32.9 32.9 35.6
Milk and Welfare

Foods 32.8 33.8 32.8 36.6 42.2 45 40.4
National Insurance 205 244 248 264 341 382 390
Bamily Allowance 58.2 59 60 62 75 101.4 102.3

Local
Education 207 223 235 272 302 323 357
Health 52.7 38.3 37.4- 40.8 45 46 .8 47.6

Housing 12 13 13 J.5 19 22 23
School Meals and

Milk 20.6 24.4 24.4 25.3 29.1 28«2 34.7
Grants for Univer¬
sity Education 7.5 9.38 12.4 14.06 15.95 17.8 18.5

Totals: 836.2 1051.68 1119.7 1187.56 1341.15 1454.1 1524.1

Index 100 126 134 142 160.5 174 182

The ratios, as explained above, are - .938 for all benefits arising
from children.

.85 for other benefits, and
1 for housing subsidies.

The ratios for National Insurance are as follows -

1948: .614; 1949: .645; 1950: .641; 1951: .649; 1952: .720
1953: 727; 1954: .734

Source: Table 57, Omd. 9667: Tables 37 and 40, National Income and
Expenditure, 1955.
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Table JCV111 -

Direct Tax paid by tVages and Salaries
(£s million) ~

1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954

Income Tax 421 449 460 560 556 507 567
Surtax 20 222 24 27 28 28 29
National Insurance

Contribution 163 207 209 213 222 243 247

Totals 604 678 6693 800 806 778 843

Index 100 112. 5 116 113335 134 129 140

Source: Table 43, National Income and Expenditure, 1955.

Surplus for consumption (Total, Table XVI1 less Total, Table XV111) •

1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954
"232T8 373. 68 42B.7 387.56 535.'15 676.1 68l. 1

Allowing for inaccuracies, the surplus available for consumption

by workers is considerable, it is, furthermore, growing, having

reached 200$ over 1948 by 1954. The increase is largely due to the

increased cost of benefits, particularly health service, which

have risen faster than direct taxes.

As a result of these circumstances, the surplus has been

growing much faster than the price level of consumers' goods. The

fact that personal saving increased after 1951 is clearly explained

since the supply of consumer goods rose by only 12$ from 1948 -

1954. Prices would have had to rise much mure than they did to

have rduced the amount of personal saving.

What is moat important is the reuistributive action of

direct taxation. The cost of welfare services has risen so much
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more than direct taxation that redistribution of income in favour

of workers is increasing. as surplus on current account and

subsidies are r.duced, the rise in cost of welfare services is

accommodated by a smaller rise in total direct taxation In this way,

the system is more redistributive of income than in 1948. .should

further economies of government expenditure other than welfare

services permit a continuance of this trend, pressure on the supply
of consumer goods must continue to grow.

Obviously, what is required is a reduction of total consumer

demand by budgeting for a larger surplus on current account, This

surplus must come from the £150 - £1,000 income group, that is,

the welfare benefits would be paid by those who receive them.

Currently, as discussed in Part 1, the direct taxation of other

incomes (largely profits, etc.) results in an increase in expected

profitability of investment. The incidence of taxation of profits,

in other words, is shifted to consumers. In this sense, the

worker is paying through inflation for his welfare benefits by higher

prices of consumer goods. This shift of incidence is made possible

by the growing surplus of consuming potential in the hands of

workers; hence, the result is the "consumption multiplier".
The political difficulties involved in higher direct taxation

of workers are obvious enough in a nation with a "labour-biased"

environment. However, since personal saving is notoriously unreliable
and difficult to determine, a more sensible fiscal policy would

appear to be a reduction of indirect taxation and in increase in
direct taxation. This would, to a large degree, restore the

consumption and distribution ratios to a position more nearly
approaching equilibrium. Such a measure would have to be designed
to produce a net reduction in consuming power, that is, direct
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taxation must increase by more than indirect taxation is reduced.

To repeat, it is not a question of reducing absolute

quantities of employment income or profits hut changing the

relationship between them. It is this relationship which, when

altered by a ^distributive system of taxation and welfare benefits,

attempts to restore itself to equilibrium level through rising

prices Under current con it ions, the net return to capital (after

tax) is remarkable small, calculated by A.M. Thusro at under 1%
for long-dated, government securities. The net yield on equities has

been lower than pre-war.4 As a result, the total return on

investment must be very high to justify the use of capital; hence,

rising prices are essential. Redistribution of income has reached the

point where it is becoming more and more an inflationary gap.

It would be difficult to determine what degree of

redistribution via direct taxation would be coincident with price

stability and full employment. This would depend on the level of

real saving accomplished by labour. So long as labour benefits

from rising prices by an increasing share of real output, there will
be nib incentive to save. Encouragement by a "savers budget" may offer

sufficient incentive to reduce consumption; on the other hand, a safer
course would be to reverse the current trend of redistribution so as to

reduce the potential consuming surplus to the level of 194-8 - 1949,
then offer incentives for saving in the hope of securing some price

stability along with sufficient investment so as to increase the gross

national product in real terms. What is most important, however, is

4. A. Cairncross, "Saving and Investment Since the war",
Westminster Bank Review, February, 1955, p.8.
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that redistribution of income should not proceed faster than the

productive capacity can snuppott. The transition to the Welfare state

may be too rapid.

Ihe inflationary effect of indirect taxation has already been
discussed. By raising the price level, it acts as a competing active
income sector. The effects of rising wage or imports cost are thus

heightened in terms of price. The original purpose of the tax as a

deterrent to consumption has been forgotten as wage demands are

determined by what is considered a living wage inclusive of purchase

tax. In this way, the revenue so derived has increased and

become as essential part of the taxation system. Labour is in a

position as a consumer to shift the real incidence of the purchase

tax to other less active incomes in the same way as management can

shift the profits tax to the consumer. In effect it is an active

defence of real earnings with the rentier class as the least active.

It is, however, again very difficult to determine how much of

indirect taxation the worker is willing to accept before action is

taken to shift the incidence, if labour is sufficiently passive, it

will agree to the reduction of consuming power whwarv the indirect

tax. involves; if not, the Government will derive the revenue purely

from an increased nominal value of final output. This would

constitute taxation by inflation and would certainly be unethical,

and any tendency in that direction would be a stimulus to inflation.

The indirect tax would be effective as a producer of revenue

and an anti-inflationary weapon if it successfully reduced real

income and transferred to the government the real consumption

foregone by the public. The government could then increase its
share of final output to the same extent that the share of personal
consumption was reduced. The tax would fail, however, if the
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consuming ability did not fall to the same extent as the reduced

living standard, or if consuming ability fell and could be regained

by a nominal income increase, in this case, the original share of
d

personal consumption would be restored by;, higher nominal value of

final output and, as suggested above, the government would derive its

revenue through this rise in money value. This situation ig doomed

to be self-defeating, for the real value of the government share of

output declines and requires an ever-increasing nominal value to

maintain its share. This is clearly a spiral of shares in. which indirect

taxation plays a major role, to be checked again by passive incomes that

lose sufficient income to finance the government expenditure required.

For many less active labour incomes, there is a considerable

surplus of consuming power already available through the redistributory

effects of direct taxes and welfare ebenfits. These incomes will not

decline in real terras until this margin becomes negative. Further,

since this margin has been growing, these real incomes will improve

if indirect taxation increases at a slower rate. Accordingly, the

amount of indirect taxes paid by labour should be determined.

In allocating the amount of tax paid by the working class, the
results of the survey made by the Cost of Living Advisory Committee,

referred to above, was used. This, presumably, gives a consumption

pattern of the income groups within the range €150 - €1,000. From this,
the weighting for the new index of retail prices is determined. Using
these weights, therefore, the amount of indirect tax paid by this
income group car be determined.



TABLE XIX 1-7©

£s million

Consuming Groups and
4i,'e iglit s. 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954

Food 350 -313.5 -289 -260 ■-255 -170 -128 .5 -168.5
Drink 71 192 206 214 228 276 254 268
Tobacco 80 350 368 384 420 444 473 505
Housing 87 73 72.3 78.5 89.3 96.5 105.3 112.3
Household Durable 66 56.8 48.4 52.8 65 61.2 59.5 62.75
Clothing 106 42.3 50.4 49 51.5 38.2 34 36.7
Transport and

Vehicles 68 24.3 28 43.5 94 124.6 129.8 140
Miscellaneous 5S 57.5 53.1 60.2 67.1 66.7 61.7 61.8
Services 58 26.5 30.6 31.4 33.5 33.1 37.5 38.7

Totals • 508.1 567.8 653.4 791.4 970.3 1026.3 1056.75

Source : Tables 21 and 24, National Income and Expenditure, 1955

Considering the table as a whole, the rising indirect taxes during

these years have been due mostly to falling food subsidies, tobacco tax

increases, and the rising expenditure on "private motoring and cycling".

This has resulted in a 204^ increase in nominal tax. If allowance is

made for the 257 increases in prices of consumer goods during this

period, the real tax would have risen by 63

If the surplus of benefits over direct taxes is subtracted from

the indirect tax the result 3hcuid give the net amount of taxes paid by the

working class.

1946 1949 195Q 1951 1952 1953 1954

Indirect taxes 508.1 567,8 653.4 791.4 970.3 1026.3 1056.75
Surplus of benefits 232.8 373.68 426.7 387.56 535.15 676.1 681.1

*

275.3 1947X1 22377 403754 4777XO '^So.xr "3737SF

This shows an increase of 36.5ff> from 1948 to 1954 while total gross

income from employment increased by 58$ during the same period. Clearly,

then, rising wages and prices are lightening the burden of taxation as

far as the worker is concerned. N6t only does the worker benefit from

an increased share in relation to passive incomes, but also from the
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reduction in the government's shar; of real output. As long as the

benefits rise in value faster than the rise in indirect taxation, labour
will continue to improve its position in distribution.

If the above net tax paid by workers is compared with the cash value

of wages and salaries, the percentage reduction of income is remarkably
mall.

1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954
3757 3737 3737 37357 47o57 37o57

The position can be summed up at this stage with the available

statistical material. The basic essentials of welfare are supplied to

labour to a greater value than the contribution of labour in direct

taxes; therefore, these benefits are "subsidized" by other income sectors,

issuming that these basic necessities would be provided for by each income

aarner himself were it not for the welfare state, the worker increases

lis income by about 7%. Labour's purchasing pov/er is then reduced by

about 117 as a result of indirect taxation from what it would be if

prices were lower. The net reduction, therefore, is about 47, as

suggested above.

In terms of final output, labour's pressure of demand will increase

le personal consumption ratio so that the other shares will either reduce

>r maintain their existing ratios by higher prices. In this way only

ian equilibrium be restored.

Before assessing the inflationary effect of redistribution of income

ia welfare benefits, due regard must be given to the fact that

employment income would probably be higher if the worker had to provide
these services himself. Under these circumstances, trade unions would

iemand higher wages in order to increase the degree of security of
3al wages, It would be impossible, however, for prices to rise any
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higher than under current conditions for the distribution of final

output would be more nearly an equilibrium level. The only conceivable

way for prices to rise in a spiral inflation would be that labour

succeoSiuliy demands so high a wage that it reduces the share of other

incomes. At the moment,the share of profits is reduced by taxation so

that labour'3 share automatically increases; consequently, prices rise

as a result of the attempted restoration of the equilibrium share.

The situation is, in affect, a subsidy of labour which, though it

may reduce absolute wage levels, changes the share of income sectors If

it were possible to redistribute income in such a way that the income

losers would gain through reduced pressure of wage demands, the subsidy

of labour would be "economically sound." It would be similar to the

food subsidy in that a shift of income from a sector of the economy

which contributes the larger share of output to another, agriculture,

results in a considerable reduction in the cost of living, profits, as

"other incomes", must gain absolutely at least a measure of what it

loses in share of output. If the absolute gain is less than the loss

of share, prices will rise as profit margins increase, that is, profits
of security compensate for the reduction in share.

Again,the crux of the matter is the ratio of distribution, for the
fact that wages rise in money value does not necessarily constitute an

4 *

inflationary pressure. For an analysis of the effects of redistribution
and welfare benefits, incomes will be divided among employment, gross

profits less dividends, etc., and rent, dividends, and interest. These
incomes will be considered as a percentage of total output before and
after direct tax. The ratio of employment before tax to total output
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is the same as that in Table IX, page 73 . The remaining sectors are

a breakdown of profits and passive incomes.

Table XX.

Ratios of income sectors to final output before direct tax,

(including stock appreciation).

1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1955 1954

Smpioyment income .485 . 483 . 43 . 457 . 47 . 475 . 483
3-ross profits less
dividends, etc. .071 .0765 .072 .075 .006 .0875 .085

Dther Incomes tf .181 .1785 .17 .152 .16 .1595 .156

; Self-employment, rents, dividends and interests.

Source: Tables 1, 3, and 8: Hat iona I Income and expenditure, 1955.

Ratios of income sectors to final output after direct tax plus

welfare benefits (including stock appreciation).

1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954

gmployment Income .503 .508
iross Profits less
dividends,etc. .0293 .0315
)ther incomes .155 .1565

.507 .478 .50 .51 .515

.0232 .0366 .0353 .04 .042

.149 .132 .141 .1413 .139

Ratios of personal income sectors after direct and indirect taxes on
"""personal consumption,, plus welfare~"benefits'.

1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954

implcyment Income ,465 .47 .465 .435 .448 .458 .465
)ther Incomes .097 .107 .101 .0913 .107 .1065 .1065

Source : Tables 1, 3 and 8, Hational Income and Expenditure, 1955

Thus, the change of distributive shares i$ considerable. Gross

profits less dividends lose3 on an average 50$ of its ratio through

lirect taxation, and other incomes about 60$ by direct plus indirect

;axation and benefits. Employment income, however, loses only about

5$.

The effect of this change of shares on the national consumption
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pattern must be considerable. Since employment income will be used

largely for direct personal consumption, the production of the

economy must be heavily biased toward consumer goods, should the

productive capacity be unable to support this demand, the surplus

demand will spill over into the exports share with the consequence of

a balance of payments difficulty. The demand for capital investment

for further production of consumer goods must be great, but the

difficulty will be a shortage of real capital since the working class

tends to be a poor saving group. This constitutes the departure from

the position in which the relationships of consuming sectors (exports,

personal consumption, investment, and government) would ordinarily be

under equilibrium conditions.

It is practically impossible to determine what this

eqllibrium distribution would be since it depends on the productive

capacity of industry at a particular time. This will depend on the

nature <tf investment, for as capital grows more scarce, it must be

applied to its most efficient use. With the rapid development of new

techniques of innovation, it may well be true that a stage will be

reached where the return to marginal investment will rise. This would

represent increasing returns to capital, and would eventually make

possible the efficient production of consumer goods in sufficient

quantity to satisfy domestic demand plus a confortable export share.

Again, automation will surely play a decisive role in increasing the
efficiency of capital. Equilibrium, therefore, could be restored.

Currently, the demand for personal consumer goods is much too

high. The indirect tax from all appearances has not encouraged

sufficient saving (or "lacking") for other consuming sectors to meet
their requirements with stable prxce3. This is evidenced by the

comparison of real wage rates with pre-war (above, p.ilk). Labour
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the greatest consuming sector, has maintained its purchasing power

in terras of rates and has increased it by 20$ in terms of earnings.

This must result in an enormously increased personal consuming

potential as both incentive payments and income redistribution by

taxation and welfare benefits combine.

To repeat, until such time as the productive capacity of capital

investment has reached the stage where equilibrium of" consuming shares

can be achieved at the current rate of income redistribution, total

demand must be checked. This can only be done at the moment by means

of a direct income tax which cannot be shifted by any income sector.'"

The economy that is so heavily consumer biased must be inflationary

as long as productive capacity i_s insufficient to sustain it. In
short, the welfare concepts as put into practice since the war are

well in advance of the ability of tile nation to maintain them.

5. The possibility of an expenditure tax forming the major part of
government revenue in the future, is an Interesting one. Mr Kaldor
has suggested, in a recent publication, a tax which would be
sharply progressive on the total amount spent. This would encourage
personal saving and discourage spending out of capital. It is
conceivable that such a measure could check consumption and
inflation if the tax could not be shifted by labour through rising
wages. Since the largest share of personal consumption is from wages,
this, it appears, is a prime requisite for stability of the value of
the pound. -- From a review of Nicholas Kaldor's An gxpenditure
Tax, Allen and Unwin, by sir Arnold Plant in The Listener,'
December 15, 1955.



CHAPTER 10

INVESTMENT 3IURE OF FINAL OUTPUT

It has been suggested above (p. 126) that a certain level

of personal savings is commensurate with a given level of prices
and wages, if to personal savings are added other savings by-

corporations, total savings must equal total investment for

stability of prices. If ex ante savings fall short of ex ante

investment, prices will rise until the ex post quantities are

equal. This, of course, is the principle of the investment

multiplier and is well known. During full employment, however, as

suggested in the preceding chapter, the emphasis shifts to

consumption since the potential consuming power is greater than

domestic productive capacity. This is the "consumption multiplier"

and will increase the price level until production of consumer

goods equals the demand for them. The stimulus for investment,

therefore, is the continued surplus of consumer demand which,

if unsatisfied, will increase the price level according to the

equation of demand (p.>4^). This rise in prices will continue

until saving is of sufficient level (that is, aggregate

consumption is reduced) that consumer productive capacity can

satisfy the demand without reducing exports. Table XV, pJ$G,
shows falling consumer demand along with rising investment in
fixed capital equipment, accompanied, of course, by continuously
rising prices.



a. Savings and investment.

In theory, capital accumulation in conditions of full employment is
a logical extension of Keynesian and neo-Keynesian principles of the

trade cycle. Savings ex ante must equal investment _ex ante for
conditions of equilibrium to exist. Failure to accomplish this equality

results in income shifts via the multiplier and acceleration principle.

This is the fundamental of modern "capital stock adjustment theories

which predominate in current thinking ... cyclical movements arise

from the fact that the capital investment necessary to sustain full

employment during a boom results in an over-accumulation of stocks and

an inevitable decline in the rate of investment. The level of

employment that would be sustained by just sufficient investment to

maintain the economy on a constant equilibrium basis would be less

than full. Therefore, a full employment investment level must allow

for steady growth; hence, net investment must be positive rather than

zero as would be the case if the economy were static.

As a result of investment coefficients, cyclical effects occur

which may be convergent or explosive, depending on the values. The

cyclical movements are caused by "induced investment" which is the
heart of the acceleration principle. "Autonomous investment", on the

other hand, serves to administer to the entire system the shocks which
initiate, through "induced investment", cycles of capital adjustment.
.Early theory had assumed that these cycles were convergent at an

equilibrium level, but later developments, largely based on J.R. Hicks,
stress the explosive nature of the cycles with the existence of

O

"ceilings" and "floors" which prevent the explosion from occurring.

1. R.C.O. Mathews, "Capital Stock Adjustment Theories" ,Post-Keynesian
Economics, Allen & Unwin, Ltd., 1955, page 172.

2. For a discussion of the validity of the two assumptions, see
J.R. Hicks, A Contribution to the Theory of the Trade Cycle,
Oxford, 1950, pp, 89 - 91.
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The cyclical movement itself, however, is beyond the subject of the

thesis, but the concepts of the ceiling and autonomous investment are

most important.

Briefly, the "ceiling" represents the limits of expansion of

industry through investment. Real investment has reached its maximum

when all unemployed resources have been utilized. Under ordinary

circumstances, forces should come to play that would precipitate a

down-turn, but under existing post-war conditions these forces are

rendered ineffective so that the ceiling is penetrated and prices

and wages rise.

Hicks based his argument for the existence of a ceiling largely

on the "relative shortage of investment goods so that prices of

investment goods are tending to rise even while those of consumption

goods remain fairly steady."3 As a consequence, investment tends to

be postponed since bottlenecks appear with full employment and output

can no longer expand. Through the accelerator, the output of

investment goods is curtailed and, eventually, all output is restricted.

Time lags also appear &n the final stages of the boom so that wages

will require an adjustment period during which boom conditions will not

have sufficient time to perpetuate themselves.

Broadly, the situation facing Britain after the war was one of

replacement of capital lost, and, at the same time, competition with
other nations that suffered less from the war. Prior to the war,

Britain had been investing some 5$ of the national income annually

so that, compared with other nations, Britain was already in an

unfortunate position. 4 Paish estimates capital lost during the war

3. Ibid, p. 134

4. F.U. Paish. The Post-?/ar Financial Problem, Macmillan & Co.Ltd.
T950, p. 53.
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to be about 20rfo of the total owned in 1939. Using 1948 prices, lie

puts the total at £9,000 millions inclusive of enemy action, wear

and tear, and loss of overseas investments. Now, re-investment can

accomplish a double purpose in that more modern and efficient

techniques are available to the nation that finds it necessary to

rebuild and re-organise. No doubt, this has been an important fact

in Germany's high productivity since the early reconstruction years.

In Britain, however, new capital investment has been in a large measure

an extension of old, less efficient productive capacity. The British

people, apparently, were unwilling to undergo the hardships of

saving in order that new investment could replace the old. Demand was at

such a high level that necessary savings were not forthcoming; the

result was that foreign assistance, particularly from America, made up

the difference. The shortfall of savings averaged £95 million from

1946 to 1951, which was bridged by £120 million of foreign assistance

per year.5 Since 1951 a greater emphasis on production for export,

coincident with an increase in personal saving, has virtually

eliminated the imports excess. To a large measure, then, personal

savings represent the difference between savings ex ante and planned
investment. Rising prices without rising incomes means that

certain individuals are forced to cut expenditure with the result that,

in the aggregate, saving takes place until it equals investment.

The inflationary implication of this situation at once becomes

obvious. Suppose that incomes do rise, say as the result of wage

agreements tied to a retail price index, as fast or almost as fait, as

prices. Forced savings will not take place and investment must be cut

5. N. Macrae, The London Capital Market, Staples Press Ltd., 1954,p.27.
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to avoid rising prices and an export-import gap. on the other hand,
if full employment is to be maintained, investment must be continued,
and if sufficient voluntary saving and/or no budget surplus exists,

prices must rise so as to force personal saving to a level high enough

to close any gap between exports and imports. Thus, what may be

called an investment-savings "spiral" is complete. If all conditions

are met, viz. little or no personal savings, full employment, a high

rate of investment and no export-import gap, prices must rise.

The question may be raised as to the necessity of forced

personal savings. In the past, there has been an inequality of income.

to such an extent that a saving class of people could be more or less

defined. The post-war leveling of incomes, however, has taken place

to such an extent that "... if all incomes over £4,000 a year net were

completely confiscated, this confiscation would bring in the

Exchequer considerably less than the revenue needed to cut even Id
6

per pint off the tax on beer". Now the structure of British income

tax is well-known and need not be presented here, what is most vital,

of course, is the fact that personal savings are growing in importance,

yet the ability to save in the aggregate is growing smaller, if the

leveling of incomes is socially acceptable, then a substitute for

ex ante personal savings must be found. If personal savings prove to

be inadequate, the Exchequer must budget for a surplus.

An interesting study was made by Saunders of personal investment

and presented in the for..- of a paper to the Manchester statistical

Society.' He calculated the total savings for Persons in the form of

6. Ibid, page 41

7. The Economist, "The Missing £500 million", Nov. 20th, 1954, p.661
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fixed capital formation, financial assets, life insurance, pension

schemes, and bank deposits. These were identified payments and,

of course, did not include all forms of saving. The total for

1946 - 1951 was enormous and exceeded the "net funds available for

investment" by, on an average, £500 million. Therefore, unidentified

"dis-saving" equaled this amount. The outstanding feature is the

disappearance of this large dis-saving in 1952 and 1953 to such an

extent that a difference of only £28 million and £64 million existed.

The National Income accounts record this as an increase in personal

savings of some 197%.

Doubtless, there is a psychological influence of returned

confidence in currency reflected in this unusual increase. However,

the underlying picture should not be obscured, for there was a

steadily falling ratio of consumers* expenditure to gross national

product throughout the post-war years.

Table XXI.
Percentage of consumers* expenditure of gross

~

nat ional produc77

1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955
—

82 ~~m 82 ~T5o ~~m "35 "37 7777 7F77

Percentage of personal savings of gross national product.

1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955
278" T7T —75 3 —3 "T3 371" 777" 5717 5717

Index of gross national product at 1948 market prices.

1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955
-~35 553 "loo ToT77 To57l TTo72 T0979 17779 IIS79

Source: National Income and Expenditure, 1955

A glance at these percentages is sufficient to indicate the return of
confidence along with the increase in the gross national product which

provided greater scope for investment and consumption.
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Any conclusions drawn from the above must be considered tentative

since no precise statistics are available regarding personal savings.

National income accounting has, unfortunately, treated these as a mere

residual necessary to balance investment. But a picture, though ha7.y,

does emerge. In some sectors of the economy there were Mspendthrifts"

whose incomes were being spent faster than they were earned during

the years 1946 - 1951. Hire purchase, credit, etc. were insufficient to

account for all of this so that some past accumulations were used for

purchases. High demand must have contributed to high prices and profits

among some industries. Inflationary pressure, therefore, was being

felt as a result of a high propensity to consume the products of these

industries. Sufficient savings were not forthcoming within certain

consuming sectors to equal the heavy autonomous investment of the

early post-war era.

The Economist's profits analysis for this particular period

substantiates this conclusion. Profits declined considerably with

the onset of saving. The decline, however, was heavier among the

consumer goods industries while the capital goods industries in most

cases maintained or increased their earnings. There are, of course,

other factors affecting profit levels coincident with the saving

increase. Raw material prices had declined with the result that

previous stocks were over-valued, but the broad picture emerges of a

change to a more normal consumer demand with accompanying savings.

Profits returned in 1953 to a more stable level after the slump during

1952.8

8. For a full discussion with figures and graphs showing profits
changes during these years, see The Economist, January 29, 1953,
page 226, and January 24, 1954, page 248.
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b. induced and autonomous investment.

In so far as capital investment is induced, it results from the

action of the consumption multiplier. Since demand for consumer goods

is high, the demand for the means to supply these goods will also

be high, if not considerably higher. This, of course, is the well-known

accelerator in trade-cycle theories. This leads inevitably to demand

for labour in capital goods producing industries and a consequent

competition for a limited labour supply during full employment, in this

way, the spiral can be "self-generating" if the demand for consumer

goods (or insufficient savings) is great enough to encourage induced

investment which, in turn, stimulates further consumer demand. The

only possible way for the demand for labour to be reduced would be

for the new induced investment to be so completely labour-saving

that redundancy of labour should occur from the abandonment of the old

techniques. This is unlikely unless technological progress proceeds

faster than is anticipated. A shift of labour would be mora likely

to occur as demand for new skills, etc. accompanies an introduction of

more automatic methods of production. In reality, labour could be

more effectively applied, that is, output per man-hour increased, so

as to supply the consumer goods now demanded by a high propensity to

consume. This would not amount to redundancy of labour, however, except

for certain types which have been displaced by nexv techniques of

production.

If this i3 true, that is, induced investment is supplying

sufficient demand for labour, so that this, plus ''redistributed demand",

plus the wage demands of trade unions which attempyto increase their

share of the national product, exceeds productive capacity, a self-

gene rating spiral of prices and wages emerges. One of these demand

factors must relax if the process is to core to an end. Induced
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investment will cease when capital equipment becomes redundant The

scarcity of labour will result in unutilized capacity and a loss of

profits will result. This must be the ultimate and of a self-

generating spiral of demand, for, unless changes in productive

techniques occur sufficiently fast, a point will be reached where

further investments uneconomic. This will result in a cut-back in

production of investment goods and demand will slacken unless autonomous

investment from the government is forthcoming.

It is difficult to distinguish between autonomous and induced

investment during the post-war era, for, doubtless, all investment,

including road, railways, etc.,in nationalized industries is directed

toward the greater supply of consumer goods and services. However, long-

term investment in the public sector has bean considerable since the war.

Housing (new dwellings) has averaged about 20%, Gas, electricity and

water about 10%, Transport and Communications another 10% and all

Manufacturing 20 or 25% of total investment in fixed capital.

Manufacturing, however, contributes about 40% of "total production and

trade", Transport and Communications about 9%, Gas, electricity and

water about 3%, and Building and Contracting about 7%. This would

suggest that post-war investment has bean rather high in the basic

industries which are heavy capital users. This would represent

"autonomous" investment in the sense that it does not arise 3olaly

from the excess consumer demand. Further, since this investment will

be long-term, it will eventually decline except for nominal maintenance

costs. Depreciation in Manufacturing, however, must be high;

consequently, a steady flow of capital must be available. This would be

induced investment since it will rise or fall in response to consumer

demand for manufactured goods.
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In terms of final output, f (the fixed capital ratio) is

probably higher than it will be once the deficiencies of basic

investment are made good. These deficiencies, the legacies of the war,

estimated at £9,000 million at 1943 prices, would be replaced in

about eleven years, assuming that depreciation is about 7'jo of gross

national product.9 One could, therefore, conclude that from 1955

or 1954, the rate of increase of heavy autonomous investment should

decline, to be replaced by higher investment in Plant and Machinery.10
This is not to suggest, however, that long-term autonomous investment

will cease in the near future; rather, one can expect continued

investment along these lines for some time to come as the needs of

the economy grow. The war has exerted a powerful stimulus to economic

growth as a result of the changed ethical-welfare standards which lie

at the root of income redistribution, and the advantages of the

wartime labour shortages which have accrued to trade unions will not

be readily given up. As a result of the heavy demands made upon the

productive capacity, long-term autonomous investment must continue for

some time, but the relationship between induced and autonomous

investment will shift in favour of the former.

c. Fruition periods of autonomous investment.

The value of total final output in real terms will, of course,

increase as the result of investments-',increase output per man-hour.

9. This figure was assumed by Cairneross to be an approximation of
depreciation. He then calculates "net" investment for the years
1947 - 1953, which were, on the average, about 9% per year.

A. Cairncross, op. cit.

10. The Economic Survey for 1956 records a fall in new housing
for 1955, tEe' first"1 since 1950, and a considerable rise in
Plant and Machinery.
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Fundamental to these "labour-saving" innovations is the application

of natural power which will greatly enhance the effectiveness of human

labour. This does not suggest redundancy of labour until such time

as production becomes so great that demand is exceeded - a doubtful

point since the standard of living probably will never arrive at the

stage of being too high. Redundant capital equipment is a greater

danger, especially if investment exceeds the rate of technological

progress, with the shortage of labour. It is, therefore, essential

that long-term investment in basic industries proceed at a sufficient

rate so that production in these industries can accommodate the

induced investment which arises in response to the high consumer

demand; otherwise, hottie-necks will appear as a result of shortages

of basic materials and services.

Fundamental to these investments is the time lag between the

actual inception of the investment programme and the beginning of its

contribution to the production process. This "fruition period" will vary

considerably in length depending on the nature of investment and the

decisions of entrepreneurs. Since there are as many separate

decisions as there are industries, any comprehensive study would

require years of skilled work; however, an attempt will he made here
%s

to arrive at a few general conclusions regarding three major industries

from the meagre sources of information that are available.

First, a few general principles regarding fruition periods

should be agreed upon. It is at once intuitively obvious that, during

times of post-war reconstruction, capital expenditure should take the

form which has the shortest possible gestation period. The

inflationary effect of the investment multiplier can be largely

nullified by increased production if it appears aoon enough, suppose,

for instance, that the time required for the multiplier to have its
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full effect exactly equals the fruition time for capital. If the

increase in quantity of consumer goods equals the propensity to

consume from the new income, no rise in prices will occur. In actual

practice such a remarkable coincidence would be impossible, but it

does serve the purpose of illustration.^ Should the fruition period

of investment be less than the multiplier period, the effect on

prices would be deflationary. Thus, with a backlog of past savings,

post-war inflationary trends could be partially countered by

investment promising quick returns. The opposite, of course, is true

for conditions of threatened slump. Longer fruition periods

than multiplier periods will encourage rising prices with the result

of stimulating induced investment through the accelerator.

1. Stee1.

The steel industry will serve as a first example of the above.

Immediately after the war, a long-term investment programme, known as

a "five year plan", was inaugurated. To attempt to differentiate

between autonomous and induced investment in this particular case

is very difficult; in fact, it hardly makes any difference, for the

demand for steel was so great that returns on investments were assured.

The insufficiency of supply of steel resulted in serious bottlenecks

at various times. However, the steel industry is aware of investment

returns when it does invest, and, in this sense, investment can ba

considered "induced".

11. For a detailed mathematical treatment of this subject, see
S.C. Tsiang, "Rehabilitation of Time Dimension of Investment
in Macrodynamic Analysis", Bconomlca, Vol. 16, pp. 204 - 217.

12. Andrews and Brunner, Capital Development in. Steel, oxford, 1951,
p. 264, concluded that a 20$ return on capital invested would

be the minimum required before any project could be undertaken.
Some projects, with a relatively short "life expectancy" would
require more, as high as 50$. E.T. Sara of United Steel states
in tne "Financial Times. Feb.28,1955, that a 10$ earnings.would
be the minimum. Apparently, soAe sort of minimum does Sxisf,
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Now tile first five year plan was so designed as to stagger

investment throughout the period so that results would be noticed as

soon as possible. In 3ome cases extensions to existing capacity were

made with the object of quick results. In others, now blast furnaces

were constructed which required as high as four years to complete.

Consequently, it is quite difficult to determine fruition > periods

fo^steal investment as a whole, but a kind of average period does,
roughly, emerge.

An examination of the annual figures below shows that the greatest

increase in productivity occurred during the first two years following

the greatest increase in investment-. Thereafter, the percentage increase

in productivity varies directly with the increase or decrease in

marginal investment of the preceding year. A fruition period of

between one and two years seems to appear.

Investment and productivity in Steel

Marginal
Output Percentage Expenditure percentage

Year per head increase at 1952 prices increase
(£s" million)

1945 108
1946 115 6.5 9.3
1947 114.5 - .8 50.2 440
1948 128 12 58.5 16
1949 133 3.5 71.7 23
1950 138 4.5 75.0 6
1951 141 1.8 70.9 - 6
1952 141 2.5 65 - 8
1953 145.5 3
1954 151.5 4

Source : "The First Steel Development Plan", B. I. S. F., November,1952.

Of course, productivity is by no means the whole story. It may,

indeed, be more worthwhile to refrain from investing if capital

equipment is so high in cost that the expected returns will not justify

its use. The steel industry has faced increasing cost of capital
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equipment since the beginning of its Development Plan. An index of

these costs, furnished by the B, I. d. F., shows enormous increases,

as high as 100$ between 1945 and 1952.

(1958 -100) 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 195Q 1951 1952

Capital Expenditure Index 165 180 200 250 235 250 295 335
Wholesale Price Index 135.7 150.4 159.2 169,4 181.5 187.5 210.8 254.2

Source: Annual Abstract of Statistics for 1954

These rising capital equipment costs, along with rising labour coats, etc.,

have forced the industry to seek higher prices in spite of attempts to

keep prices down on the part of the government. Since steel products

represent further capital expenditure for other industries, the result is

an investment cost spiral which generates further income via the

investment multiplier

It would seem, therefore, that a rising level of personal savings

would be necessary to offset the rising costs of capital expenditure.

Such a level of saving was not forthcoming during the years immediately

following the war. The result was a demand inflation with an inflationary

ap between savings and consumption.

13, Andrews and Brunner, op. clt., point out that the rising costs of
capital equipment since the war and a system of taxation based on
original costs have forced steel companies "as wej.1 as other businesses"
to the capital market for funds to "keep up with itself" in the
modern, highly competitive world. This is, in addition, to actual
autonomous expansion. The implication for inflationary tendencies
of this situation is obvious when a general shortage of risk capital
exists, especially when nationalised industries are heavy borrowers
promising safe investments for savings, private industry must offer
more attractive returns in order to compete with nationalised
industry: hence, a money market spiral of competition is generated.

Page, 312,
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1. Electricity.

The situation existing in the electricity industry confirms the

above conclusion. A shortage of generating capacity during the winter,

and at peak consumption periods, has been a perpetual stimulus for

capital expenditure to increase production. Rising capital costs as

against relatively constant prices have also caused a "profits

squeeze" and have forced the Authority to rely on the issues of stock

which were approaching the statutory maximum by 1953. The effect

of this action has been to draw capital from the more risky

investments to the safe^ guaranteed stock of the nationalised industry.
The problem of where future risk capital is to come from remains one

of the most difficult. Private corporations are forced to rely on

their limited savings for expansion purposes.

The Authority uses the Board of Trade indices for arriving at

capital contract costs. Among these indices the most important

is the Building and Civil Engineering Index, which had increased by

one third from 1948 to 1952.14 other indices, the iron and steel

and wage index for adult male engineering workers, had also

substantially increased during these years. Rising interest rates

also have added to the cost of capital. The result of course, is

considerably higher costs for capital equipment as well as

operating charges. The multiplier effects in money terms, therefore*

have been steadily increasing.

A considerable proportion of increased costs has been absorbed

by increased efficiency of operation, but some tariff increases

have been made. Tariff charges, however, in 1952 - 1953, were only

24.9$ above the pre-war average, a remarkable achievement. An

important factor in operating costs is, apparently, load-spreading.

Sufficient generating capacity to meet peak loads must be more fully

14. B. E. A. Report and Accounts, 1952 - 1953.
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utilized during the off-hours so that costs per unit may be

reduced.

Construction of new po*wer stations is a rather long

complicated process requiring careful co-ordination and timing.

Delays can easily occur at onastage of building that can interrupt

the entire schedule. Apparently, the installation of boilers is

the strategic phase of power plant construction and this requires

from fifteen months to two years depending on the size.-1-5
Bottlenecks of raw material can upset the entire schedule by oausing

delays in boiler installation, Hence, the fruition period of

investment varies considerably depending on the state of economy

as a whole. At any rate, the period does tend to be exceedingly

long, in excess, at least, of the fifteen months to two years required

for the boilers alone.

On the other hand, the B.J5.A.,in order to meet future

requirements of industry, must finance its investment by further

issues of stock. The statutory limits to borrowing were increased

from £700 million to £1,400 million in June, 1954. During the

period 1948 to 1954, borrowing amounted to 70^ (£594 million) of

finance required by investment. This figure will be increased according

to current planning to £1,494 million by I960. Again,this "new
X6

money" represents 70'jo 0.x investment finance.

It is clear, then, that the investment multiplier of

electricity development will be exerting constant pressure on the

economy for some time to come. An industry so fundamental to national

15. B. E. A., Report and Accounts, 1953 - 1954, p. 27

16. Ibid, page 13.
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production must grow and develop, yet the fruits of the investment

in the form of increased supply of consumer goods are inevitably

long in coming.

5. Coal.

A third example of heavy investment programmes since the war

is the coal industry. Indeed,there is probably no single industry

which has provoked more controversy than coal, for the results of

capital expenditure here have been most disappointing. The National

Coal Board distinguishes between two types of investment projects -

short-term and long-term. While this distinction is at best

artificial, it does serve, for example, to differentiate between

the sinking of new pits which requires many years of construction,

and the application of machinery and improved techniques to those

pits already in existence, without quoting figures, the contents

of which are well known, output per man per year by 1955 had not

yet reached the highest pre-war figure, output per man-shift has

exceeded the pre-war peak by only 5.6fa. Considering the growing

demands of industry, these are poor results to show for the capital

expended in short term development.

Regardless of the reasons (or excuses) for the failure of

output to respond to further investment, the National Coal Board
17

has been heavily criticized. Chief among these criticisms

17. A number of reasons have been given, among them being
1. the growing difficulty of natural conditions,
2. the discouraging of individual effort by machinery,
3. wages being "too easy to get", etc.
Haynes, Nationalization in Practice, Bailey Bros.,
London, 1953, pp. 368, 369.
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is the lack of proper planning of investment. Had the emphasis

been placed on new pits rather than short-term projects, the

results may have been more favourable in the long run. The Bolsover

Colliery scheme has demonstrated the results of wise planning and

has also shown that labour relations are of great importance in

coal mining. At any rate, the Coal Board lias been forced to pay

high wages to maintain even a shrinking labour staff so that wages

have little or no connection with productivity.

The most important criticism which may be directed to the Coal

Board and the policy of the government is the failure to recognize

that sufficient coal supplies are not and cannot be forthcoming at

the current price level. The deliberate policy of keeping coal

prices below the level which demand and supply would ordinarily

dictate has encouraged inefficiency on the part of users.

Improved techniques of utilisation doubtless could bring enormous

savings in coal stocks if it ware made worthwhile. High profits

could add to the long-term development of new pits, thus

eventually making greater supplies available. The Board already

has a long-term pricing policy, suggested by the nationalization

Act, to equate costs and revenues over the years, but it is the

failure to apply this principle in the short-term that is at

fault.

Now the arguments for low coal prices is that heavy industrial

coal users are able to keep prices lower than they could if costs

ware high. A coal price increase would generate a greater

inflationary spiral of prices and wages than has already been

known. There is, however, grounds for arguing the contrary, that

more realistic coal costs would have quite the opposite effect, in

the first place, a "shortage" of any commodity is an artificial
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concept which is deliberately created by a refusal to permit the

price mechanism to operate freely. As a result, a distortion of the

economy takes place so that the low fuel costs are compensated for

by releasing funds for other purposes such as wages or other means

of production. In. any case, wage-costs will rise in investment
'

-

-

industries even if other industries devote their excess funds to

investment in labour-saving machinery. Demand for labour, then, is

artificially stimulated until a labour "shortage" occurs with

consequent inflated wages.

Secondly, and this follows from the first, an artificial

ceiling (Hicks' use of the term) is created which sets the physical

limit to increased productivity. Coal, the fundamental basis of

power, being limited in supply, determines the degree of

effectiveness of human labour. In fact, a scale of productivity

and standard of living can be set up to show the intimate correlation
lfi

between them and the amount of natural power available to labour. °

In the long run, then, it is the most efficient utilization of a

scarce economic resource that determines the productivity level of

any country, that is, until the happy day arrives which brings

unlimited nuclear energy.

The recent increase in coal prices can be criticized as

being far too late. There will be a degree of "upsetting" of

industrial planning, which is unfortunate and furnishes grounds

IS. An interesting comparison of western nations with the more
backward countries on the basis of power utilization has
been made by J. Boronowski in a recent edition of the
Observer, July, 17, 1955.
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for legitimate complaint on the part of industry. A certain

amount of re-adjustment will have to take place, but the results
19

in the end will, perhaps, justify the act.

d. Conclusion.

Regarding induced investment, the fruition periods are impossible

to measure. Generally speaking, the entrepreneur will consider a

number of factors before deciding to invest in response to high

demand. He will be concerned with the expected depreciation and

obsolescence of a labour-saving machine as well as the anticipated

state of the market for his products. Any innovation made must

yield sufficient returns to pay for itself in terms o.f labour saved

plus a margin for profit before its expected life is exhausted or

it becomes obsolete. With the pressure of rising wage costs, the

entrepreneur will see his profit margin narrowing; hence his

decision to innovate will be influenced by these factors in addition

to the time required for the fruition period. If the demand for

his products is certain over a reasonably long period, it will be

to his advantage to invest in innovations with a longer tims lag,

for, as wage costs rise, the possibility of an innovation paying for

itself in a shorter time period makes the investment more attractive.

19. The possibilities of more efficient use of coal for domestic
heating purposes is discussed by E.D. Simon* He quotas Oscar Faber,
President of the Institute of Heating and Ventilating Engineers
for the following figures •

Country Therms per house
Great Britain loOQ
U.S.A. 1710
Germany 880

"The climate in Germany is far colder than in Britain; they heat their
house, including their bedrooms to a higher temperature, and yet they
use only 60$. of the amount of fuel used in Britain for each house".
The disadvantages of the open coal fire are so great, according to Baber
that Britain could save twenty million tons of coal annually and help
to"abolish the smoke nuisance" . Rebuilding Britain, a Ti^'enty
Year Plan, Gollancz, Ltd., London, pp. loo - 102.
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Considering the strength of the post-war pressure of consumer

demand, and the accompanying possibility of security profits, there

is very little reason to believe that the entrepreneur should

refrain from investing in innovations requiring long fruition

periods. As long as wages rise in a labour-biased economic

environment, there should be no slackening of demand unless government

intervention in the form of hire purchase restrictions, etc. is

deliberately imposed. One should expect, therefore, increasing

investment in plant and machinery. Moreover, since the current

credit squeeze reduces the interest-sensitive long-term investment

in housing and the public sector, this will release a share of

final output for induced investment with a shorter time lag which
20

will increase production of consumer goods. * In order for

capital to be immobilized in the form of fixed investment, it must

guarantee a return which will be great enough to pay for obsolescense

and depreciation, and which will yield a return for the capital

involved over the entire period, that is, the expected life of the

investment plus the fruition period. It will be impossible to

predict the state of market demand for most consumer goods many years

in advance; hence the fruition period must be short.

In view of the current rapid rate of technological progress

leading to automation with its enormous potentialities, the

possibilities of a self-generating spiral of demand resulting from

induced investment only must be rather remote. It would appear that

the real value of final output should increase in the future at least

20. For many small manufacturing industries fixed capital
investment is not as important to production as heavy
industry. These "factory trades" must rely on overtime,
etc. to increase output.
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as fast as wage costs rise. This would permit constant distributive

shares as profits of innovations maintain the profits ratio. However,

if bottlenecks are not to appear in the future with rising consumption,

sufficient "autonomous" long-term investment must receive a

substantial share of final output. This must reSuifin rising prices

if the real value of output fails to rise.

The current high rate of autonomous investment will undoubtedly

decline, since Its life expectancy is long. The prospects, therefore,

of increased productivity anu stable prices will improve as more

resources become available for induced investment with short

fruition periods. The high rate of long-term capital accumulation

since the -war must have contributed greatly to inflation and the

wages-prices spiral by decreasing the amount of final output

available for consumption. This, of course, was essential in order

to replace wartime losses.

The result was that the economy could not support the rising

levels of both consumer and investment demand along with the

government and export share. Since post-war investment was

necessary and the general public unwilling to restrict consumption

(and the government unwilling to tax sufficiently to accrue a

surplus) rising prices were the inevitable result. Since labour was

the productive factor in scarce supply, wage costs rose and demand

was strong enough to permit profits to remain intact. In this

regard, sufficient wage restraint on the part of trade unions

would have checked both consumer demand and the rising wage costs

sufficiently to permit the results of investment to appear after

the appropriate fruition period.
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The fact that costs of long-term capital investment have

risen faster than fruition periods means that the share of output for

fixed capital investment increases in relation to other consuraing

sectors. This contributes to the fall in the personal consumption

ratio in the demand aquation (p. 140) and simply shows that prices of

consumer goods have risen less than fixed capital costs, since,

however, wage costs are a larger proportion of capital costs than

they are of costs of consumer goods (see p. Sfl) these will closely

reflect wage increases within the industry. Thus, a nation-wide

round of wage demands of equal percentage value will result in a

greater cost of capital goods than of consumer goods. This will

increase the share of labour in the aggregate from the supply side

and decrease the share of personal consumption from the demand side.

Of itself this would retard the expansion of industry unless

prices of consumer goods could rise sufficiently to offset the

rising cost of capital equipment. Under ordinary circumstances,

the inflation would come to an end, but since consumption from wages

is high, price increases will be readily accepted by the largest

part of the consuming public. In this way, of course, labour, an

active income sector gains a greater share of final output
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a. Exports.

At the beginning of this part, p \i\q , the equation of

distribution was set equal to the consumption equation to form an

identity,

N Y 4- I Cr -t* X
1 - (etCrt) 1 - ( C -rf-r S)

The discussion of the two preceding chapters has been concerned with

the "internal" ratios of consumption which form the denominator of

the right-hand member. The numerator, or "external" quantities, will

now be briefly considered.

The importance of exports to the British economy need not be

emphasized for it is this sector that suffers most as a result of the

wages-prices spiral. Excess domestic consumption can either reduce

the quantity of exports in money terms, that is, they become

mutually exclusive, or what is more likely, the value of final

output will rise as distributive shares increase. This will spread

throughout the economy, including the export sector, and the value

of exports will rise. If the elasticity of demand for British

exports is equal to or less than unity, no difficulty need arise,

for the terms of trade will improve more than the quantity of exports,

falls. However, if the elasticity of demand is greater than unity,

a loss of export markets, with a corresponding deterioration in the

balance of payments, can result. Post-war competition in the

international sphere suggests that this is likely to be true. The

left-hand member of the identity will also be changed and very

likely will be the original cause of higher consumption, for the

ratios of distribution will change as prices rise if imports

costs and passive incomes are constant.
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Suppose now that an "export dfive" occurs designed to

cultivate new markets abroad and increase the physical volume of

exports. The terms of trade will be assumed constant. The value of

X, of course, will rise. The success of the drive will depend on

the value of the internal consumption ratios, for if they fall or

rise less than the value of X, exports will exceed imports and the

balance of payments will improve. Should the consumption ratios
remain the same, the value of imports, I, must increase to supply the

physical requirements of the increased production necessary. If

production does not increase or increases less than the new demand

(higher exports volume plus constant consumption ratios) imports again

will increase, particularly of goods for personal consumption. Were

it possible to restrict imports by tariffs or quotas, the surplus

domestic demand for consumption would first reduce stocks (the

ratio s), then force a rise in prices as production costs rise in

order to replenish stocks. In this way, then, as the identity suggests

rising volume of imports, unless ^vccompanied by saving, will result

in rising prices and changing shares of distribution. Further, in

order to improve the balance of payments situation, the volume of

exports must be increased by a restret ion of domestic consumption since

production increases even if accomplished by rising output per man-

hour must involve an imports increase.

Suppose the absolute value of exports (X) rises as a result of

a favourable movement in the terms of trade. If absolute values of

internal consuming sectors are constant, the nominal value of

final output (N) will rise. This will change the active ratios

of distribution (left-hand member) in such a way that, assuming the

passive incomes are constant, they will rise. Gross profits,
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employment income or indirect taxation must increase both

absolutely and relatively. Should, for example, profits (o) increase

and the surplus be used for increasing the level of reserves,

internal consuming ratios would fall and the value of final output

would not rise any higher than the original increase in X. The

balance of payments would, of course, improve, and the total

investment increase by the addition of the surplus foreign currency.

Now the very fact that the terms of trade improve implies a

decrease in the elasticity of demand for British goods and services.

If the surplus earned by profits were invested in fixed capital so

that the ratio f would remain constant or rise, nominal value of

final output would increase; however, if the investment were to

result in an increase in production, price per unit of final output

would be no higher than before; hence the possibilities of future

increases in foreign reserves could be improved. In this way,

improvements in the terms of trade can be "exploited".

However, if the increase in value of final output due to an

impcovement in the terms of trade is accompanied by a rise in e

(employment income ratio) the situation may be very different^ If

the increase in employment income is devoted entirely to personal

consumption so that the ratio c remains constant or rises, the value of

final output will rise more than the initial increase due to terms

of trade; hence the result will be inflationary. Demand for imports

will rise and the balance of payments be no better off than before.

Again, the burden of anti-inflationary pressure will fall entirely

on production which must result in rising imports.

If a rise in X should be accompanied by a rise in the ratio

of indirect taxes, t, the effect would not result in a further rising

nominal value, N, if the consumption ratio c were sufficiently
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restricted, and the surplus revenue accruing to the government

were immobilized as a budget surplus. Uhder the circumstances, as

previous analysis has shown, this is unlikely, for labour would

prob ibly demand further wage increases to maintain its consuming

share. This again would result in a higher nominal value of final

output.

Thus, the inflationary effect of rising export prices will

depend entirely on the consumption ratios, for if absolute

consumption is constant, an export surplus (in terms of value) will

increase foreign investment. In this way, consumption ratios would

fall as total nominal output rises. However, if consumption ratios

are maintained, the effect must be inflationary as the equation

demonstrates. In this case, the only possibility of eventually

reducing prices is by increasing the fixed investment ratio so as

to improve production per man-hour. If this occurs within the

export industries, considerable advantage could be secured from

further export surpluses. If the investment occurs within

industries producing for domestic consumption, it is possible that

output would rise sufficiently to accommodate increased absolute

consumption with a fall in the personal consumption ratio. However

if the initial assumption of constant passive incomes is relaxed, and

no increase in investment occurs, and, consequently, no production

increase, an increased standard of living can arise as a result

of increased imports if no change of distribution or consumption

ratios occurs. Once these ratios increase, the process of inflation

begins and the advantage of favourable terms of trade decline. The

position, then, of improvements in the terms of trade, can be

summarized as three alternatives : 1. Favourable terms of trade

can be "exploited"' to the advantage of the country by increasing
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the fixed investment ratio and decreasing the personal

consumption ratio, 2. The personal consumption ratio can increase

and the investment ratio fall or remain constant to be accompanied

by rising prices, eventually causing the terms of trade to move

unfavourably, 3. all consumption ratios can fall as nominal

value of output rises and imports increase, resulting in no

inflation but a higher living standard.

If inflation is defined as an increase in the value of final

output with no increase in production, it must be conceded at once

that any favourable movement in terms of trade is inflationary.

But for the type of inflation here considered, an increase in the

share of a productive factor at the expense of another, favourable

terms of trade per se are not inflationary. Inflation only arises

when consumption ratios are maintained, for at that point

distributive shares will rise. Up to this point', imports will

vary likely increase and, hence, the physical quantity of final

output rise, cancelling out the inflationary effect of the initial

price rise of exports.

Of the three alternatives, the first is to be preferred, although

it is difficult to generalize. Under current conditions, it would

appear that this would increase the productive capacity of industry

more painlessly than any other method. Personal saving would be

easy since it entails no loss in living standard as absolute

consumption remains constant. The second suggests that favourable

terms of trade are inflationary since consumption ratios are at

least constant causing a greater rise in price than the export value

and an increase in the distributive shares.

Suppose, now, the value of X falls in such a way that the
terms of trade are unfavourable. The first effect will, of course,
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be a fall in the nominal value of final output, if absolute

consumption does not fall, the ratios of consuming sectors must rise,

but this must result in a change in distributive shares so that

either e,o, or t, or all three must fall. If. may be that the active

sectors of production will refuse to accept this reduction in shares;

if so, the value of final output will rise or will not fall in the

first place. This, though highly unlikely, again is inflation for

prices must rise as a result of distributive shares which are too

high. The only way for unfavourable terms of trade to be

deflationary is for at least one share of the productive factors to

fall. Doubtless, this would be profits particularly in the export

industries, since they, of course, are residual.

Obviously, the first impact of falling export values would be

felt within export industries. Profits would decline as profit

shares reduce. Since prices cannot rise, sx hypothesi, the only

recourse of these industries would be either to cut production

costs by increased productivity, to seek a domestic outlet for

existing production, or to reduce employment by short-time ?/orking

or unemployment. This, of course, reduces the share of employment

income, e.

Again, relaxing the assumption of constant passive incomes,

in all probability, quantity of/imports would fall to a level which is

in equilibrium with exports. This implies a reduction in the

standard of living as distributive shares of active productive

factors rise, and absolute income falls. A fall in export prices,

therefore, will result in domestic inflation if productive factors

refuse to accept cuts in thjir absolute incomes, or in deflation

with unemployment if the factors have no choice in the matter. This

is the crux of the problem, of course, for international
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competition can result in falling prices of exports.

A distinction must be made in the analysis between unfavourable

terms of trade which are the result of falling export prices and those

paused by rising imports. The latter, as has already been discussed

at some length, are inflationary as domestic prices respond to

increases in/mport costs. Export prices will rise as well after

a suitable time lag, assuming that demand is sufficiently inelastic.

Again the fact that imports are rising implies that the markets

for exports are improving especially among those primary producers

receiving Sterling credits in exchange for their raw material.

Post-war experience has shown that rising import prices have

the greatest effect on the domestic price level. Unfavourable terms

of trade which arise from this source, therefore, would be highly

inflationary.

Similar to these cases of movements in the terms of trade would

be the results of devaluation. Since exports are encouraged by such

a move, and imports discouraged, the effect would be to increase

the income of exporters, X. This would raise the value of final

output and could only succeed as a measure to improve the balance of

payments if ratios of consuming sectors fall. If they do not, the

result is, again, inflationary. However, since imports increase

in cost as well the inflationary impact is felt within the economy

from both cost and demand. Cost increases will be transmitted to all

industries through inter-industry transactions and price rises in

response will occur. To ensure a constant value of real income as

wall as consumption, wage demands will be made and profit margins

protected (in other words the wage-price spiral) until the value

of final output has increased as much, or nearly so, as the

devaluation. Passivity of incomes therefore, will determine the

final benefit of the economy from devaluation.
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While the inter-industry relations result in the entire

economy reacting to movements in the terms of trade, this should not

obscure the fact that some Industries will be affected more than

others. A fall in export values will have a serious effect on

other industries which sell their products to these industries for

further processing. It is possible, therefore, for slump

conditions to appear in one particular industry (for example,

textiles) while other parts of the economy are enjoying high wages

and profits. Further, unfavourable terms of trade in one export

industry may be counterbalanced by favourable terms of trade in

another, depending on the state of world demand at the time.

However, in view of the high dependence of Great Britain on

exports (see Table IV, p. 14) any general movement toward falling

world demand could result in serious unemployment. In this way,

the competition of Germany and Japan could be a major source of

difficulty.^-
Therefore, a wise policy over the long run would appear to be

alternative 1 above. Since a favourable balance of payments means

another country*s unfavourable balance, the opportunity of using

favourable terms of trade for increasing productive capacity should

not be missed. Before the self-correcting mechanism of

international trade causes the terms of trade to return to

equilibrium, the productive capacity will have already improved

to some degree. Failure to exploit a favourable position was

characteristic of Britain during the 1920s and 1930s. At a time when

new industries could have been furthered, the terms of trade were

in Britain's favour. Under the circumstances of the time, these

l.For a practical application of these theoretical consideration,
see Economic Survey for 1956, Cmd. 9728, pp. 35 -38.
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high prices for British exports combined with very low wages

were just sufficient to keep the economy from complete collapse, but,

had the return to the pre-war parity of the pound not bean attempted,

very different conditions might have been obtained. It would then

have been possible for primary producers to afford more British

goods and unemployment in the depressed export industries might

have been eliminated. This, however, is a historical lesson of

lost opportunities.2
b. Government.

The government share of final output, G, is considered an

"external" consuming sector and is expressed in absolute terms just

as exports. This is to suggest that government expenditure is

deter/ained largely by extraneous influences over which the "internal"

consumers both individual and institutional have no control.

Fundamentally, there will be two methods by which government

revenue can be obtained, 1. by reducing the share of final output

which consumers may have, and 2. by increasing the value of final

output so as to secure a given absolute revenue. The second is,

of course, inflation so long as no unemployed factors are in

existence. During periods of unemployment, an increase in the value

of final output will result in an increase in real value as internal

consuming shares are not reduced. in^Shis way, further consumption

by the government will require more production and existing

unemployed factors will be utilised. Once full employment occurs,

however, further government demand for production will only increase

prices, unless other consuming sectors are reduced. This, as already

suggested, will occur when the surplus demand has so reduced the

2. C.L. Mowat, Britain between the Wars, Methuen & Co.Ltd. 1955,
pTT60
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amount of exports (or increased the amount of imports for

consumption) that balance of payments difficulties arise. Again,

this must result in an increased share of active incomes, assuming

that passive incomes are constant

Government demand for a share of final output can be raised

by increasing its revenue from deficit finance. In this way,

internal consuming sectors are unaffected; consequently, a depletion

of stocks will occur as well as an increase in imports and a fall

in exports, as a result of the attempts to replenish these stocks,

labour will work overtime, and it will be to the advantage of

entrepreneurs to increase their labour force and pay the higher

wages necessary. The resulting increase in costs will force prices

to higher levels.

However, if other Internal consuming sectors are reduced so

that the government consumption merely replaces the lost internal

consumption, no inflationary effect could possibly arise. This would

constitute a truly balanced budget, that is, the consuming power of

the government would exactly equal the loss of internal consumption.

Further, should the government wish to reduce the price level, total

real consumption must be reduced in the form of a budget surplus.

Therefore, the fact that a budget is balanced in money terms does

not mean that it is balanced in terms of consumption.

The crux of the matter is the incidence of a tax. The effect

of an indirect tax on consumption has already been discussed as

directly inflationary as an active income sector. It must reduce

total consumption by the amount of the tax to have any non-

inflationary effect. Should wage earners, for instance, shift the

tax by higher wage demands, the result would be inflationary, and

government increases by virtue of a higher money value of final

output. Likewise,profits tax can be shifted in the form
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of higher prices as the expected profitability of investment, net

of tax, is raised.

Further, should a tax reduce the level of idle balances in the

hands of people, this again is inflationary, personal saving, for

instance, has reached a remarkably high level in 1953, about 70$ of

total taxes on income; thus, if an income tax were to increase

and the payment were to be met out of personal saving with no reduced

consumption, the effect could be inflationary if the government

financed further expenditure with the funds which had previously been

saved. In terms of final output, the government would be demanding

more than before without decreasing the ability to consume. The

importance of this isdiown by the equation of consumption, for should

G rise, and the ratios of internal consuming sectors remain constant,

the value of final output will rise.

One of the important functions of the progressive income tax,

the automatic stabilization of the economy, has unfortunately been

lost as a result of taxation relief in the post-war period. At a

time when budget surpluses were required to reduce consuming sectors,

direct taxes should have risen in a greater proportion than incomes.

Percentage increase in gross income from employment. Total increase

1948-49 1949-50 1950-51 1951-52 1952-53 1953-54 1948-54
—rr~—oTo n—■—i —T~ ~T^T~

Percentage increase in income tax paid
(including National insurance contributions) Total increase

1948-49 1949-50 1950-51 1951-52 1952-53 1953-54 1948-54
T5 2 rOT~ 1275 5 ' 43.5#

Source: Table 8, National Income and Expenditure, 1955.

No systematic progressive relationship exists between income from

employment and direct tax. Furthermore, during the years 1952 - 1954,
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the capital account of the government sector showed an increase in

"New issues and sales of securities" at a time when surpluses on

current account were low. In 1955, this position was reversed.

For companies and public corporationSj lowever, the position is
different.

Percentage increase in gross trading profits of Total increase
companies, etc.

1948-49 1949-50 1950-51 1951-53 1953-53 1953-54 1948-54
¥75 IF 15— -lo.S 773 Io 5I*T

Percentage increase in U.K. taxes on income Total increase
(exclusive of tax reserved)

1948-49 1949-50 1950-51 1951-53 1953-53 1953-54 1948-54
--773 37 xgTS ^377~ '55.5$

Source: Table 3, National Income and Expenditure, 1955.

Again no progressive relationship exists, but for companies it has

become more difficult to increase fixed investment without price

increases.

The other major source of government revenue, indirect taxation,

can only be non-inflationary if, as suggested above, total consumption

is reduced to an equivalent amount of the revenue received by the

government* If such were the case, the amount of production available

for export and government use would balance the loss of internal

consumption. Here, the test would be the relationship between

production of commodities and the personal consumption of them.

It is, unfortunately, impossible to make specific comparisons

of consumers' expenditure, other than to relate total personal

consumption to total production. In this way, real personal

consumption has increased by 12$ as compared with the gross national

product increase of 20.4$. Considering the increase in total revenue

of 41.5$ between 1948 and 1954 due to indirect taxation, it is
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the market price level of consumer goods rose by 25$ during the same

period. It is, therefore, highly improbable that indirect taxation

can be anything but inflationary.

The situation can be summed up by the fact that government budget

does not balance in terms of consumption. Stability of prices requires

that final output be allocated to the consuming sectors in relation

to the structure of demand. It is quite hopeless, for example,

to expect anything but rising prices if the consuming power of

the various sectors is greater than the supply which is allocated

to them. This "allocation" is the function of the taxation system and

should be concerned with total supplies of available goods and

services as well as the demand for them, in this respect, the

Exchequer has apparently failed, for fiscal policy could do a great

deal toward checking personal consumer demand.

However, in doing so, taxation must not destroy the workers*

incentive to produce. It may well be true that a minium degree of

consumption is required for the rewards of production, and that to

approach this minimum will reduce final output in real terms. This

must be considered by the fiacal authority. On the other hand, the

question of controlling consumer demand by a budget surplus involves

a decision as to the effect on employment. It is possible that

checking consumer demand will not stop rising wage costs and prices,

but act to reduce employment of labour and capital equipment.

Since production costs are already high, sooie industries may find

themselves in this position; however, the fact must not be overlooked

that if full employment and high wages are incompatible with the

division of total output among the consuming sectors according to

the needs of the economy, both present and future, then one or the
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other must be reduced. If employment, it follows that the real

value of final output may drop, thus reducing still further the

absolute quantities required by the consuming sector; if wages,

the difficulty is overcome, since final output is not reduced except

in money terms.

It is difficult to imagine that if fiscal policy were to reduce

consumer demand sufficiently to equal government demand for goods

and services, the wage level would rise any further. In this case,

employers would resist what wage demands ware made since prices

could not rise. Should such a measure result in unemployment and a

downward spiral of real value of output and consuming ability,

wag83 would have to adjust to a more realistic level. Thus, it can

be suggested that budgeting for a surplus is a drastic measure which

would endanger full employment, However, drastic measures are

required to stop an upward spiral of prices and wages. In this way,

a monetary budget surplus may be essential to a ''consumption-

balanced" budget. How great this monetary surplus should be is

difficult to suggest, but it must be great enough to equal

personal saving and such other excess as is required to reduce

personal consumption to a level appropriate to that of government,

export, and investment.
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CHAPTER 12

FINANCE OF CONSUMPTION

a. The Self Financing character of wage increases.

The discussion has progressed thus far on the basis of a

supply-demand relationship involving final output in terms of

primary input. While the role played by money has been Implicit in

the difference between real output and output in money terms, it

is now necessary to examine this role in greater detail. Since

monetary policy has, in recent years, returned to a position of

prominence in the control of inflation, the question of the control

of a wage-induced inflation by restriction of credit and the money

supply must now be answered.

In chapter 1, the quantity of money as a result of wartime

deficit finance was considered as well as its contribution to

inflation during the immediate post-war years. There, the point

was made that since velocity of circulation appears to be

remarkably constant, a given quantity of money will eventually result

in a national income proportionate to the amount of taoney. This,

of course, is dependent on the propensity to consume. As the surplus

currency was released v/ith the removal of price controls,

rationing,etc., this money became available for circulation and

could finance rising prices and wages during the early post-war

years. It was sho^wn, page n , that the excess currency was not

required for wages and salaries at their particular level until 1951

when income from employment and prices had risen sufficiently to

absorb a large part of the money at a "normal" velocity of

circulation. At this point rising wages and salaries would require

their own finance, or, as A.J. Brown has suggested, "... present

the economy with an invitation or challenge to finance them ..."■L
1. A.J. Brown, The Great inflation, 1939-51,Oxford university

press, 1955. p. 87
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The difference, therefore, between the wages-prices spiral

and other forms of inflation is that the money necessary to finance the

spiral appears after the process has started, whereas in other

inflations the money is injected into the economy by the finance

of long-term investment, war,etc. which then act via the multiplier

to swell consumer demand and raise the price level. A previous

chapter has shown that autonomous investment has been a feature of

the post-war period in Britain. In so far as this is financed by

"new money", it contributes to inflationary pressure by expanding

the money supply.

In a wage-induced inflation, however, rising prices will, in

a sense, finance themselves, for since much of the finance of a

business is internal, profits will rise sufficiently to maintain

the financial soundness of the concern. Suppose, for instance,

that a round of wage increases occurs. These will first be financed

by the idle balances of the employers and, when necessary, by bank

credit. Since wage earners represent a large proportion of

consumers, profits can be recouped by a ri3e of the price level.

However, since prices will not rise by as much as the wage

increase, much of the wage payments made 'by entrepreneurs will

flow back in the form of profits. The only extra quantity of money

that is required will be the difference between the total amount

required to purchase goods at the new price and that which comes

back as a result of the increased consuming power of wage earners.

So long as this difference comas from idle balances already in

existence, no new money is required, but when these surpluses of

currency are exhausted, further supplies must be forthcoming.

Clearly, if the wage increase is sufficient to stimulate demand

for consumption goods, entrepreneurs will find it profitable to
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increase their productive capacity as well as prices; hence a

demand for further investment to be financed by bank credit, or

"new money", will exist. This will increase the wage paying

capacity of the capital producing industries and the corapet.ition

for labour. In this way, the finance of the spiral will come

about. Sufficient liquid reserves or credit must be available to

finance a wage increase until the new stocks of goods are sold at

enhanced prices at which time the extra wage payments will return in

sufficient volume in the form of personal consumption to recoup

the original loss of liquid reserves. The surplus finance required

will be only the difference between the new wages paid by

entrepreneurs and the amount which fails to return because of saving.

The situation can most easily ba seen by comparing the wage

payments with wage rates and the production of domestic consumer

goods in industrial production. The money to finance rising prices

of consumer goods is clearly available in the pockets of workers,
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TABLE XXII.

Comparative Indices
Consumer goods

Year Earnings Wage Rates3 Industrial production at constant
* ~"

(Annual) prices.
'

(Annual)

Apr. 1947 100 100
Oct. 1947 104.5 102 100 100

Apr. 1948 105
Oct. 1948 113.3 107 108;3 99.7

Apr. 1949 115.2 108
Oct. 1949 117.5 109 114.9 102

Apr. 1950 120 110
Oct. 1950 123.7 111 12.3 104

Apr. 1951 131.5 118
Oct. 1951 136.2 122 127 105.5

Apr. 1952 142.2 129
Oct. 1952 147 131 123.3 102

Apr. 1953 152 135
Oct. 1953 155 137 130.6 106

Apr. 1954 161 141
Oct. 1954 166 144 139.2 111

Apr. 1955 176 152
Oct. 1955 181 155 114.2

Source: Earnings and Wage Rates Indices - Ministry of Labour Gazette:
Industrial Production Index - Table 146, Annual Abstract of

Statistics
Consumer Goods Index - Table 22, National Income and

Expenditure, 1955

& - taken from Economic Survey, 1956, Cmd. 9728.

2. It is unfortunately impossible to break down the v/age rate
index into the various industrial groups since it is contrary
to policy for the Ministry of Labour to release the indices
for publication.
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Fpr investment goods, however, as has already been shown, prices

tend to rise faster than consumer goods. Wage increases in

capital industries have less effect on consumer prices, (see p. 8i ),.
The amount of money available for consumption purchases will be

growing as each general round of wage increases occurs, if, for

example, it is assumed that Mining and Quarrying, Engineering, etc. and

Building and Contracting constitute capital producing industries, rougliy

18% of the total labour force will be employed In the production of

non-consumption goods. As wage increases are granted within these

industries as well as in those producing consumption goods, sufficient

currency exists to finance the consumer price increase. In fact,

there will be more than sufficient since the prices increase leas, on

a percentage basis, than the wages.

It is still necessary, however, to finance the investment

industries in some form or another, and this, of course, is accom¬

plished by both internal finance, new issues, or possibly, credit.

Internal finance of fixed investment has become extremely difficult

by the high rates of taxation since the war

Saving, new capital issues and fixed investment by companies and
public corporations.

1948 1949 1950 1951 195S 1955 1954

Undistributed
Income 810 953 923 777 1069 1360 1416

New Issues 238.8 113.1 307.2 239.7 332.5 330.7 406,9

Gross Fixed
investment 699 819 902 969 1013 1153 1246

Source: Table 45, National Income and Expenditure, 1955; Table 316,
Annual Abstract of Statistics.
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Rising gross fixed investment, by about 78$ between 1948 and

1954, has been financed by new issues which rose by about 70$ and

undistributed profits which increased by only 41$. It would seem,

therefore, that industrial issues are becoming more important in

the finance of fixed investment since taxation of profits is so

high. Should this trend continue, and it appears that it will, the

problem of further finance for fixed investment will become greater.

In. addition, the larger share varying between 25$ and 50$ of new

issues is for nationalized industries so that companies are still

relying to a great extent on ploughed back profits. Apparently,

consumer demand is great enough, assuming that liquid reserves

amassed during wartime deficit finance are used up, to finance a good

deal of business expansion. As depreciation and obsolescence

increase with the larger accumulation of fixed investment, further

reliance on industrial .issues must occur.

It is, unfortunately, impossible to estimate how much of fixed

capital investment is financed by undistributed profits and how much

by new issues; however, to a large extent, the price-wage movement

appears to be largely self-financing as far as durable equipment

is concerned. Though the pressure on undistributed profits is

great, some taxation relief can be secured by a minimum distribution

of profits. Paish estimates that in 1952 with no profits distributed,

taxation would amount to 50 to 65$ of profit, with "no profits

placed to reserve", this would be 63.8$ to 74.6$ Obviously it is

to the advantage of companies to refrain frora the distribution of

dividends as much as possible in the hope of future tax concessions.

3. F.W. Paish, op. cit., p. 65.
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It is to be expected, therefore, that internal financing of fixed

investment will continue so long as it is possible to gain relief

from taxation. However, if future capital is to be forthcoming

from new issues, some dividends must be paid.

In addition to the finance of fixed investment reserves must

be available for circulating assets. Other forms of finance are

available, however, in the form of bank advances, credit etc. which

can assist companies in the current financing of business activity.

The annual balance sheet analyses of the Economist show some

interesting facts regarding the changes in the structure of both

assets and liabilities.

Table 1X111.
Changes in Currant Assets and Liabilities.

Changes in Current Assets.

(£s million) 1350 - 51 1951 - 52 1952 - 53 1953 - 54 1954 - 55
303.5 (13.5fo) Ml (18.3#) 11.5 (.36$) loS.4 (3.3#)~TJo^r3TIo.4#,

Changes in Structure of Assets

Stocks 15# 34# -1.2# .42# 12#
Debtors 16# 18# -1.75# 6# 13.5#
Gilt-edged 13.5# 28# 3.4# 3.2# -14.5#
Other Secur¬

ities 3# - 4# 11# 11.5# 8#
Cash 11.5# - 1.6# 2.8# 3.9# 10.8#

Changes in Liabilities

1950 - 51 1951 - 52 1952 - 55 1955 - 54 1954 - 55

Banks 3.9# 16# 1.4#
Creditors 35# 45# tttt 30# 41#
Tax Reserve 12.4# 2# 100# 17# 10#
Other 1 .4# 4.6#
Total 52.8# 63.4# 100# 51.6# 52.4#

On an average, over one half of current assets are financed, by
current liabilities, the rest being financed by business reserves. On
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the liabilities side, it is apparent that banks are assuming a less

important role thafi are both creditors and taxation reserves. In a

sense, this suggests that companies are financing themselves since

almost one half of changes in current liabilities are from within the

structure of the companies. The tendency appears to be a movement

away from the banks as higher interest rates are felt.

On the assets side, debtors and stocks show the effect of the

decline in sales during 1952 after the rather heavy build-up during the

previous two years. The effect of the credit squeeze is seen in the

shift from gilt-edged and the increase in cash in 1954 to 1955.

Considering manufacturing as a whole, Table 53 of the Blue Book states

that the total value of stocks held at the and of 1953 was £3,373

million of which only 14$ or £478.1 million was financed, presumably,

by bank credit. The rest must have come from creditors, etc.,

financed by either current or anticipated profits and, of course,

reserve* from within the industry itself. Considering industry as

a whole, bank advances amounted to about 25$ of working capital in

1953.

Here, therefore, will probably be the major source of extra

finance required for rising wages. However, it should be noted that

the tendency is away from the banks in the direction of trade credits

advanced among companies. This can only be possible if anticipated

consumption at a certain price level is sufficiently high to merit

the granting of this inter-industry indebtedness. If this is true,

it must follow that the wage-price spiral is becoming more self-

financing as it progresses. Bank advances, for example, increased

considerably from 1946 to 1952, but declined in 1953 and in 1954.

At any rate, the suggestion holds that "new money" furnished by

banks has been available for the financing of "stocks and work in
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progress" .

Bank advances, monthly averages (£3 million)

1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1955 1954

896.2 1123.6 1354.6 1494.6 1683.9 1920.6 1930.6 1815.8 1904.1

Difference 232.4 226.0 140.0 189.3 236.7 10.0 -114.3 88.3

The difference between these monthly averages would ba the amount of

new money, presumably, required to finance rising wage costs, raw

material costs, or in general, all costs which are higher than before.

The rest will be recouped from higher prices as increased wages, etc.

sv/ell consumer demand.

These.figures check very closely with stock appreciation, which

is another way of showing the rise in cost of "stocks and work in

progress". The effect of the fall in import costs from the .1951

high is seen by the drop in bank advances in 1952 and 1953, but the

rise from 1953 to 1954 would probably suggest that this was due to

the increased wage costs since import costs were reasonably steady at

that time. If so, one could estimate that rising prices due to

increased wages only require an extra quantity of money which

amounts to about £88 million per month or about £1,056 million per

year of private finance for working capital. The rest will come

from profits, etc. which arise ultimately from the consumers of whom

wage-earners are the majority.

The second source of money will, of course, be the central

government in its lending principally to local authorities which are

financed by Treasury bills in the capital account and which are

taken up by the banks by an increase in their deposits, and, at

the same time, an increase in liquidity ratios. In so far as the

central government is in deficit this bank borrowing constitutes
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"new money". Probably, therefore, not ranch over X0$ of consumer

purchases are financed directly through the injection of new

money into the economy. The rest will be financed by wages

increases and what redistribution of wealth occurs in the form of

grants, welfare benefits, etc. that swell the consuming potential.

Salaries and other forms of passive incomes will, when they

become active, increase the consuming potential still further.

The "challenge" to finance a wage increase, therefore, amounts,

in the final analysis, to only about lo$ new money and credit, the

rest is self-financing through the eventual increase in profits.

It is, of course, quite impossible in a closed economy for wage

payments and other incomes of productive factors to be completely

self-financing. There must at all times be a margin of currency

available to make up the difference between payments of productive

factors and the consumption by them.

This difference has become smaller in the post-war years

compared with pre-war. The redistribution of income to wage

earners has resulted in a comparatively small amount of saving

since wage earners are heavy consumers. High taxation of profits

has so narrowed the difference that a shortage of saving is the

real problem. In pre-war conditions, it may have been true that

workers were underpaid and their consuming ability heavily

restricted; however, this meant that no shortage of /noney for

investment purposes existed. Companies were free to expand out of

their own profits without relying on new mon8y or capital issues.

Under currant trends, expansion of fixed capital will require new

finance which must be supplied by the banking system. This means

a growing rather than a constant supply of money to finance
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ttie ever-expanding productive capacity necessary to supply the

consuming potential. The supply of money, it should be noted,

is subordinate to the fact that the consuming potential has

increased and is increasing as wage earnings grow even faster than

wage rates. The money supply is, in reality, a function of the

distribution, rather than the size, of national income. As wage

earners increase their share of national income, more money and

credit in absolute terms, will be required. However, the amount

of new money becomes smaller in relation to the amount already in

the hands of consumers. In this way, as distribution in favour

of wage earners progresses,* wages-prices spiral becomes more self-

financing and, it may be added, more difficult to control by

monetary means.

b. Effects of a restriction of credit on consumption.

According to the equation of demand, p.i«ps| , it was shown that
total output was divided among internal consuming sectors defined

as personal consumption, fixed capital investment in stocks, and

the external requirements of government and export. The

situation presented by a wage-induced inflation is that personal

consumption owing to rising wage costs is greater than the domestic

productive capacity of the nation can support with a given level

of investment. Consequently, exports tend to fall in relation to

personal consumption, and imports rise. Rising wage costs force

pries levels higher as demand for personal consumption rises. In

order to assess the valua of a rise in the Bank Rate in checking

the wage-induced inflation, therefore, it must be clear at the outset

where the initial cause lies.

The phenomenon of wage-price spiral is an outgrowth of a
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by the cost of the productive factors which enter into them.

These represent, for the economy as a whole, primary inputs

including imports, labour, profits, etc., and indirect taxes.

A rise in the cost of any one productive factor will result in a

price rise if market demand is sufficiently strong. Generally,

speaking, this has been true in the post-war world, though it

need not apply at other times. Since a rise in wage costs swells

demand for personal consumption, the spiral of wages and prices

can be largely self-financing,requiring only sufficient funds to

replace those which fail to return to the producer. In the

interval, that is, during the time when higher wages are paid and

the resulting higher consumption occurs, credit in some fort;; or

another must be forthcoming. Mow let it be assumed that bank

advances are restricted and interest rates are raised in

accordance with a credit squeeze. A company will have several

alternatives. First, (see Table XXI11) it can reduce the level

of stocks and work in progress. This would entail a sale of

existing stocks and a restriction of production to replace them.

There is, however, a certain minimum level below which stocks must

not fall, for the fluctuations of market demand are such that if

demand rises and stocks are insufficient to supply it,profits are

lost. This the producer can hardly afford. He will, therefore,

be limited in his ability to reduce stocks to the level required

by limited bank advances.

Second, if this "danger point" is already being approached,

the company can finance further stocks by means of trade credits.

Stocks, in other words, can move to the customers' premises and

be financed by
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be financed by promises to pay at a later date. This could

perform the service of bank advances quite well so long as

confidence in future market values of products are maintained;
%

however, should this confidence be undermined, creditors would
■ -•!

press for payment and debtors who represent further creditors
\v

on the liabilities side of the balance sheet, will find it

difficult to raise the necessary cash. The result of this would 'pn
be a complete collapse. Therefore, one would expect a reduction of

trade debts in view of the psychological effect of a credit

squeeze. Table XXlll, however, shows no such tendency in response

to rises in the Bank Hate, only a shift from bank advances to

creditors in the liabilities and a rise in debtors in assets

Third, liquidity can be reduced to replace lost bank advances.

Again, there is a limit here to the minimum required for safety.

In fact, there has been a shift away from gilt-edged into cash on

the assets side as rising interests result in a fall of security

values. In general, any movement toward greater liquidity would

result in reduced dividend payments, thus reducing the pressure of

demand for consumer goods.

Fourth, it would be possible to curtail Investment in fixed

capital equipment in order to .maintain a stronger liquid position.^1
This is, in fact, the ultimate aim of credit restriction, to

reduce capital investment by making it too expensive. This will

be especially true in heavy industry where fixed capital

equipment is essential for production. Light industry, however,

will not be affected to any great extent since fixed capital is

less important.5 Again, this operates to make monetary policy

4. Meade and Andrews conclude from examiners suits of the oxford studies
that liquid resources are a major factor in influencing the
decisions of entrepreneurs as to "extensions and renewals". Wilson
&. Andrews, Oxford studies in the price mechanism, Oxford, 1951 p 3q

5. Please see page 22$
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selective, for light industry highly dependent on labour has been

in a position of high liquidity since the war. Here also the

effects of a restrictive monetary policy will be rather slow in

being felt, for existing orders of capital equipment will have to

be worked off. This time lag may result in a stimulation of a

downward movement in effective demand when the danger of inflation

has passed, thus making the mechanism of monetary control too

cumbersome.

It is this backlog of orders which has led Mr Harrod to the

conclusion that it is not investment itself which should be cut but

the long order books. At a time when productive capacity should

be increased, orders placed for more fixed capital equipment are

far too long in being filled; hence the ability of a company to

increase production is seriously hampered. In the meantime, of course,

rising wage costs press upon the price level and the economies of

increased production cannot assist in absorbing wage costs simply

because of long delays in delivery. In effect, the demand for
6

investment goods has increased faster than the ability to supply them.

5. In this regard, Sir Percy Mills of the Engineering Industry
pointed out that capital expansion schemes were being cut
because of the credit squeeze and that wages were not in
balance with production. , Manchester Guardian, January 5,1956.

6. R.F. Harrod, "Current problems and Their Impact in 1955",
District Bank Review, December, 1955, p.9. He notes also that
new beginnings of factory buildings measured in square yards,
were 62$ higher in April, 1954, to March, 1955, than in the
preceding year, and 50$ higher than the average for the five
years before.
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There is no doubt that there is considerable validity in the

argument that long delays in delivery do result in slowing up the

ability of industry to increase production in response to high demand.

However, it is doubtful whether the correct approach toward remedying

the defect would be actually reducing the number of orders rather

than making it possible to increase the productive capacity of

capital goods producing industry, indeed, it would appear to be

even more sensible, since over-expansion of capital goods industry

would possibly lead to instability of the economy {the familiar

accelerator), to restrict the level of consumer demand which leads to

the placing of orders for capital goods faster than industry can

supply them. Final demand should not increase at a greater rate than

the factors of production available to the capital producing industries

Since, however, the credit squeeze is"non-selective" (subject to

the qualification above)it applies to the capital goods industries as

well as to those actually placing the orders. Engineering, as an

example of a producer of oapital equipment (see footnote 5), is

"squeezed" and its own ability to produce reduced because of the

monetary policy. This is an important point to he considered in the

application of monetary restriction, and should not be overlooked,

for in this way the credit squeeze reduces the abaility of the economy

to overcome the difficulties of a wage-induced inflation.

Lastly, companies may be able to overcome the restriction of bank

advances by increasing prices and, consequently, gross profits. Obvious -

ly, this Is not available to all, for, if it were, the credit

squeeze would be infhtionary with the impossible situation of a

wages-prices spiral being self-financing. Indeed, in such a case,

higher rates of direct taxation would have to be met.
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Restriction of bank advances will reduce the amount of working

capital available, and, bancs, encourage the entrepreneur to

resist rising wage claims. In this way, the credit squeeze may

have soma effect on reducing the tendency for wage claims to be

granted. Indeed, by causing a restriction of dividend payments,

trade unions will be unable to point to distributed profits as a

reason for a greater share for wages. Thus, by a tighter money

supply, the means of paying higher wages will not exist. This will

especially be true for the relatively small amount of new money

required to finance the small proportion of rising wages which do

not finance themselves, assuming that trade credits are incapable

of substitution for lost bank advances.

Should inflation arise from an excess of money supply instead

of rising waga costs, the situation would be very different, if,

for example, the squeeze of credit has been applied during the

early post-war years -when a major cause of inflation was an

over-supply of currency, it could have bean instrumental in

reducing this currency excess much more quickly. At the moment,

when prices rise because of rising costs, the circumstances are

quite different, in fact, because of increased cost of capital

equipment, further pressures are applied to the entrepreneur at a

time when he is already caught between new wage demands and

exorbitant rates of direct taxation. To add a third, higher

cost of fixed capital equipment, because of higher interest rates,

will hardly remedy the situation.

Long term investment projects which are particularly hard
hit by rising interest ratos will be sharply cut by the credit
squeeze. In so far as these do not contribute directly to
increased production, the economy will benefit at least in the
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short term. A greater share of final output will be available for

personal consumption as a result of the resources released, for the

production of these goods and services. However, a strong case can

be made against such a policy, for a restriction of such activity

as the building of schools, hospitals, private dwellings, etc.

limits, though indirectly, the productive capacity of the nation, at

least in the long run.

Perhaps the greatest effect of the higher interest rate on the

p^KSwal consumption ratio will be felt through the reduced incomes

derived from securities. The loss of capital if, of course,

considerable during a period of rising rates; indeed, In view of

the large numbers of securities held by both private and

institutional investors, it hardly seems advisable to rely on

fluctuating interest rates as a policy. This must have a

discouraging effect on future investment plans. Again, however,

this will net affect the majority of consumers who receive by far the

largest share of currency in the form of wage earnings.

Before conluding this section on the effect of a restrictive

monetary policy on the spiral, four propositions suggested

recently by W.T. Newlyn on the relationship of interest rates and

the supply of capital should be considered in relation to the
7

preceding discussion. The first is, "national expenditure is

unlikely to be affected in inflation by changes in the cost of money".

7. W.T. Newlyn, "The Credit Squeeze in the Light of Basic
Principles", Bankers Magazine, November, 1955, p. 237,
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This proposition can only have reference to an inflationary

situation which results from causes other than high consumption

such as an excess supply of money, for, in the case of a wage or

cost induced inflation, as has been shown, consumption can be

restricted by a raising of interest rates. For an inflation

arising from a surplus of money, the rate of interest would have to

be higher than the expected price rise; hence A.J. Brown estimates

that since prices were rising at the rate of 6 or 7% after the war,

an interest rate of 10$ would be necessary to check expenditure.

Once the surplus of money is absorbed by the economy, a rise in

interest rates can have an effect in checking expenditure because

of the expense of the new credit required to finance rising

expenditure. Since, in the former case, the money supply is already

in existence, and in the latter, it must be created, entrepreneurs

will consider rather closely the expense of expanding their

productive capacity in the light of the cost of new money to

finance expansion. Mth monetary inflation, the only decision to be

made is whether expansion is the most profitable way of using

existing funds, hut with a cost-induced inflation, the risk is

greatly heightened because of the expense of credit in relation to

the expectation of future prices.

Second, "expenditure cannot take place if the availability

of money is insufficient to finance it." This proposition is

obvious enough, but in the light of the preceding, should be

interpreted with some caution. It must be kept in mind that as

income redistribution in favour of a high consuming group takes

place, expenditure becomes more self-financing (see above). A

smaller proportion of new money, in relation to that already in

the hands of wage earners, is required to finance expenditure.
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In the aggregate, since the propensity to consume is rising as

distribution of real income in favour of workers takes place, the

possibility of checking the cost induced inflation by restricting

the supply of new money becomes more difficult.

Third, "availability can be curbed by restricting supply if idle

funds have been absorbed." Again, this is obvious in view of the

discussion of proposition one. It suggests the possibility of

checking inflation by monetary means only after excess money has

been absorbed. However, as stated above, a restrictive monetary

policy can be instrumental in absorbing idle funds more rapidly.

This, it would appear, is a most useful function of high interest

rates.

Fourth, "the cost of money will rise if the supply is

restricted". To this may be added the converse, the supply of money

will be restricted if the cost of money rises. Brown has correlated

the supply of money in relation to national income, and interest

rates as the yield on government bonds for fourteen countries. He

concluded that a little more than one half the changes in interest

rates can be explained by changes in the supply of money (the

correlation coefficient is - 0.7163).8 These propositions will

help to clarify the issue of what monetary policy can and cannot do.

Clearly,then. monetary measures designed to check a wage

induced inflation will have an affect only on the relatively small

amount of credit required by companies to finance current working

capital. Other effects of a rise in the Bank Rate will be

confined to values of securities, and a scaling down of investment

plans. Hire purchase restrictions will, of course, directly

affect consumer purchases of durable goods, but a reduction of

8. A.J. Brown, op. cit., p. 205
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investment activity will only affect consumption indirectly as the

production of capital goods declines, relaxing the demand for labour.

This, too, will affect only those long-term projects which rely on

long-term credit of which interest rates are a major portion of

costs. In this way, interest rates are selective in that some

capital investment projects are checked to a greater degree than

others.

In another sense, however, the rate of interest will affect the

expnasion of those new industries which require long-term capital

for development. The relatively prosperous industries which enjoy

profits of security, since their products are in current high demand,

will not require borrowed capital for exapnsion purposes, for

sufficient reserves will be accumulated over and above taxation.

Since there is no way of determining which is essential for the

economic welfare of the nation, the restriction imposed by high

interest rates may be damaging. New industries are essential for

the progressive development of the nation if export markets are not

to be lost. In this way, restriction of fixed capital investment

through borrowing may do more harm than good.

The analysis of company balance sheets furnished by the

Economist is confined only to the large well-established public

companies. Is was shown that bank advances are not at all so

important in the finance of working capital. This, however, does

not apply to the small private company for which bank advances must

still be important in their finance. This is shown by the fact

that bank advances amounted to 25fo of stocks and work in progress

in 1953. In this way, the restriction of credit becomes mora

selective. For these companies whose products are assured of a
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market, credit restriction will havs little effect, especially since

trade credits for these companies will take the place of bank

advances.

In view of the size of the national debt among the industrial

nations, it is not at all surprising that the interest rate as a

regulator of business activity was not generally favoured after the war.

Low interest rates make the burden of the national debit considerably

lighter. They also encourage investment in housing and other long-

term investment programmes which were required as replacement of

capital lost during the war. In the light of these considerations,

it is rather surprising that a return to monetary control should

occur. The national debt is still high and even though lost

capital may have been replaced, the need for further investment

is still current.

c. Effect of credit restriction on the distribution of income.

The last point to be considered is the effect of monetary

restriction on the equation of distribution (p. 13.9). The effect

on the consumption side has already been discussed as a reduction

in f (fixed investment) and s (stocks). Aggregate stockholding

will probably be reduced absolutely and certainly fixed investment

will be. Which fixed investment will be cut is a different matter,

for rising interest rates are often erroneously selective, if

personal consumption (c) rises absolutely to the same extent as

fixed investment and stocks fall, no change in value of final output

will occur. This, in effect, means a transfer of resources from

investment to consumer goods and no change in distributive shares

will result. Obviously, this situation will represent an ideal
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adjustment to a change in investment and frictions will be set

up which will hamper the movement of productive resources to

industries producing goods for personal consumption; however,

assuming that indirect taxes (t) are the same for the new personal

consumption goods, the adjustment to a new equilibrium will take

place with no change in distributive shares.

Under conditions of over-full employment, aggregate personal

consumption will^robably not change absolutely to any great

extent. The ratio, however, will change as absolute investment

falls. The money value of the final output will fall as a

consequence. This will affect active distributive shares adversely

as ratios fall and passive income shares rise. Unemployment or

short-time working in the capital producing industries will cause

a fall in the ratio of employment income (e) and loss of profits

(if any) will cause a fall in o. The action will be delayed by the

existence of long order books for capital equipment, but it will

eventually occur.

It is conceivable that the "slack" which results in the

capital goods produoing industry from credit restriction could be

taken up by orders for export; however, since overseas markets

are price elastic, this could only occur if prices should fall.

The chances of this are rather remote in view of the high cost of

labour since the credit squeeze makes no provision for wages to

fall. Further, since the capital goods industries are themselves

heavy users to fixed capital, there is small likelihood of

economies of production. The only chance for increasing exports

of capital goods would for competitive prices of foreign producers

to rise while British prices remained stable.

The other alternative for increasing exports would be by the
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eventual reduction of personal consumption which would result from

unemployment, not by reduced wages. Trade unions will resist wage

cuts so that some short tine working must occur instead. This, of

course, involves waste of productive resources. Quantity of

production and exports may, therefore, fall. Personal consumption

arising from securities will be reduced at once through the credit

squeeze, since capital values fall.

The important feature of the reduction of fixed investment is

that the capacity to produce is restricted. This can only result in

a rising income ratio for labour so long as demand remains high. There

is no guarantee that wage payments will fall sufficiently to reduce

the pressure of personal consumption. In fact, it is quite 'possible

that, since opportunities for investment which will increase output

per man-hour are limited, demand for labour will rise. This will increase

the employment income ratio, Since credit restrictions affect the

capital goods producing industries to a greater extent than the

light consumer industries, the possibilities of increasing the

aggregate producing potential of the economy becomes rather remote.

In this way, restriction of capital investment will create greater

and more serious problems than the temporary one which it solves.

As money flows into the hands of wage earners at an increasing
a v Yl

rate, the possibility of monetary control becomes more remote.

To Harrod's point that long delivery dates hinder the

increase of production can be added the fact that export orders

can be lost for the same reason. A nation so dependent on

exports, particularly of Engineering products, can hardly afford

to limit the expansion of this industry, on the other hand,

Textiles, an example of a declining industry, will inevit ;bly lose

foreign markets to competitive producers in other nations, it
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seems, therefore, that to use an anti-inflationary weapon such

as monetary policy which makes no distinction among declining

and growing industries is a mistake.

An interesting contrast can be made between the monetary policy

of the Federal Reserve Board in the United States and the current

credit squeeze in Great Britain. The United States, not dependent

on exports, had apparently succeeded in 1955 in stabilizing

the price level by the application of monetary checks. This has been

accomplished by the double action of restricting bank reserves and

raising the re-discount rate after banks were forced to seek loans

at the Federal Reserve. The effect was an over-all restriction of

credit, including consumer credit, with the result that in spite

of rising expenditure on capital investment, prices remained stable

throughout 1955. It appears that the difference between the two

techniques of credit restriction is the application of gentle

pressure on bank credit through reserve limitation ; and the sledge

hammer effect of successive rises in Bank Rate. The latter reduces

consumer demand, if at all, by restricting fixed capital

investment, while the former restricts consumer demand in

conjunction with demand for investment goods, thus maintaining

the relationship between personal consumption and investment. The

raising of the Bank Rate distorts the economy by reducing, first,

investment demand and, second, after a time lag, consumer demand

through the unemployment and short-time working which results.

d. Conclusion.

In conclusion, it appears that monetary restraint through

rising Bank Rate is a short-sighted policy of control of a cost

induced inflation which will only have an anti-inflationary effect

by a release of scarce productive resources for the production
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of goods and services for personal consumption. Since the

wages-prices spiral is, to a large extent, self-financing, demand

for personal consumption goods will not be restricted except for the

"new money" required to finance the wage payments which fail to

return to the producer as gross earnings. The differential

growth of incentive payments and overtime earnings in relation

to wage rates has resulted in a large volume of currency which is,

in effect, "out of control". whereas the excess liquid funds

as an inheritance of the last war were sufficient to finance an

inflationary process, rising wage payments which have borne no

relationship to productivity have served to replace the earlier

excess of liquidity. In this way, Mr Newlyn's second and third

propositions are largely satisfied. "Idle funds", as he pointed

out, are in the hands of a high consuming group ready to be

activated when the level of prices rises sufficiently.

Credit restriction in the form of limited bank advances tends

to be selective, affecting those companies which are dependent on

them for the finance of working capital. Those companies whose

products are well-established on the market will find no

difficulty in financing working capital through trade credits. The

system of inter-industry indebtedness, while dangerous in the

event of a general loss of business confidence will furnish quite

an adequate substitute for bank advances .Though the rate of

discount may be high, "debtors" on the assets side of the balance

sheet will cancel the "creditors" on the liabilities side. In this

way, a restriction of bank advances will have a greater effect on

new companies than on the older, well-established firms.
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This is especially true if a reduction of fixed capital

investment is necessary to protect the liquid finances of a new

company. The squeeze of credit makes it much more difficult to

secure finance from the capital market as well, so that capital

investment plans must be revised. The new, growing industry will

be hardest hit. In this way, the use of monetary policy tends to

be erroneously selective if it is assumed that new industries are

desirable.

For long-term capital projects, rising interest rates will force

an indefinite postponement. Since interest rates form a major part

of cost, these projects will become too expensive to be undertaken.

This will release productive factors for other uses which may

be more desirable at the particular time. In this way, monetary

policy will be highly selective.

Ultimately, however, the credit squeeze must reduce productive

capacity if it is continued for a sufficiently long period of time.

Since the difficulty is really a lack of productive capacity to

satisfy both personal consumption and exports at stable prices,

it follows that capital goods producing industries are inadequate

as well. Long delivery dates tend to reduce the producing

capacity of industry within a given time limit. In the meantime,

prices rise as production is encouraged by incentive and overtime

payments to labour which further increase the supply of money

in circulation in relation to production. Again, the credit squeeze

will check the expansion of the Engineering industry which is itself

capital producing. In this way, the cost induced inflation becomes

seIf-perpetuating.

Finally, the fact that the growth of productive capacity is

checked will result in an economy that is weighted in favour of
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personal consumption. Failure to reduce the consuming capacity

of the population along with the capacity to produce suggests

that the problem of a spiral of wages and prices will temporarily

be solved but will be made greater in the long run. Monetary

control under current conditions is a means of gaining a temporary

respite from the symptoms of inflation but will not affect a cure.
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Summary

The consuming sectors of final output have bean examined with

the object of determining the conditions under which cost increases

can be shifted to consuming seotors in the form of price rises.

The share for personal consumption was found to be increased from

its ordinary "equilibrium level" by income redistribution in favour

of wage earners through both welfare benefits and incentive payments

to labour. A consumption multiplier, therefore, results which

encourages both investment and price increases for consumer goods.

Personal saving, the residual between income and personal consumption ,

has risen partly because of forced saving by passive incomes and the

fact that domestic production of consumer goods is inadequate to

supply the demand at the existing price level.

Net taxes paid by wage earners (indirect plus direct taxes less

welfare benefits) are quite small, amounting to about 4$, on an

average,of gross income. The result is a subsidy of labour which,

like any other subsidy, should, to be effective, reduce the tendency

for wage claims to be made. The overall wage bill to the nation

should be smaller as a result of guaranteed welfare benefits than it

would be if the worker were to provide these benefits for himself.

This, however, is not the case; on the contrary, the wage bill

tends to be higher as ^abour demands an increasing share of total

output.

The investment sector of the consumption side is only

inflationary, of course, if it is not accompanied by equivalent

saving. If induced investment in response to the consumption

multiplier is great enough to stimulate further incomes not

accompanied by saving equivalent to the level of induced investment,
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a self-generating spiral of wages and prices emerges to be checked

only by passive incomes which will be forced to save by high

prices. Autonomous investment, in addition, has been quite high

during the post-war period and will continue to be so as the needs

of an expanding economy for basic materials and resources grow.

Furthermore, the fruition periods for autonomous investment tend to

be long so that increased production will not be available before

considerable inflationary pressure is felt. However, with a long

life expectancy, autonomous investment must eventually decline and

release further resources for induced investment and production of

goods for personal consumption.

The external consuming sectors, exports and government, are

important since their size determines the amount of final putput

available for consumption by internal sectors. Favourable terms of

trade increase the value of final output by definition, but if
f

accompanied by rising internal absolute consumption, they will be

inflationary by causing a rise in the value of final output to a

greater extent than the original. This, in effect, will result in

constant, or nearly constant, Internal consuming ratios. The

possibility of exploiting favourable tei*ms of trade was suggested as
$

a painless method of saving for further investment.

The consuming share of government (in absolute terms} can

be secured by either reducing the share of consumption for other

incomes with final output remaining the same in value, or by

increasing the value of final output. A combination of both is,

of course, quite possible. However, under full employment

conditions, a balanced nominal budget does not necessarily mean a

balanced consumption budget. If the revenue for government
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consumption is derived from a balanced nominal budget but internal

consumption is not reduced to the same amount, the result is

inflationary. Fundamental to this concept is the shifting of the

incidence of taxation - direct profits tax shifted to consumers as

high prices, and indirect taxation shifted by workers, through

higher wages, to passive incomes.

Finally, monetary policy and its effects were discussed including

the fact that rising interest rates tend to be erroneously

selective and that the greatest quantity of money is out of the

reach of monetary control in the hands of wage-earners. As a

consequence, a demand for personal consumption is virtually

untouched, whereas fixed investment is curbed, thus reducing the

future producing potential for the short-term benefits of an

increased quantity of final output for personal consumption. As

a method of control of the prices-wages spiral, it must be

cumbersome for only the extra money necessary to finance that

part of wage payments which fails to return to entrepreneurs as

gross profits can be affected by monetary control.
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TH5 SPIRAL R5STATDD

a. Distribution of income to producers.

In the first two parts, the forces tending toward cost inflation

were analyzed and discussed from the standpoint of both supply and

demand. These constitute the essentials necessary for a wages-

prices spiral, viz. cost increases must be reflected in higher

prices and demand must be great enough to accept them, if these

conditions are satisfied, the stage is set for the price-wage spiral.

It remains now to examine these conditions in relation to past

experience and current economic theory so as to evaluate them with

the necessary perspective. Once this is accomplished, it should be

possible to make positive suggestions.

As has been shown, the wage-price spiral is ultimately

a question of distribution. A productive factor can increase its

share of real put put at the expense of other incomes. If such is

the case, the gaining factor can be considered"active" and the

losing factors '♦passive". The relationship between active and

passive incomes can be shown rather simply with the aid of a

diagram, (diagram 2.(
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DIAGRAM 2, (Imports Cost Rise)

On the horizontal axis measure active income sectors, OA.

On the vertical, measure final <?utput equal to ON. A certain portion

of final output, OY, will represent passive incomes and the

remainder, YN, will be active incomes equal to OA on the horizontal

axis. Included within the quantity OY will be imports, overheads,

services, etc. which are essential to production in the aggregate.

If NP i3 set off equal to OA and the points P and Y are joined, a

line with a slope of 45° is formed (YN'NP). Should the value of

final output fall, active incomes would be reduced along this line

to nothing when final output equals OY. This would be the theoretical
minimum below which value of output could not fall and represents

necessary payments to passive income sectors.
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The intersection of the 45° line with the line of final

output at N represents the equilibrium distribution of income which

satisfies all productive factors, in the equation of distribution,

the active incomes in the denominator are measured on the

horizontal axis so that if any influence disturbs the ratios of

distribution, price adjustments will occur until a new

equilibrium value of final output determined by the intersection

of the line representing the distribution ratio desired (PP2) and

a new 45° line. Suppose that an imports cost rise forces the value

of passive incomes to Y1 and value of final output to (YYl-NNl)

as in diagram 2. A new 45° line Y1P1P2 representing potentially

a new equilibrium ratio of distribution at a higher value of

final output will then exist. The actual equilibrium point P2

will be determined by the slope of the line P1P2 which represents

the ratios of distribution that active incomes will maintain. In

this way an imports cost increase which would ordinarily result

in an increase in value of final output to Nl because of

maintenance of distributive shares causes an increase in value to

N2. This is the situation which existed in 1946-48 as

analyzed on pp. 19 and 20.

It is the slppe of PP2 which is of the greatest importance.

If, for example, labour were in such a weak bargaining position

that it would be forced to accept a reduction in real wages, the

profits share could either remain constant or increase at the

expense of labour, and the line PP2 would be more nearly vertical.

In other words, wage incomes would be passive and the price

approximating Pi would be the result. Further the smaller the

share of labour in final output, the smaller the ratio it will

attempt to maintain in order to uphold its real wages. Thus, in the
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same way, the slope of the line PP2 will approach more nearly

vertical. Clearly, the more vertical the income ratio line, the

quicker the spiral will converge and the less the final price will

rise. There are, therefore, two converging forces suggested,

first, the weakness of an active income sector which contributes to

"passivity", and second, the size of active income sectors which

attempt to maintain their ratios.

It is apparent from the diagram that a spiral resulting from

a rise in imports cost will converge fairly quickly 3ince active

incomes will be concerned primarily with maintaining real incoiaes.

As a result, production increases will have the greatest

opportunity for contributing to convergence. This would be shown

in the diagram by a shift downward and to the right of the 45°

line, Y1P1P8, as the share of passive incomes in final output

becomes smaller and the share of active income rises.

The same diagram will apply to individual industries as well

as to final output in the aggregate. For example, in basic

industries with a high proportion of labour costs, the 45° line
Y PI would be much lower and the slope PP2 corresponding to

active income ratios would be much greater. Diagram 3 shows that

the converging point will be much higher than if active incomes

were a smaller proportion of final cost.
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ycr/jtz- y/j/^2c /'1c$
DIAGRAM 3

(Imports Cost Rise in Basic Industries and Consumer Industries)

The opposite is true, obviously, for those industries with a

small proportion of active incomes to final cost.

Suppose, now, that labour demands greater share of final

output than before. In this example wages will be measured on

the horizontal axis and passive incomes plus profits on the

vertical. OY represents passive incomes, OH, profits, and

OW, wages. A line drawn from Y to the point of P suggests that

wages and profits are mutually exclusive, and the slope (not

necessarily 45°), the ratio of one to the other. The increase

in wages, WWi would be shown as PP^ and total value of final
output (ON OWj.) will accordingly increase. Profits will
attempt to regain their former status and passive incomes plus

profits will rise to ON^ (NNj_ ^l^)* Successive increases in
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wages and profits will occur until both are satisfied at the

point P4, and the new value of final output will then equal 0N40W4.
In the same way, if labour's demand for a higher income were to

coincide with a rise in import costs, the dotted line beginning at

Yj_ will intersect the new wage-profits ratio line (P^Pq) at a
much higher level.

This constitutes the true wages-prices spiral since, in the

assumption, labour is attempting to increase its share of final

output at the expense of profits, but only succeeds in so doing

at the expense of passive incomes. The result is that both labour

and profits increase their respective shares.

Again, in this case, the major force of convergence is the

si7q of passive incomes plus imports. In addition, however,

production increases can contribute greatly to convergence by

shifting the wage-profits ratio fffy, downwards and to the
right. As active income sectors increase their shares, passive
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income shares will reduce. Thus, if the line YPP4 shifts to the

right as fast as active incomes increase absolutely, no price rise

will occur. vVage restraint imposed from above or arising from

within in the form of longer and more stable wage agreements, will
*

slow up the spiralling process so that plans for technical

improvements in production will have sufficient time to mature.

This would permit the simultaneous movement of wages with

productivity which is so necessary for stable prices.

This second case of rising shares of active incomes shows by

its nature that the new equilibrium reached may not be stable.

Labour can clearly see that it has improved its real wages by

increasing its income, whereas in the former case, it was

defending its real income against rising import costs, it is now

in a position to exploit its position. Of course, the same applies

to profits. Therefore, should trade unions by watching the profit

statements of the employer devote their energies toward gains at

the expense of profits, the result could be a perpetual spiral

characterized by a constantly increasing slope of the active income

ratio line.

The Government's contribution to the spiral 13 in the form

of indirect taxation. This increases the size of active income

sectors final output and, hence, the slope of the ratio line,

PP . An increase in indirect taxation would be shown by a

shift upward of the equilibrium price level N. In so doing, active

income shares become greater and, consequently, the slope of the

ratio line is greater. In diagram 5, the new equilibrium value of

N is replaced by the line Ni as a result of the indirect tax.
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DIAGRAM 5, (The Indirect Tax)

As a consequence, the slope of the ratio line beginning at p^ is

greater than the slope of the line beginning P. Any attempt,

therefore, to increase the share of an active income will result

in a greater price rise than before the increase in indirect tax.

The only possible way for an indirect tax to be anti-inflationary

would be for the consumers to restrict their consumption as well as

demands for increases in income. Labour, the majority of

consumers, would have to be content with passivity of income, a

quality not shown in the post-war years. The ratio would,

therefore, be nearly vertical such as PPg.
Lastly, is it possible for the forces which cause the

active income ratio line to increase its slope to be sufficiently
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strong to .result in a divergent spiral ? Diagram 6 shows a case

in which no passive incomes exist.

DIAGRAM ("Diverpent'1 Spiral)

The only converging force is a constant cost of imports. Again

equilibrium exists at the value N of final output, one active

income sector, wages, increases its income so that the total of

active incomes is now raised by AAx- PP^; should this total of
incomes be maintained as a constant ratio a series of new values

of N will result, culminating in a considerable increase in the

price level (Pg). Hence, the more nearly the slope of the line

PlPg approaches 45°, the greater the tendency for prices to rise

ad infinitum, and the larger the share of active incomes, the

closer to 45° does the ratio line become. For all practical

purposes, this ?«rouid constitute a divergent spiral, since the price
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some unemployment (that is, greater passivity of labour's income),

arid lo3s of profits would obtain.

Xii »adividual .industries, for example the service industries

which require a very small amount of imports, such a divergent

spiral could be quite possible. Price competition and buyers'

resistance would be the checks to such a process, in basic

industries, too. such as coal mining, a diverging spiral can result,

especially since production increases tend to be rather limited.

An attempt by miners to raise wages and increase their purchasing

power eas, therefore, cause a divergent spiral of wages and prices.

Since there are, at the moment, no substitutes for coal and the

possibility of coal imports is limited by foreign currency, the

inflationary potential of this situation can be great. Rising coal

prices can react ultimately on the general price level contributing

to a rising cost of living.

b. Income distribution to consumers.
'

\

In the same manner, the distribution of final output to
/ '

consuming sectors can be shown; howsver, the values will be much more
flexible. Instead of fixed passive incomes, their equivalent,

external consuming sectors, can vary as much as internal consuming

sectors. The analysis, however, follows the same pattern.

First (sea diagram 3} on the vertical axis, measure government

consumption, exports and fixed oapital as OF. As before the

total value of final output is shown by ON. On the horizontal

axis, OC represents personal consumption.
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A 45° line drawn from F to P (FN~NP) suggests that at a given value

of final output personal consumption and other consuming sectors are

mutually exclusive. Suppose that fixed investment increases from

F to In order to maintain a constant price level at N,

personal consumption must be restricted from P to that is,

personal savings must automatically increase to the same level as

investment. However, should personal consumption be maintained in

absolute terms, prices would rise to P2. If the propensity to

consume has not changed, the price level (or value of M) will rise

to P3. This is, in other words, the action of the investment

multiplier expressed in terms of consumption ratios of final output.

It may be true, as has already been suggested, that a certain

value of final output is a prerequisite for fixed investment to
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take place. This presumably would result from a rising value

of output from the supply side and would apply to the price pg. At

that point, the investment multiplier mechanism would adu its

effects to that of the wage-price spiral so that both would take

place simultaneously with mutually reinforcing results. It becomes

easier for wage cost increases to be passed on as higher prices

because of the increased level of total demand.

Rises in output per man-hour will again have a similar effect

in thatj instead of an increase in investment shifting the 45°

line upward to the left, it would either not shift so far, remain

the same, or fall downward and to the right. This would check

the action of the multiplier just as it assists in the convergence

of the wages-prices spiral. In this way, personal consumption

and other claimants of final output cease to be mutually exclusive

since a larger absolute quantity of goods and service are

available. The action should be symmetrical downward, as is shown

in the diagram, but many practical obstacles to falling prices

exist.

Suppose now that the government share of final output

increases. Again, this would be shown by a movement upward and to

the left of the 45° line. If personal consumption is reduced by

an equivalent amount, no price rise can result. This would be the

oonsumption-balanced budget. However, if consumption is not

restricted to the same degree as the government share is increased,

it can be seen by inspection of Diagram 7 that a price rise will

occur. The extent of the price rise will be determined by the slope

of the line PP3 which shows the ratio of personal consumption to

final output and the amount that consuming ability is reduced. An

indirect tax, if "shifted" to passive incomes by rising wages, will
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not reduce consuming ability by as much, as government income

increased.

Welfare services act to increase personal consumption, assuming

that these services would be provided by the consumers themselves

were they not "free". Again, this would be shown by an increase

in the slope of the personal consumption line, pPg.
Second (see diagram 8), personal consumption can be included

in the vertical axis and investment can be placed on the horizontal.

Then the line CP (45°) is much higher than in the first case,

suggesting that personal consumption forms a large part of final

output. Assume now, that personal consumption rises, perhaps as

a result of increased wages, to Cl. Price levels can be kept

constant only if investment is reduced from p to Fx (equals pPx)
releasing resources for personal consumption. However, should

entrepreneurs in response to the increase in demand maintain their

absolute quantities of investment, value of output N will rise to

P2,-further, in response to rising demand, if the investment ratio

is maintained, value N will rise to Pg, suggesting the operation

of a consumption multiplier.
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(Consumptirn Multiplier and Effect of a Decrease in Consumption)

It can be seen that the price rise resulting from an increase

in fixed investment with personal consumption ratios constant is

greater than that for an increase in absolute personal consumption

with investment ratios constant. This follows (sea the discussion

of convergence above) from the much higher level of personal

consumption than of investment. However, should investment ratios

increase in response to the increased demand (the accelerator) the

slope of the line PP5 will increase and a still higher price result.

A reduction of consumption without a corresponding reduction

of investment can be easily shown in diagram 8 by moving the 45°
line down to Ci P3 Pj . Theoretically, the new prioe level should
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be symmetrical downward at P2; however, since the chances of a

reduction of the price level are very remote, exempt in a

depression, the value of final output will probably remain at Pg.
»iore interesting is the case of an improvement in the terms

of trade (see diagram 9).

/ \r*/f><5Ors,7/ CC.ifs .. ^ /» 7-/ ^
DIAGRAM 9

(Movements in Terms of Trade)
A rise in export prices would De shown by a new value of final

output, jl . if consumers are content with existing absolute

personal consumption, this value will be stable at P^; however,
in view of rising profits in the exports industries, wage-earners,

as consumers, may demand the same personal consumption ratio as

before. If such is the situation, consumption will rise to Pg and
as other active income sectors defend their real consumption, a

new level of N (%) will obtain as personal consumption rises to P 3

This is, in essence, a "terms of trade multiplier" which will hold

true if the personal consumption ratio (or the propensity to

consume) is constant.

0 c
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Suppose that export prices fall. This would be shown by
/

a falling value of ), and personal consumption would, at

first, be the same as P^. Falling wages in export industries
should reduce personal consumption furthei* to show symmetry with

the upward movement in the case of rising export values so that

the value N determined by point pr, should result. This would
2 0

automatically correct unfavourable terms of trade as demand for

the cheaper export goods rises; however, under current conditions,

it id doubtful that trade unions will consent to the reduction in

* their wages. If so, the value of N would remain at

determined by P^. Personal consumption, therefore, would be
higher than equilibrium level and the excess demand would spill

over into the export sector as entrepreneurs find the domestic

market more profitable than the overseas, as a result of this, the

export sector will fall still further to accomodate the increase in

domestic consumption and the new "equilibrium" level of N will be

established at P'.

The balance of payments will be in deficit^however, and
measures will have to be taken to restrict either investment,

government expenditure or personal consumption in order to restore

the balance of payments if increases in production fail to arise.

The evidence suggests that the post-war inflationary pe riod

has been more a spiral of wage costs than a consumption spiral. Table

IX, p. 7-5, shows a steadily rising share of employment income and

profits, whereas Table XV, p. lfJ-2), shows a constant ratio of personal

consumption. Apparently, personal savings are increasing

sufficiently to reduce personal expenditure as the distribution of
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final output moves in favour of wage earners. Diagram 4, therefore,

would appear to be realistic as it fits the current conditions of

inflation. In addition, diagram 8, the consumption multiplier,

showing personal consumption as an absolute quantity, and fixed

investment as a variable with a rising .ratio of consumption

(measured on the horizontal axis) appears to be true for the

demand side. This is not to suggest that demand is satisfied or

anything like it; on the contrary, it is already too high to allow

the nation to export in sufficient quantity. Investment increases

its ratio as personal consumption rises in absolute terms because

prices of capital goods rise from the cost 3ide. In this way,

investment ratios have increased in response to the consumption

multiplier and the accelerator.

As investment increases, it adds it> own stimulus to rising

prices through the investment multiplier, increasing wages,through

competition for labour and prices as a result of wage increases.

The result is an inflationary spiral in which all three stimulants

to rising prices are in action.

During depression, it is evident that investment increases will

stimulate demand through the investment multiplier with a given

personal consumption ratio. Aggregate consumption will rise from

P to P2 (see diagram 7) as employment increases and value of final

output rises. .Eventually, assuming a constant propensity to

consume, N will rise to the level of P3 as more factors formerly

unemployed increase aggregate consumption. However, once full

employment is reached, the propensity to consume cannot be as great

as before, and personal savings must rise. To continue an

investment policy designed to increase further the value of final
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output will be futile as the multiplier ceases to multiply with

its pre-full employment vigour, further investment will simply

increase the demand for labour and. raise wages and prices.

At this point, the emphasis switches from the investment

multiplier to the wage-price spiral. Labour gains a degree of

monopoly and demands a wage in accordance with its own pressures

whether they be the cost of living, rising profits, or otherwise.

As personal consumption rises further, investment will increase in

accordance with the consumption multiplier and accelerator in

order to meet rising levels of demand. Prices must rise as the

value of N reaches such a level that consumption ratios are

kept constant with investment ratios increasing (Table XV, p. 1$0)
and greater competition for labour results.

Is there an ultimate and to this process ? The forces of

convergence which have been illustrated in diagram form nay

cease to bo as effective as passive incomes become more active

and imports fall relatively as prices rise. As suggested before,

a surplus of capital equipment may occur as labour becomes more and

more scarce. However, long before this can happen export markets

will be lost through rising prices, since 20fo of the gross

national product is generated by exports, loss of these markets

could have a major impact on the economy. This may well be the

final check to the wage-price spiral, undesirable though it may

be. otherwise, it appears that the only other successful source

of "convergence" ould be from labour itself, for to discourage

investment by any means available fails to remove a real source

of difficulty which is, of course, the wage demands of trade unions.
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c. Speed of the spiral.

The last point to be examined is the speed with which the

action of the spiral proceeds. Unfortunately, this can only he

discussed in general terms since no precise information is

available. Any attempt to correlate directly the movement of

wages and wholesale prices is quite fruitless since raw materials

represent the major portion of costs in industry

Table XP/

percentage distribution to Factors in 1943 - 1950-

Industry Raw Materials Reinvest- Taxation
and Overheads sent. ** *" ~ Dividends wages etc

Iron 8c Steel(7 } 66 2.5 5.5 1.4 24.6
Engineering(12) 60.7 2.7 5.1 1.3 30.2
Chemical &

Cement (4) 66.2 3.1 6.8 2.9 21.0
Textiles &
Clothing (5) 71.5 3.0 3.5 1.9 30.1

Food Processing &
Distribution 86.1 0.8 3.2 1.3 8.6

Brewing (4) 55.3 7.3 11.6 5.8 20.0
Miscellaneous (9) 64.7 2.3 4.8 1.9 26.3

Average 65.3 3.0 5.5 2.1 24.1

& Parenthetical figures indicate number of firms included.
Source: J. Henry Richardson, op. cit., page 265.

From this table it is obvious that a given fall in raw materials costs

can accommodate a rise in wages equal to 65 — 2.7 times the
24

percentage fall in raw materials. However, it is not at

all so simple as an arithmetic ratio in specific cases since the value

of products tends to be much more complex. The individual entrepreneur

may price his product on the basis of original cost of raw material and,

therefore, a fall in raw material costs will be reflected in prices
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until existing stocks are used up. On the other hand, if replacement

costs are used for pricing, rising wage costs will he immediately offset

by the fall of raw materials. Generally, however, the lag between raw

materials and cost increases tends to be about one year (see above,

Since the 1951 peak of imports costs, wage increases have not had any

material affect on costs owing to the fall in import costs. Diagram 4

above shows the effect of the combination of both rising wages and

import costs as considerably greater than if 'wages only were rising.

In the same way, falling imports can check the effect of a rise in wages

rather quickly. At the moment, therefore, it is probably safe to

conclude that wage increases have not had any significant effect on

prices as yet except in basic industries where wages are the major

portion of costs.

The situation wou3.d be that rounds of wage increases would first be

reflected in the price of basic products such as mining and quarrying

in a fairly short time (sea Table XI, p.£# ). The effect of this price

rise would be noticed in the processing or "secondary" industries

somewhat later depending on the method of cost accounting used. The

pressure on profits among these industries would be felt when the cost

of new stocks of basic material plus their own wage cost increases becomes

so great that prices of consumer goods must rise. Thus, like a concertina,

the entire structure of manufacturing is eventually forced to seek

price rises all along the way from bottom to top. By the time consumer

prices are finally affected, purchasing power is already in the hands of

workers to finance the consumer price rise.

It is difficult, of course, to say definitely the length of time

required for this process, if prices rises are anticipated ahd a

general inflationary psychology is in evidence, the time required may

be quite short. Basic products tend to rise in quick jumps; whereas
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consumer products show a tendency to "creep" upward, in actual fact,

the movement of consumer prices and wages in the aggregate is a

steady one reflecting no particular influence at any one time.

For the time relationship between retail prices and wages, it

is difficult again to be precise, but it appears that there is a six

month lag between the index of wage rates and the index of retail

prices. At no time between June, 1947, and May, 1955, was there a

difference of over five points between the two indices if wages

are lagged six months. Obviously the time lag will depend on the

time taken for negotiation of a wage claim plus the lag between the

rise of the retail price index and the moment that wage claims are

presented to the employer. Peacock and Ryan suggest the average time

required for wage negotiation to be six to seven months.^ They

used a method of sampling of wage claims made within certain

industries.

The sliding Scale agreement is, of course, far quicker in its

reaction to the retail price index depending on the number of points

variation in the index required for a wage adjustment. A one point

rise in the price index which results in a corresponding wage rise

is instantaneous, requiring only the amount of time to compile and

publish the index.

It is doubtful that the sliding Scale itself is a major factor

contributing to rising prices. By far the larger number of wage

increases is due to direct negotiation between employer and trade

union. The Sliding Scale Agreement merely defends the existing roal

wage and makes no provision (unless it is revised) for rising real

wages. If such were the general case, there would be no increase in

1. A.T. Peacock and W.J.L. Ryan, "Jage claims and the Pace of
Inflation, (1948-1951)", Economic Journal, Vol. LX111,
June, 1953, p. 385.
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real income for wage earners at the expense of other passive incomes.

The spiral would converge even more quickly. It is the tendency to

"overshoot", to gain wage rises for other reasons than rising living

costs that result in forces of divergence within the spiral.

In the aggregate, therefore, there is no definite time period

which can be assigned to the movement of cost inflation. Price

rises due to wage cost increases are too easily masked by other

influences as well as the costing procedure within each firm.

Consequently, it appears that it is a continuous process with basic

industries, especially those nationalised, increasing prices in a

series of jumps which are reflected in other prices along with other

costs including wages as an upward climb. This may be accelerated at

various times depending upon the circumstances, but the general

movement is steadily upward. As the process continues, there will

probably be a tendency to gather momentum as entrepreneurs find it

relatively easy to pass on cost increases to the next stage of

production. Each will be anxious to avoid possible losses due to stock

replacement at higher prices and, therefore, will push up his own

prices as quickly as possible.



CHAPTER 14.

THE SPIRAL IN RELATION TO TRAD-J CYCLE THEORY

£65

It will be helpful to set out the theory of the wage-price

spiral against a background of modern business cycle theory in order

to gain a perspective which ordinarily would be lacking. Many

excellent explanations have been offered regarding the cumulative

upswing and downswing of business activity, in fact, far too many

to discuss here. The important feature of these theories is the

fact that each phase of the cycle culminates in a turning point,

upward or downward as the case may be, and the next phase begins.

Now the difficulty in a discussion of the "self-generating" (or

nearly so) wage-price spiral is the apparent failure of the process

to precipitate a downturn. Clearly, as suggested above, falling

export markets will serve this purpose if prices in other competing

nations fail to rise as fast as those in Great Britain. This, however,

is a condition imposed from outside the economy, and requires no

explanation. Dynamic theory has stressed the fact that the forces

which cause a turning point are inherent within each phase of the

cycle; evidently, these forces have ceased to be effective during

the post-war era.

Since the concern here is with a cost inflation, the turning

point at the peak of prosperity is the significant feature -

significant because of its absence. On p. HI above, mention was

made of a "ceiling" which imposes a limit on industry's expansion.

This is an important point in the theory of J.R. Hicks. This

ceiling was imposed by rising costs of investment goods as compared
with consumer goods which result from a shortage in relation to the

demand for them. This same principle was noted in Table Xl, p. ^ <
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Wage and profit increases among basic industries and among capital

goods producing industries bad a much smaller effect on the cost of

personal consumption than service oil consumer goods industries, even

though the proportion of labour in basic industries is high. Hence,

an all-round wage increase will cause a greater rise in cost of

investment goods than of consumer goods. Ultimately capital investment

must become prohibitive in cost if the trend continues and production

increases are sufficient to justify the expenditure, that is, the

marginal efficiency of capital falls.

Clearly, this depends on the rate of technical progress.

Obsolescence can be as potent a factor as depreciation in determining
the replacement of fixed capital. Economists have tended to ignore

technical changes as an unknown factor which is "given" etc. in

constructing theories of trade cycles; however, it is questionable

whether this can safely be done in the post-war period of full

employment. A good example of this type of theory is that of Mr

Harrod."*" His "natural" rate of growth depends upon the increase

in working population and output per head due to technical progress.

The natural rate may be accelerated by an increase in saving, but

this has the effect of causing a downturn in output if the rate of

investment fails to keep pace with saving. Now if to this system

is added the "ceiling" suggested by Hicks (or rather a "zone" as he

later suggested in which resistances to output increases are

heightened) representing full employment, the inherent tendency for
g

the economic system to turn downward is complete. It is possible,

however, for autonomous investment to give such an impetus to the

1. R.F. Harrod, Towards a Dynamic Economics, Macmillan, 1948.
2. J.R. Hicks, "Mr Harrod's Dynamic Theory", Economics, May, 1949,

p. 106
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economy that it can remain in the full employment 7.one for some

time, according to Hicks, until the increased autonomous investment

is past.

Now the question to he posed here is what happens if technical

progress is so great that labour-saving innovations are introduced

in such quantity that a "shortage" of labour never really occurs? By

"shortage" is meant the scarcity of labour which results in a level

of output that is less than technologically impossible. By

successive applications of new labour-saving techniques, which result

in a redundancy of a certain type of labour required for immediate

production, the ceiling or zone is robbed of its resistance, a

surplus of labour for production purposes may exist.

This also reduces the possibility of redundancy of capital

equipment, for, as technical progress makes older methods of

production obsolescent, new innovations will, if sufficiently labour-

saving, reduce the total amount of labour required for production

purposes. Obviously, such labour-saving innovations are only labour-

saving in the sense that the amount of labour required for a

particular stage of production (presumably the final one) is reduced.

This means that labour's services will be Utilized at earlier stages

and made more effective by a more "round-about" method of production

involving greater use of natural power. Such methods will inevitable

make Hicks' "ceiling" a very flegible one, for as full employment is

reached, in the sense that all labour is employed, successive

applications of new capital equipment can push the ceiling higher.

In Harrod's terminology, the natural rate of growth is proceeding at

least as fast as the movement of the trade cycle in its tendency
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to turn downward; consequently, the economy remains in the zone of

full employment. Because of this and the political implications

of anything less than full employment, the trade cycle, as has been

shown in the past, may be as obsolete as the capital equipment with

which it was concerned. The new horizons which will be opened by

automation can completely alter existing economic theory ad far as

cyclical movements of output are concerned.

If this be accepted, the cause of the difficulty which results

in rising prices under perpetually full employment conditions is

really a lack of personal saving. While technical improvements in

production methods may he very great, it is still impossible to

achieve the maximum development of productive capacity so long as

investment exceeds saving. The capacity to save is the ultimate

determinant of economic progress, if investment exceeds saving prices

will rise, with the result that less real investment can be undertaken

than at the equilibrium level of savings and investment. To use
3

Nicholas Kaldor's model, the shift of the savings curve does not occur.

Since investment is proceeding at a higher rate than saving and the

possibility of increased savings does not appear, rising prices

result in a retarded real growth.

The fact that personal savings are insufficient is a result

of the distribution of income in favour of non-savers, welfare state

redistribution and its effects have been discussed at some length,

and when this post-war consuming ability is compared with pre-war

"trade cycle" conditions some rather interesting facts emerge.

3. N. Kaldor, "A Model of the Trade cycle", Economic Journal,
March, 1940, p. 78.
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Consider, for instance, the years 1936 - 1937 and 1938 when

national income was above that of 1929 - rather prosperous years.

Rowntree's survey of York showed in 1935 - 1936 that 31.1$ of the

working population was existing under conditions of poverty,

("poverty" being defined as earnings after rent of under 43/6 per

week). Unemployment, old age, and low earnings were the cause of this

condition. Further, the investigations of Jdhn Boyd Orr found that

the diet of 70$ of the population of Great Britain was deficient

in one way or another. In fact, all sociological surveys made at

the time suggest inadequacies of purchasing power among the

majority of the population.

However, it was not so much an exploitation of the working

classes that resulted in these sub-standard conditions of

existence as the failure to utilize all the resources of the nation to

the fullest. Wages represented as much of national income then as

post-war, and profits before tax show not much change. As taxation of

incomes increased as the result of the war, the transfer of existing

wealth from savings classes to non-savers meant a greater aggregate

consuming power. The sub-standard existence of workers before was

in effect the saving necessary to bring the boom stage of the trade

cycle to a close. In 1938, for example, 60 of total allocated

incomes was earned by wage earners under £250 per year. This

condition produced an amount of savings equal to about 5$ of the

gross national product. In 1954, with 79$ of total incomes under

£1,000, the same percentage of gross national product was saved.
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Table XXIV

Distribution of Allocated Personal Incomes by Income Groups before and
after Tax.

$ of total $ of total $ rise or $ of total $ of total $ rlv
Income Group before tax after tax fall before tax after tax or

1938 1938 1938 1954 1954 1954

up to 250 60 64 +■ 6.7 11.8 13.1 + 11.0
250 - 500 14.4 15 + 4 26 29 11.5
500 - 750 5.35 5.2 -3 29 30.8 + 6,0
750 - 1,000 2.9 2.7 -7 12.2 12.2 0

1,000 - 1,500 3.6 3.2 -11 6.9 6.4 - 7.3
1,500 - 2,000 2.05 1.77 -13.5 2.95 2.5 -15.25
2,000 - 3,000 2.56 2.14 -16.5 3.18 2.5 -21.5
3,000 - 5,000 2.9 2.24 -22.7 2.95 1.94 -34.3
5,000 - 10,000 2.82 1.92 -32 2.26 1.14 -49.5
10,000 - 20,000 1.74 .96 -44.8 1.05 .36 -65.7

over 20,000 2 .98 -51 .565 .101 -82.2

Source: National Income and Expenditure, 1955, Table 28.

Now if the sociological studies are correct, in 1938 an income of

£250 was barely sufficient for a family of average si~e. One could

hardly expect much personal saving in that income group. However, this

group increased its share of income from 60 to 64$ of allocated income

after tax. The saving income group would start presumably within the

£250 to £500 range, that is, 56$ of total allocated income after tax

would be either spent or saved.

In 1954, the picture is quite different, for 85$ of income after tax

falls within the 0 - £1,000 income group. This, according to the Cost of

Living Advisory Commission, represents practically all wage earners and

most salary earners. This means that the "saving group" of the trade

cycle era has only 15$ of income after tax to spend or save. It can

hardly be expected, therefore, that the savings curve of Kaldor's model

of the trade cycle will shift very quickly.
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To this redistribution by direct taxation must, of course, be

added the welfare benefits received. In 1925, workers paid 85f0 of

the cost of social services in taxes, receiving more back than was

paid in, and in 1935 79foA considering that this latter year was

characterized by high unemployment, a good deal of these contributions

by workers would be paid to their own group. In 1954, with no

unemployment, workers paid in direct taxes only 55.3^ of the welfare

benefits received (see above, p. 162). Again, this suggests that

consumption must be high among the working class or "non-savers" .

In fact, the only way to equal the savings of pre-war would be by

raising the value of final output to such a high level that personal

savings will wither be forced or incomes will be high enough to

allow a margin for thrift.

As to the source of these wage incomes, further comparison

with pre-war can b6 made in the form of wage rates and wage earnings.

1924 1929 1932 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938
Wage Rates 100 WE Wo §0 "~§"o75 ~W "WT5 ~WT5
Earnings 100 98 89 93 97 98.5 102 103

Source: A.L. Bowley, Studies in National Income, pp. 62 - 63.

When these are compared with post-war figures (Table XXll, p.Mils )

the results are quite startling. Of course, alio ance must be

made for the reduction of the working week which has increased

earnings even more; however, the general trend of income being

distributed to the working class is still valid.

In addition, one must include the enormous political pressure

which refuses to permit anything but full or nearly full employment.

4. C.L. Mowat op. cit. p. 492.
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Trade Unions, in their capacity as guardians of the welfare of their

members, will hardly tolerate unemployment to any degree, strike

action i3 far too potent a weapon to be ignored by any government.

These appear to be the major differences between the pre-war

trade cycle economy and post-war full employment. It is these

differences which the trade cycle theorists appear to have overlooked.

Harrod was concerned, among other things, with the possibility of

secular stagnation with the rate of growth of capital exceeding the

rate of increase of consumption. This would lead to a reserve of

unemployment as population growth and labour-saving investments lead

to a redundancy of labour. This excessive rate of growth of capital

goods occurs because of a surplus of saving, and is, therefore,

required for the maintenance of full employment. It seems quite

logical to argue in an opposite fashion, that is, that a deficiency

of saving will be the general rule. On page ISO this argument was

presented in rudimentary form and was based on the assumption that

savings are forced on certain sectors of the population which

represent passive incomes. Comparing post-war conditions with pre-war,

40$ of the national income devoted to wages was inadequate for a

reasonable standard of living before the war. A large proportion of

the other 60$, therefore, could bo comfortably savad. The real
t

savers, however, were the wage earners who ware forced to save by

prices too high for the standard of living they wished to enjoy.

Currently, this 40$ of national income i3 much more adequate than in

the past since 79$ of personal income before tax i3 in the hands of

workers as compared with 60$ before the war. The structure of

taxation and welfare benefits simply adds to the consuming ability

of wag9 earners. Voluntary saving may occur within this income
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group since wage earners are now an active income 3ectorf however,

the real forced savers will be other passive incomes, whether the

saving constitutes doing without a new Rolls-Royce or a pack of

cigarettes for a pensioner.

This approach to personal saving makes all the differs ice bet?<#aen

the "trade cycle" and the "full employment" analysis, for, as

suggested on page 13C>, price rises are essential for an increase in

saving in some form. This explanation seems to fit more closely

the facts of the post-war situation, since there has bean every

evidence of over-consumption and rising prices. Long order books for

capital equipment suggest the perpetual excess of investment over

saving with the result that the ability to produce new capital goods

is incapable of supplying the demand. Apparently, what is needed is

to restrict consumption until such time as the supply of capital

goods is gr-at enough to increase the production of consumer goods.

As stated above, technical progress which renders older

machines obsolete and labour for production redundant, does not

necessarily mean redundancy of capital and labour in the aggregate.

Capital saving and labour-saving innovations of themselves are not

sufficient to produce unemployment but will merely cause a shift of

employment. As long as physical human energy is displaced by natural

energy, the human mind will be required to direct the operation of

that energy. In this way, technical progress can keep pace with the

increase of population and no redundancy of labour need occur.

However, when the human mind itself is displaced by automation,

the problem may be very different. It is, for instance, inconceivable

that the labour displaced on an assembly line by automation could

be utilised in manufacture and repair of an electronic brain. In this

way, a surplus of labour may arise, but, since the difficulty is
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foreseen well in advance, future plans can be made which may, for

instance, involve a shorter working week with no loss of pay; hence,

demand for personal consumption need not be outstripped by supply.

The rising cost of capital goods as compared with consumer

prices must eventually cause a slackening of the pace of investment

unless the productive advantage of the new technique is so much

greater than the old that further investment is still profitable.

Again this appears to have been a characteristic of the full employment

economy with a high consumer demand.

But, most important of all (see p. 76 above), is the

revolutionary change of the social conscience. Labour*s transition

from a passive to an active income has brought with it an awareness of

welfare concepts which guarantees a minimum standard of living. This,

above all, has ensured a higher degree of consumption than the

domestic productive capacity can support. The distribution of income

shown in Table XXlY for 1954 will undoubtedly be a permanent feature

of the economy. It can be seen in the table that incomes of £1,500

and upward lose a greater percentage of their shares of total

allocated income than in 1938, and, as incomes rise, this lo3s of
share becomes considerably greater. This new distribution by direct

taxation has been accepted by the losing classes practically

without objection; hence one can assume that it is permanent.

For these reasons, therefore, the trade cycle, as has been known

in the past is probably a matter of economic history. Trade cycle

theorists whose econometric methods of analysis have shown

mechanically how the economy fluctuates about an equilibrium level

because of the magnitude of certain coefficients have always been

forced to take as given the factors which are really the most

important. Assumptions have been made about these factors which have
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rendered thea ineffective as far as the solution of the models is

concerned; yet it is here that the greatest amount of research remains

to be done. The redistribution of wealth and its effect on

consumption and saving, technological progress which outstrips the

tendency to over-accumulate capital, and autonomous investment which,

in effect, means new roads, schools, slum clearance, etc. are all

determinants of the national income which cannot be fitted neatly

into an econometric model. On the contrary, the problem facing

the nation no longer is the trade cycle with the enormous waste of

human and natural resources; these can be put to work, if necessary,

by the simple expedient of digging holes and filling them up again.

It is really a question of the most advantageous use of these

resources so as to maximize productive capacity and satisfy the

demand of consumers which has been increased by a more equal

distribution of wealth.

However, the problem still remains of where the necessary ex

ante saving is to come from in order to stabilize the price level and

permit the optimum growth of productive capacity, since under

"trade cycle" conditions of full employment, wages represent

approximately a constant proportion of national income, except over

long periods, it follows that increases in labour's income is

inflationary. Redistribution through taxation will serve to

aggravate the inflation so that, according to the above analysis,

prices, or value of final output, will rise until forced saving takes

place.
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CHAPTER 15

A PLAN FOR FULL HflPLOYdEHT

The problem facing Great Britain, as well as other nations, is

how to remain in the zona of full employment and secure a measure of

price stability. In the face of rising import costs, this problem

was exceedingly difficult, although for Britain with its high

proportion of basic material imports, it was not so difficult as for

other nations that are consumers of foreign manufactured products.

However, for Britain, the balance of payments complicates the issue

considerably since capital goods for home expansion of productive

capacity directly compete ^vith the export sector. Further, since

production increases are most effective in absorbing both rises in

imports and wageposts, the means of expanding production is for the

moment mutually exclusive with exports, it is essential, therefore,

that every advantage be taken of favourable terms of trade in order

to expand productive capacity.

It would be a mistake to attach too much significance to rising

wages alone as a single determinant of the price increases. It is

rather a combination of many factor> of which wages are only one.

The danger point is reached, however, when other incomes, hitherto

passive, demand increases and add further pressure to rising

prices. In this way, an important converging force can be lost. In

the post-war period the combination of both rising import costs and

wage costs has forced higher prices

What is most important to the economy i3 that it remain within

the full employment zone. The nation cannot afford either unemployment

or inefficient employment and the consequent waste of productive

power. Consequently, it is vital that a comprehensive plan for full
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employment be designed and put into practice.

a. Control of import costs by buffer stocks and subsidies.

Tile essentials of such a plan are already inherent in the

discussion of the various components of both production and

consumption. It appears, however, that it would be a mistake to

permit the complete operation of market forces of supply and demand

to determine the price level. Some centralized control and

planning seem essential. Consider, first, the effect of fluctuation

in cost of imports. Since Britain is largely an importer of basic

materials, excessive fluctuation of the prices of these commodities

means for the individual manufacturer stock appreciation at one

time and depreciation at another. As appreciation means loss of

profits without corresponding price increases, so depreciation means

an excess of profits. It becomes extremely difficult during times

of rising costs of imports to finance new stocks, pay taxes, and

still have sufficient left for dividends. Also, during periods of

falling import costs, a surplus of funds may exist which may be

applied to liquid reserves only since a falling off of demand may be

anticipated. Industries dependent on export markets will no doubt

discover their own markets failing during such a period. In this way,

a trade recession may be intensified by overcaution on the part of

entrepreneurs.

It would seam to be advantageous, therefore, for the government

to maintain a stockpile of commodities which can be increased during

a period of falling import costs and decreased by selling to manufacturers

during rising costs. This would have a stabilising influence on the

price level of stocks and reduce the risk involved in evaluating

private stocks. Traditionall, this has been the function of the
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speculator who had sufficient funds or credit at his disposal; however,

post-war developments have so increased the degree of price

fluctuation that the individual buyer can no longer cope with it.

Such a government enterprise would no doubt require international

agreement, but some accord should be possible with the producers

of primary goods. These producers would have much to gain since the

inflationary pressures within their own countries gr@w as incomes

from exports rise. Further, as prices for basic commodities fall,

the primary producer would be assured of some market support for

his products.

By operating through the market mechanism, private buying of

basic commodities can be continued. This would permit the maximum

use of the private traderfe knowledge and skill, for he would not be

obliged to buy from government stocks if he could find a cheaper

source of supply. Harrod*s suggestions for buffer stocks on an

International scale were principally designed for cushioning the

cyclical tendency toward falling prices in a slump which he considered

as inevitable during the process of economic growth. However, his

plan involves the inclusion of stocks composed of processed

articles which "could be held in stock without danger of obsolescence".

It seems that without going to such lengths as this, much could be

done toward contra-cyclical policy by confining stocks to basic

materials which are of strategic importance.

As Harrod suggests the 3i?.e of buffer stocks would have to be

unlimited to maintain prices at a constant, or slowly rising price

level. Only in this way could confidence in future costs of

1. Harrod, op, cit., pp. 123 - 128.
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commodities be sufficient to minimize the risk of antraprenaurship.

Under more realistic cireumstances, it is doubtful that such size

could be attained, nor would it be wisa to do so. What is possible,

however, are stocks of sufficient size to reduce the shocks of

basic commodity price fluctuations. Efficiency of usa of high

cost commodities would be encouraged if the government stockpile were

large enough to •♦predict" a price rise for industries some months

in advance. This would make possible planning of production which

could allow for future cost increases; hence, it would reduce the

risks of production and contribute to domestic price stability. The

greater the size of the stockpiles, the greater the security

obtained.

The problem of exceptional price movements such as the Korean

price boom may prove too much for buffer stocks to solve. In such

a case, when stocks are not sufficiently strong, the only other

recourse would be to the subsidy. In a few instances prices have

shown no tendency to return to anything approaching the original level.

The long term trend has been steadily upward with no sign of any

change. Obviously, stocks of these materials cannot offer a

solution since only the cyclical humps can be smoothed with an

allowance for a slight secular upward or downward trend, what is

required in this case is a readjustment of'the production process so as

to accommodate the rising cost of such commodities. Economies, not

only by using cheaper substitutes and less of the expensive material,

but also in all phases of production, must be found so as to avoid

the price increase to consumers that ordinarily would result. These,

however, require time. The planning of the production process is

such that new and cheaper techniques cannot be introduced at ones.
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The use of the subsidy, therefore, ivould assist industry in its

changeover by keeping the cost of tile necessary commodity sufficiently

low to avoid a price increase of the final product and sufficiently

high to encourage economies. The subsidy should, furthermore, be

an ever decreasing one with cuts introduced as industry becomes more

capable of absorbing the rising cost of the commodity.

It was argued above, p. , that the low price of coal

encourages waste. The market price of this scarce commodity should

be high enough to force the most economical use of this resource.

The opportunities for economies in the use of coal through efficient

methods of burning are very great, but are not so for basic

commodities. Poorer quality of final product often results from

excessive direct economies in the use of raw material. In the case

of coal, the "subsidy" is wasteful, but a subsidy for imported

commodities could pay for itself in the resulting stability of the

price level in much the same way as was suggested above, (p. ?3 )/
for food# For other commodities whose price movements are more subject

to cyclical fluctuation, the buffer stock principle should be

adequate.

Measures of this kind would greatly assist industry in the

planning of production. Stability of raw material costs are as

important as stability of wage costs and the security resulting from

a reasonably guaranteed cost of raw mat-rial would contribute

to price stability. This follows from the argument developed above,

pp. HI ~ i I1 , that security is an important determinant of the

price level.

Many practical difficulties are involved in such a system of
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subsidies. The problem of which commodity to subsidize is, in

itself, great enough to give rise to considerable controversy, a

double criterion of relative importance to the national economy and

the amount of price movement sufficient to merit subsidization

would have to be applied. It may be argued that some industries

would benefit more than others, but sinco profit margins generally

will tend to be unaffected, this should present no great obstacle.

Obviously, the major difficulty to be overcome in the

setting-up of buffer stocks is the foreign exchange with which to

make the necessary purchases. It may be that the subsidy is at

first necessary to attain sufficient price stability to ensure a

favourable balance of trade. If financed by direct taxation, such

a subsidy would possibly bring about the necessary personal

saving to improve the balance of trade. However, this is a problem

of the government to solve,

b. Characteristics of full employment.

In addition to a policy designed to control import costs a

fundamental plan for domestic wage anu price stability is required.

Indeed, this is probably of prime importance, for the balance of

trade will tend to correct itself once internal inflation is

controlled.

It has been argued above, p. 2fc4 ff., that the trade eyole such

as has been known in the past will cease to be of any importance in

the post-war economy. Trade union bargaining power and redistribution

of income are principally responsible for this. ;,'inor cyclical

movements are, however, quite likely, but need not result in chronic

unemployment such as in the decade of the thirties. If this is true,

there is a far greater danger of chronic inflation due to excessive
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wage demands during full employment.

First, a definition of full employment should be agreed upon.

Employment will be considered full when the state of the labour

market is such that employers will find it profitable to employ all

the available labour force;, at the current wage.^ This definition

is perhaps more appropriate to a discussion of a co3t inflation than

is that of Ohlin who emphasizes the side of demand. Certainly,

Beverldge's full employment would more likely be overfull employment

as employers will find, it profitable to offer higher wages in

order to expand their labour staff. In such a condition, too, the

balance of payments will deteriorate as demand exceeds domestic

supply. Further, the element of demand is included in the above

definition in that personal consumption will probably remain

constant at full employment and rise if employers find it profitable

to maintain their labour force at an increasing wage.

A possible objection to Ohlin's definition is the fact that

aggregate demand equal to domestic supply does not include the

possible isolated pockets of surplus or insufficient demand for labour

which result in prosperous and depressed areas. Bising wages, can,

2. Two other definitions of full employment should be suggested.
"It (full employment) mean3 having always more vacant jobs than
unemployed men." Bevaridga, Full Employment in a Free Society,
p. 18. "Full employment is tllefTTegree of QmpFoymenf"ThaF
exists when the aggregate demand for commodities is at the
highest level that is compatible with the condition that demand
at existing prices is balanced by current domestic supply."
B. Ohlin, The Problem of Employment Stabilisation,

Oxford university press, 1950, p.5
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therefore, exert pressure on the general price level even though

aggregate demand is equal to aggregate domestic supply. Thus,
something less than full employment may be necessary for a stable

price level depending on the distribution of employment throughout
the country. Certain prosperous industries that require more labour

may exert a stronger upward pressure on the price level than the

stabilizing or downward influence of depressed industries, in this

way, a general price rise in prices must occur as the less prosperous

industries are forced to compete for a limited labour supply even

though it may be unprofitable for them to raise wages. The evidence,

therefore, of full employment appears before unemployment is complete¬

ly eliminated, depending on the structure of industry and labour

within the nation.

This state of full employment is not at all to be deplored

if all the labour resources of the nation are efficiently utilized.

Ultimately, the profit motive should encourage the introduction of

labour-saving innovations, especially as the pressure of

competition in the export industries requires the most efficient

application of labour. However, while labour's mobility in the sense

that labour will not move to areas where it can be most effectively

applied, may be low, there is a tendency to shift from job to job,

increasing the turnover of labour. One would expect, therefore, the

economy to become less adaptable to change, less flexible as new

industries will find difficulty in expanding for lack of labour and

symptoms of over full employment appear.

The distinction between full and over-full employment is

necessarily a fine one. It is practically impossible to determine

at what point over-full employment exists. If it is assumed that

full employment is an equilibrium of supply and demand such that
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all employable workers are utilized, there will be constant danger

of a movement toward over-full employment due to the differential

nature of the economy. As an industry finds it profitable to expand

further, it will attempt cither to increase its physical plant by

investment or to entice labour from other industries; hence the

economy slips into over-full employment. At this point, shortages

of material appear, order books become full, and the balance of

payments deteriorates, all symptoms of excessive demand.

It is, therefore, the lack of flexibility of a full employment

economy which appears to be a major difficulty. Hitherto, the free

play of supply and demand of the labour market was sufficient to

permit natural growth, and labour was sufficiently mobile to respond

to the wage incentive. Regarding this, Meade suggests that
"
... the restoration of the supply-demand mechanism is essential

for two reasons" . The first of these v;as the avoidance of the

wage-price spiral and the second was for the attraction of labour to
s

its most efficient use. The post-war attitude of trade unions has

already shown clearly wh y the free labour market is a matter of

history. Clearly, the membership does not want wage payments, which

represent their means of livelihood, to be subject to economic forces

outside their control - doubtless with good reason.

Meade then suggests that unemployment should be great enough to

reduce the monopoly power of trade unions, whatever that may be. This

would be the result of government action through fiscal policy, control

of the interest rats etc. Again, this is highly questionable in

view of labour's demand for constant or rising real wages, since the

3. ,T.d. Meade, Planning and the Price Mechanism, Allen & TJnwin.Ltd.
L^Kfo~lM8,""pTWffT
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monopoly of labour is virtually complete under full employment, the

employer will be faced with "all or nothing" production, that is, he

will utilize all his existing staff, or face a complete shutdown

because of a strike, boycott, etc. Indeed, considering the

pressures and strains of the organized labour market, it may be that

an unemployment rate that is too high to be politically desirable would

be required to break the monopoly power of labour. In this

connection, Meade suggests XQfo, a figure that is doubtless above the

"political limit".

Further, Meade insists that wage rates must not be tied to the

cost of living.4 But the plain fact is that they are and there is

little anyone can do about it. One can argue on the basis of

economic principles that no free labour market can exist if real wages

are protected, and also that internalional price movements of food

will result in corresponding domestic price movements to the

detriment of the exports trade. This, however, is precisely what lias

happened and will continue until some other welfare-athical concept

replaces the socialist principles currently popular. So long as the

drive for security remains the major stimulus to labour's action, there

will be no change in the demand for constant or rising real wages.

Is it possible to have a free market economy based on the price

mechanism for goods and services without a free labour market ? The

complete answer to this question like so many other will require time.

The post-war period, however, has not shown a very good record, price

stability with a free market for goods with a pre-determined wage

rate has as yet not been attained. In actual fact, since wage

earnings are so much in excess of rates, and earnings are determined

by the individual employer and employee, a free wage market does

4. Ibid, p. 73
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currently exist. The wage rate is, in effect, a "floor" below which

wage payments will not fall. Above this minimum, the wage market

is free to operate. It so happens that market pressures are so

great that the employer is forced to make attractive offers to his

employees so that, as wage rates increase in response to rises In

the cost of living, total earnings do likewise. This, however, is

not due directly to the existence of the minimum wage rate.

The real test of the system will come when demand is sufficiently

relaxed that wage earnings will be equal to or only slightly more

than wage rates. At this point entrepreneurs will be forced to pay

the rates determined by the cost of living in the face of falling

demand for their products. Under these circumstances, it may be

impossible for production to be carried on profitably, and some

unemployment may result. Govarnraent action in the form of lower

taxes, lower interest rates etc., may, therefore, be required to

stimulate flagging demand.

It may well be that the cost of living wage rate will be

sufficient to maintain a large measure of effective demand; hence,

according to Keynesian principles, it will greatly assist the

preservation of full employment. In this way, the downward spiral

may be arrested before it has hardly begun. On the other hand, it may

result in much greater unemployment as industry becomes less able

to pay the minimum cost of living wage. This, however, is unlikely

unless the propensity to consume falls.

However, once the inflationary pressure of rising Import costs

is removed by buffer stocks (or good fortune), the chances of a stable

price level in a free market with extra-determined wage payments should

be quite good. This could be greatly helped by a system of food

subsidies as suggested above ( p. SO ff.). Rounds of wage increases

caused by a food
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caused by a food price increase in one period can, if the ensuing

price rise coincides with another food price increase, result in
a perpetual spiral which will have all the appearance of divergence

especially if passive incomes become more active.

The objection to food subsidies has been that they are

wasteful by providing cheap food for both rich and poor, and that

the same amount of money could be more efficiently applied by

increasing social services. This argument is valid, of course, if

food prices are kept well below the average of other consumer goods,

but it is clear that labour itself prefers the security of real

wages to welfare assistance. Accordingly, food prices should rise

only at the same rate as other goods which make up personal

consumption.

It has bean further argued that food subsidies encourage waste of
n

a scarce commodity. It is hardly feasible that waste should be

any greater with the lower price of food and correspondingly lower

wage rate than with a higher food price and higher wage rate. The

"real cost" is just the same. At any rate, not much can be done

about the cooking habits of housewives unless a programme of

education were inaugurated.

These, therefore, are the basic fundamentals which laust be

accepted in planning for full employment, for it is quite futile to

attempt to change institutions which have become permanent. To

summarise, the following appear to be the major characteristics of

the full employment :

1. Unstable equilibrium - there will be a strong tendency to

slip into over-full employment since the quantity of aggregate

domestic demand and supply conceals isolated areas where either a

5. Meade, op. cit., p.41
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surplus or deficiency of demand may exist. The employer will find
it profitable to offer a higher wage in one industry in order to
increase his labour force, while in another demand will be such

that the existing wage and labour supply is . " inadequate.

2. Inflexibility of employment - labour mobility (as opposed to

job switching) will be reduced to such an extent that new and growing

industries cannot secure sufficient labour for expansion.

i5. A strong .monopoly of labour - this means that wages are

determined by influences outside the industry concerned. The only

free wage market left is the surplus of earnings over wage rates.

Ideally, under full employment, supply of capital goods should

be equal to the demand for them. Once over-full employment appears,

orders for new means of production will increase, and if the

capacity of the supplying industry is insufficient, order books will

grow. The balance of payments will also deteriorate as greater

imports of raw material will be required to meat the increasing demand.

All indications are, therefore, that currently Great Britain is

suffering from over-full employment and the consequent inflation of

both wages and prices. It would be a mistake, however, to apply
Meade's solution to the problem by increasing the level of

unemployment to 10$ of the labour force assuming that is the necessary

figure. This could be done, of course, at the risk of political

upheaval, but another method may be more advantageous from the

standpoint of welfare as well as political stability.

c. Nature of full employment planning.

The importance of saving during a period of full employment

has already been pointed out (p. 267.) A lack of saving means an

excess of consumer demand which precipitates the economy into an
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inflationary condition of over-full employment. This occurs as the

result of the depletion of stocks and the demand for labour to

ieplenish them. It has been argued that prices will rise until

forced savings take place since the income redistributed by progressiv e

taxation and welfare benefits is now in the hands of heavy consumers.

Clearly, to expect voluntary saving on the part of workers requires

a stability of purchasing power which has not, since the war,

appeared. No individual small saver will refrain from purchasing

goods now if the postponed consumption will buy less in the future.

The best "investment", in this sense, is consumption. The result is

a self-generating movement into inflation. As wages rise in

response to the attempt to satisfy high demand, the consuming power

itself is further increased.

There is, of course, very little hope of breaking this

circular relationship through the encouragement of voluntary saving

as long as price rises are anticipated. Further, to raise income

taxes sufficiently to accrue a surplus may reduce the incentive to

produce since the fundamental purpose of working is for consumption in

the present or future. This method would be unsatisfactory if, in

order to stabilize the price level, it were necessary to make the

income tax so steeply progressive that the worker's net income failed

to compensate for the disutility of work. Indirect taxation may

succeed if the workers agree to wage restraint or if wages are frozen

by government directive. In this way only can consuming ability

be compulsorily reduced.

Rising interest rates, as has been shown, can check investment

in long-term projects, although some doubt has been expressed of the
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wisdom of this method of control. This method will release a

share of final output for personal consumption or for export at

the expense of future production. Further, in a coot inflation

there is no guarantee that wage payments will not continue to rise

since the only possible stabilising effect on wage-s would be the

labour surplus which would be released by reduced investment plans.

The amount of reduction necessary to secure this result may be below

the minimum necessary for replacement of depreciated capital and

the provision of new investment to sustain the normal rata of growth.

Since the tendency for the production process is to require mora fixed

capital than in the past, this minimum may be rising and measures

•designed to cheek investment may do more harm than good. A falling

rate of interest over the long term may be required.

These orthodox anti-inflationary measures will be effective under

"trade cycle conditions" principally by causing unemployment; indeed,

it is quite possible that they could still do so, if applied for a

sufficiently long period. Little would be gained, however, since some

productive capacity would become idle and the burden of welfare

benefits would grow. Therefore, if these measures are rejected

as full employment stabilizers, something else must be suggested which

would be more effective in attaining price stability without unemployment,

6. Harrod suggests that the cost amortization is so great that
a rise in the interest rate will have small effect. In housing,
maintenance costs, heating etc. are the main determinants of
investment, and interest plays a minor role. Towards a Dynamic
Economics, p. 133.
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This, as already suggested, would be a plan which must restore
sufficient confidence in the purchasing power of currency to encourage

personal saving as well as furnish the degree of security required

by both trade unions and industry. One must assume that trade union

leaders are reasonable men and are aware of the inflationary

implications of wage demands; however, if no alternative is offered,

they will put forth claims as the general price level rises. In the

same way, the employers will have no other choice than to raise the

prices of their products. Both will consider their own welfare above

that of the nation if a conflict of interests should ensue.

From nineteenth century laissez-faire and its fundamental

conflict of interests between labour and management, a tendency

toward organization has developed which has resulted in trade unions

on an industry-wide scale and counterbalancing employers'

federations. The purpose of these organizations has been to

strengthen each side in their mutual relationship. It would appear

to be only one logical step forward if these great organizations

were to join with the government in an attempt to construct a plan for

the economy as a whole. Responsible representatives of all the major

organisations could be trought together along with the government

representatives to form an annual economic conference. The

requirements of the nation could then be discussed in full in

relation to the productive capacity. Major investment plans of

private industry could be presented and both the means of finance and

the supply of labour could be compared with the amount of basic

material available and the physical capacity of the industry or

industries involved in construction. Government expenditure, as well

as investment in nationalized industry, could then be adjusted

in advance according to the productive capacity of the nation
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at full employment.

At the sa e time the needs of labour could be considered. It

should be possible to arrive at an estimate of the amount of consumer

goods and services available during the coming year as well as the
demand for them. Likewise, the price level of these goods could be

forecast (especially if food subsidies are included in the plan for

full employment) and the appropriate wage level decided upon. At

this time industry could also present its caso for the margin of

profit which it considers necessary for successful conduct of its

business. It should also be possible to decide, in general terms

only, the ability of industry to pay the wages of its employees.

Future productivity trends could be included in this decision.

From the government side, the nature and structure of taxation

in relation to the general economic situation could then b? arrived at.

The balance of payments situation could also be reviewed in the light

of the investment plans of industry and the future wage claims of trade

unions. In this way, all sectors of the economy could feel that they

had a stake in the future of the nation since they were represented

at the annual "economic conference" and that taxation burdens were in

existence for a purpose and not to be shifted.

Is this truly a "flight of fancy ? It need not be for all the
*

necessary ingredients are currently in existence. An excellent

statistical department furnishes annually the national income figures

as well as numerous other Indicators of the state of the economy.

Also, since the necessary organizations are already in existence, all

that would be required would be to raaka the attempt. It could hardly

be expected that such an economic conference as is suggested could take

any disciplinary action in the event of failure on the part of any

group to meet its commitments. The penalty of such a failure would

be rising prices of over-full employment.
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Such a plan need not supercede the market forces of supply and

demand. No such all-embracing scheme need he attempted so long as

the market is cppable of performing its function. In reality, a

plan such as this would assist the market forces by achieving

equilibrium more quickly and with less differential movements of

price levels among the various sections of industry. It has already

been shown (p. &8) that prices among basic industries tend to rise

more quickly as a result of wage increases than among consumer

industries. This of itself will tend to cause over-full employment

as fixed investment becomes more expensive and wage incomes rise in

relation to consumer prices. Centralized planning could allocate

scarce supplies of capital goods to their most advantageous use and

achieve the maximum degree of productivity with the minimum price rise.

As fixed capital tends to become more essential to the production

process, the difficulty of achieving full employment becomes even

greater. Cyclical movements of investment and reinvestment will become

more characteristic of the economy. Consumer durable goods as well

will cause fluctuations in consumer buying. Again centralized

planning could make possible the anticipation of such fluctuations, and

assist in the movement of scarce resources so as to avoid price rises

among certain industries.

The practical difficulties involved in such co-operative

planning are, of course, tremendous. However, if properly approached,

some measure of economic stability should be attained. For example,

entrepreneurs plan their future course of action as well as do trade

unions and the government; hence it is a matter of co-ordinating

these plans into an intelligent policy. Further, such planning need

not Involve yielding company secrets which may jeopardize a company's

competitive position. A statement of investment plans of, say, the
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Rootes Group, for a period of time and an approximate amount of basic

material required is really all that is necessary. Likewise,a

statement regarding the plans for the Transport and General Workers

Union for minimum wages for the coming year need not necessarily

commit the Union to press for these wages. They could, however, be
"

>A
reviewed by the commission as a whole in the light of industry*s

ability to- pay as well as the possible effect on the export trade of

consequent price increases. In this way, assuming that leaders of

trade unions and employers' federations are reasonable men, advice

could be carried to the individual union and industry concerned. The

final judgement on the advisability of certain actions would, however,

be left to the individual organisation or group concerned so a3 to

preserve democratic traditions of freedom. But the very existence of

a suggested plan for full employment would give arv&lternative to the

chaotic survival-of-the-fittest technique which leads to rising

wages and prices in a perpetual upward spiral. This plan should offer

the measure of security required by both labour and management which

is, at the moment, lacking.

d. Adaptation necessary for full employment.

1. Labour.

There are, however, some fundamental changes required,

particularly in the attitude of labour, before any plan for full

employment can succeed. In the first place, trade unions must accept

their measure of responsibility for cost inflation, while it is

quite true that the causes of inflationary price rises are many and

varied, rising wage demands must take their full share of the cause.

In the absence of all other stimui, it is doubtful whether isolated
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wage claims themselves would he sufficient to cause rising prices.

Especially would this he true if claims are confined to basic

industries or to a minority of wage-earners; however, when wage rises

extend to all industries,in the absence of deflationary influences

(such as falling costs of imports) rising prices will no doubt result.

The spiral which would bring this about would be quickly convergent

unless passive incomes become more active.

One can hardly expect pure altruism on the part of any labour

organization; however, recognition of the fact that passivity of

labour's income can greatly assist in the convergence of a spiral

resulting frto rising imports costs is essential. Considering all the

welfare benefits and redistribution of income that labour has gained

since the war, it is difficult to see why trade unions should not

accept their share of/the hardships imposed hy unavoidable inflationary

stimuli. Doubtless, this negative attitude springs from an unfortunate

past; if so, it should be abandoned. Once this exploitation

psychology is eliminated, progress can be made toward a stable full

employment.

In the second place, the many autonomous trade unions must be

prepared to surrender some of their independence to a centralized

agency such as the Trades Union Congress. This too will be difficult

since these organizations are firmly rooted in past tradition. Since

there are as many wage claims as there are unions, powerful internal

tensions (see above, Chapter 6) develop which result in differential

wage gains within one industry. Hence, the employer is faced not with

one wage bill, but with several, some of which may rise so as to protect

the traditional margin between skills. Frequently, these margins are

quite unnecessary and only serve to defend a pre-war tradition. As

a consequence of these tensions, "full employment" may constitute,
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as Meade suggests, lofo unemployment. Again, however, it is poor

consolation to a worker who entered a particular trade when young

because of the higher wage paid to find that his standard of living

is no better than others whose work is less skilled. The rapid pace

of technology is the real reason for his lowered status since his skill

is displaced by unskilled labour and machinery. He is, unfortunately,

part of the price paid for progress.

At any rate, these archaic differentials between autonomous trade

unions must be abandoned if complete full employment is to be

attained. The most efficient method would be the inclusion of craft

unions into the industry-wide union so that wage claims could be

made once for all. The employer could then consider his wage costs

as part of his overhead and plan his production process accordingly,

reasonably secure that his wage bill was fixed for a certain period of

time. The industrial union could decide on the structure of its

wage rates before submitting its claims not only to the employer but

also to the representatives at the annual economic conference for

review; in th s way the plan for full employment could include a

suggested national wage structure which would allow for movement of

labour into occupations where it is most scarce.

This is not to propose a centralized wage policy such as is

practiced in Holland and in Scandinavia. There are advantages in such

a system, especially if past history and tradition support it. In

Great Britain, however, centralized control of wages would probably

not succeed under the circumstances, since labour considers as

fundamental its own right to negotiate its wage bargain within the

framework of local conditions. As a result, the wage policy which

would result from the economic conference would be purely advisory

and would depend on moral persuasion for its enforcement.
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How would productivity influence a national wages policy ? if

labour is sufficiently mobile, wage increases corresponding to

productivity increases should attract labour to those industries of

highest productivity. The working of a free labour market would

accomplish this to the benefit of the nation as a whole. However,

there is no evidence that labour is at all willing to permit wages

to be determined on this basis. It is futile to argue that labour

will move in accordance with the free market forces when these

forces are themselves rendered ineffective by the collective bargaining

of trade unions. The fact that the employer is in a position to

concede wage claims to union representatives because of increased

productivity by no means assures that he will. Other pressures,

(competition, etc. as discussed in Chapter 8) may be strong enough

to overcome the favourable influence of higher productivity.

Furthermore, labour itself refuses to recognize the productivity argument

except when it operates in labour's favour. The current situation

shows wages determined not by individual industries and their ability

to pay but by cost of living, other wage rates etc. which influence

trade union action. There is, therefore, no case for arguing that

labour will move to more efficient industries, lured by the prospect

of higher wages. Productivity could only be used a3 a basis for wage

increases if it is sufficiently general to allow a national wage increase,

Again this would be part of the plan for full employment.

Lastly, as has already been emphasized, wage agreements should

be negotiated for as long a period as possible, presumably, one year

would be the average period for agreements with as many occurring

simultaneously as possible. It would be possible then to have a

general wage and price increase at a particular time which would
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make control easier. As labour begins to accept this "discipline",

the advisory capacity of the economic commission would assume more

importance.

2. Management

Managements role in the plan for full employment would be just

as important as labour's. Since the pressure of competition is felt

by management, as contrasted with labour which negotiates for as

high a wage as possible, the employers would have much to gain from

this plan. Employers' representatives could suggest the maximum

wage they are prepared to pay coincident with the state of their

business. Most important, this must not include overtime and

incentive payments which fail to increase production in sufficient

measure to justify the outlay. With the statistical material

available, it should not be difficult to determine the approximate

level of earnings which are most productive and above which consumer

demand increases at a greater rate than production.

Again, businessmen must direct their activities so as to

promote the good of the nation rather than their own particular welfare.

Emphasis must be laid on the increased output per man-hour rather than

on the short-sighted policy of exploiting a high level of consumer

demand. It may be necessary to recognise certain areas of

employment which properly belong to other industries so as to avoid

continuous "poaching" of labour. This is, curiously, a negation of

the principle of the free market movement of labour to its most

productive uses, for only during full employment (whatever that
level may be) will this be of any value, over-full employment
involves the attraction of labour at the expense of other industries

and does not necessarily increase total production. During over-
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full employment demand for a particular product loses its

effectiveness as a market force, sinc^all demand is high and it

becomes impossible to tell where demand is greatest. Profitability

of an industry and its ability to "poach" does not mean that demand

is greater for that industry's product than for any other.

Some other means must be sought, therefore, for the allocation

of scarce labour resources to industry than the ability to pay

incentive payments. This would be part of the plan for full

employment and would be considered along with the most appropriate

division of scarce capital goods. Major investment projects

(determined by their valuation) could be submitted for approval

to the economic planning commission which could advise postponement,

if necessary, depending on the resources available to industries

producing investment goods. Likewise, the general state of the

economy will be an important consideration.

Of course, it is hardly necessary to suggest that the

achievement of increased exports rests largely on the shoulders of

industry. With domestic demand at such a high level, it is

obviously less expensive for industry to supply home demand than to

cultivate foreign markets. This is particularly true of

heavy industry which produces for both markets. Again this would be

decided by the planning commission so that products could be

available for both markets.

Since the greatest weight of the responsibility for production

rests on the shoulders of entrepreneurs, an economic plan should

be welcomed by them. The security offered by co-ordination of

investment and allocation of scarce labour resources should relieve

some of the pressures of management which make the risk involved in

production so great. In this way, prices might be lower as profits
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of security assumed less Importance. Further, profits of

innovations would have a greater opportunity for development as

more efficient techniques of production could be applied with less risk.

3. Government

The part play3d by the government in planning for full

employment would be most important of all. Public expenditure could

be geared to the requirements of the nation and the ability to

produce. Once private investment is known in advance, public

authorities could plan their own investment programmes accordingly.

In addition, appropriate government advisors would be in a position

to make recommendations to private interests and, if public

support was gained, considerable pressure cojild be brought to bear

on any party which refused to agree. Trade unions, for example,

could use this as a powerful ?/eapon against an erring employer; on

the other hand, should repeated work stoppages occur to gain advantages

for a particular trade union at the expense of other incomes as well

as the economic well-being of the nation, public opinion could be

strong enough to coerce the offender. Especially would this be true

if food prices were guaranteed at a certain level in accordance with

a full employment plan.

Taxation policy must also be considered in the light of incomes of

workers and businesses. The indirect tax for instance, could be

levied on consumer goods with a low elasticity of demand if

incomes were reasonably stable for a period. When the time comes

for another review of the economic situation, the tax might be raised

or lowered depending on the tendencies of incomes to rise or fall.

Direct taxation could also be adjusted to suit the needs of the economy.
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If such a plan for full employment is successful, there

would be no place for monetary policy as a control of investment.

It would no longer be necessary to restrict investment by making

it unnecessarily expensive. The supply of investment goods in

relation to demand would be the determinants of investment instead

of the supply of credit. In the event of failure to comply with

the plany monetary policy could be used, although it is hoped that
it would be unnecessary.

As long as investment resources are limited in supply (in

relation to demand) this method of planning implies a method of

rationing by priority. This is essential until such time as the

capacity of investment goods industries is sufficient to satisfy

the demands (both foreign and domestic) made upon them at the full

employment level. Public investment should be designed to stabilize

this level of demand as fluctuations in private investment appear

as a result of the accelerator. At this point, no system of

priority would be required 3ince the productive capacity is equal

to the demand. Should this plan be followed, no unemployment need

occur, but should over-full employment re-appear the "rationing"

system would have to be re-imposed since it would be impractical to

expand capital goods industries further. Over the long term these

industries must gradually increase their capacity, of course, as

fixed capital becomes more essential to production. However, since,

as is generally agreed, investment goods industries are largely

responsible for the inherent cyclical tendencies, these industries

must not expand beyond the level required by full employment or

contract below this level. Again, it should be noted that rising

interest rates would be unnecessary unless industries refuse to

comply with the plan as set forth by the economic conference.
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Many practical difficulties will have to he surmounted in the

application of this plan which can only he discussed in the most

general terms. However, it is interesting that duringthe last war¬

time emergency, western nations submitted to the discipline of

complete mobilization of all resources in order to produce to the

maximum. At such a time, the supply-demand price mechanism is

considered ineffective for the purpose. Granted that this is a short-

term emergency requiring the movement of resources into munitions,etc.,

could not similar considerations apply to full employment ? One is

quite justified in wondering why the market mechanism is so

efficient at one time and inefficient at another. War-time control of

resources ware designed primarily to avoid inflation, and since a

similar problem exists in peace-time, there is no reason why similar

action should not be taken.

Most important, however, is the fact that a full employment

policy must include all sectors of the economy. It would be futile

to attempt to control wages and not profits and investment and not

personal consumption. A wages policy alone cannot succeed without all

the other components of an economic policy of which wages are only

a part. In such a policy, trade unions will bear their share of

responsibility along with the employers' federations and the government.

In the final analysis, the wages-prices -spiral is both a symptom

and a cause of inflation. In this sense, it cannot be isolated and

dealt with by any method of control to the exclusion of other

inflationary forces, as labour discovers the fact that it can

increase its share of distribution and proceeds to do so, it becomes

the cause of price rises. However, if labour is only defending its

share of distribution, it is a symptom of other inflationary pressures.
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It is quite impossible to distinguish between cause and effect, and,

indeed, it is unnecessary to make the attempt, for the spiral itself

either causes or results from over-full employment. This is not to

suggest, however, that labour's responsibility is not great. Indeed,

the adjustment of labour to the relatively new conditions of full

employment probably will be the most difficult. But, assuming that

trade unionists are reasonable men, it should be accomplished. It

must involve a re-orientation of thinking and the abandonment of old

traditions and animosities to bring about a sense of national

responsibility and to recognise that the welfare of the nation and

the welfare of labour are one and the same.

Once the full employment plan is accepted and prices become

stabilized, voluntary saving can be encouraged and the economic

system can remain more nearly on a full employment basis. The external

shocks of rising imports costs can be absorbed without a noticeable

effect on the domestic price level. Buffer stocks and subsidies where

necessary will remove a great deal of the effects of these shocks and

make adjustments easier by spreading them over a longer period. Perhaps,

indeed, it may be possible to eliminate the indirect tax on consumer

goods, something which should be welcomed by all sectors of the

economy.

Ultimately, the solution to all Inflation, including the wage-

price spiral, is increased production. Any measures designed to

increase the effectiveness of labour should be encouraged. For this

reason, the maximum employment of resources is beneficial so long

as they are efficiently utilized. Full employment, therefore, should

approach as near to completely full employment as is possible.
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However, when demand rises to such a level that employers find

it profitable to increase wage payments without corresponding

increases in production, shortages of labour and bottlenecks in

the supply of material appear. Production becomes a decreasing

function of wages so that consuming potential rises at a greater

rate than production. The point of full employment is thus

passed and symptoms of inflationary over-full employment appear.

Obviously this point of full employment should be as close to

100/•' employment, allowing for frictional unemployment and "tlnem¬

ployable s" , as possible. If this"l00^ employment" is accompanied

by maximum production and employers do not further increase wage

payments, stable prices will be coincident with the greatest

prosperity the nation is capable of securing. Only in this way

can the highest degree of security be achieved for both labour

and management.
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